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6

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON

7

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

8

COLVILLE CONFEDERATED TRIBES,
9

Plaintiff,
10

-vs11

BOYD WALTON, JR., et ux, et al.,
12

Defendants.
13

STATE OF WASHINGTON,
14

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil No. 3421

_____________D_e_f_e_n_d_a
__n_t__I_n_t_e_r_v~e~n~o~r~·--____)
15

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
16
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17

-vs18
19

WILLIAM BOYD WALTON,
et ux, et a 1. ,

20

Defendants,

21 STATE OF WASHINGTON,
22

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil No. 3831
DEFENDANTS MEMORANDUM
OF AUTHORITY

Defendant.
)
----------------------------------------

23

I.

24

Colville Confederated Tribes v. Boyd Walton, Jr.,

25 Kenna Jeanne Walton and

u.s.

an~

v. Walton are consolidated civil

26 suits pending in the United States District Court for the Eastern
27 District of Washington.
28

These cases involve a dispute arising

out of water use on fee title land surrounded by lands of the

29 Colville Indian Reservation in the State of Washington.
30

The Waltons are dairy farmers, owners in fee of some

31
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1
2

3

three hundred and fifty (350) acres of bottom land in a canyon
about one-half

(~)

mile north of Omak Lake surrounded by the

Colville Indian Reservation.

The Waltons derived title to the

4 property indirectly through mense conveyances from the United
5
6

7
8
9

10

States.

individual Indians

13
14

15

16
17
18

21
22

23
24

to the General Allotment.Act of 1887

the property out of· trust by fee patents.

The Waltons operate a dairy on the land and sell the
m;lk
d ~rec
·
tl y t o t h e customer t h roug h t h e1r
· own reta1l
· outlet
•
in Omak,

Washi~gton.

They irrigate their farm from a small

intermittent creek, called No Name Creek, which arises in a
spring zone mostly within the boundaries of the Walton's property
and from two wells.

They grow alfalfa and grass for hay and

provide pasture for their cattle and use the water from one of
the wells for domestic purposes.
The suit brought by the Colville Tribe seeks to enjoin
the diversion of waters from the creek and enjoin the use of
water from the wells on Waltons' land.

Tribe has paramount right to control

any

and all waters for

which they can devise a need within the No Name Creek basin.
II.
Historical Background

27

30

Even beyond that, however,

the Colville Confederated Tribes seek a determination that the

26

29

The property was

thereafter acquired by non-Colville Indian purchasers.

25

28

The Indian allottees sub-

sequently died and pursuant to statute the United States conveyed

19
20

pu~suant

(Act of Congress of March 22, 1906).

11
12

The property was originally allotted in severalty to

Before Washington became a state and before the United
States exercised dominion and control .over what is now the State
of Washington, various and numerous Indian tribal bands ranged
and roamed parts of Eastern Washington.

These tribes and bands

31
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1

included amo~g others the Methow Indians, the Okan~gan Indians,

2

the San Poel Indians, the Lake Indians, the Colville Indians,

3

the Calispel Indians, the Spokane Indians and the Coeur'd'Alene

4

Indians.

5
6

Unbeknownst to these various bands and tribes,
civilized nations laid claim to

owne~ship,

dominion and control

7 of the land on which these Indians made their home.
As the citizens of the new foundling country, known

8

9

as the United States of America, expanded ever westward in

10

their search for a new and better life, the United States

11

Government, on behalf of its citizens, did acquire by cession

12

from other sovereign powers, land which is now denominated as

13

the State of Washington.

14

was originally claimed as a cession from Spain; however, its

15

actual status was clearly settled by treaty with Great Britain

16

on June 15, 1846 (9 Stat. 869).

17

Indians participation.

This acquisition by the United States

All this transpired without the

With its ownership of the public lands, pursuant to

18

u.s.

19

the

20

right to use and dispose of the lands and all rights pertaining

21

thereto, including the lands in question.

claim of ownership, the United States acquired the

22

With the ownership of the lands in the United States,

23

the Indian tribes and bands, roaming eastern Washington, became

24

subject .to the paramount authority of the United States.

25

Court in Cherokee Nation v. Hitchcock, 187 U.S. 294 (1902),

26

summarized this position quite clearly, to-wit:

27

28
29

30

The

"Prior to the act of March 3, 1871, (16 Stat. 544,
566, now Sec. 2079 Rev. Stat.), which statute,
in effect, voiced the intention of Congress
thereafter to make the Indian Tribes amenable
directly to the power and authority of the
laws of the United States by the immediate
exercise of its legislative power over them,

31
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1

the customary manner in dealing with the
Indian Tribes was by treaty. ·As, however,
held in Cherokee Nation v. Southern Kansas
Railway Company (135 u.s., 641, 653), reaffirmed in Stephens v. Cherokee Nation
(174 u.s., 445, 484), while the Cherokee
Nation and other Indian tribes domiciled
within the United States had been recognized
by the United States as separate communiti~s,
and engagements entered in to with them by
means of formal treaties, they were yet
regarded as in a condition of pupilage or
dependency, and subject to the paramount
authority of the United States."

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10

{See also Lonewolf v. Hitchcock, 187 u.s. 553, 235
Sp. Ct. 216 (1903), F. Cohen's "Handbook of Federal Indian Law",
page 12 3 {
))•
In the late 1800's in the eastern part of the State of

11

12 Washington, the same conflict between "white" settlers, demanding
holdi~gs,

13

individual property

14

had occurred throughout this Country's expansion, occupation and

15 development westward.

and "nomadic 11 Indians arose which

Mr. Winans, the Indian Farmer whose official

16 duty was to represent and help the Indians in North Central
17 Washington, sent a report in 1871 providing in part as follows:
18

19
20
21
22
23
24

25

"There is fear that the encroachment of
settlers on lands that the Indians consider
their own may cause a collision between
them and a general war·ensue . • • I would
also state·, judging by the actions of the
Indians last spring, on the rumor of a
withdrawal of troops from Colville, that
i t is my belief that the lives and
property of the settlers in this vicinity
would not·be safe without military protection; a majority of the Spokane, San Poels,
Okanogan and Colvilles were anxious to
appropriate the property of the settlers
to their use and benefit; they made no
effort to conceal their intentions • • •

28

In view of these facts, I believe that
the continued occupancy of Fort Colville,
by the military is our only security against
an Indian war, until these tribes are placed
on reservation ... !

29

The United States Government pursuant to its claim of

26
27

30 ownership of the lands occupied by the various tribal bands in
31
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1

Eastern Washington decided, as it had elsewhere in the

2

country, to confine the various roaming bands to a limited

3

geographical area.

4

new Americans to continue their all embracing occupancy and

5

development of as much land in the west as possible without

6

interference. from roaming Indian bands, and (2) by physically

7

confining the Indians, force them to abandon their nomadic

8

habits and convert them to a pastoral, settled existence

9

whereby they would engage in agricultural pursuits.

10

U• S• •

The purpose was twofold,

11

Winters v.

( 19 0 8 ) •

2 0 7 U • S • 56 4

1

(1) allow the

In response to these developments and pursuant to an

12

executive order of President Grant, the Colville Indian Reserva-

13

tion was carved out of the public domain as a federal enclave

14

on April 9, 1872.

15

Grant

16

the Columbia River and the boundaries of the reservation were

17

denominated as follows, to-wit:

cha~ged

18

Three months later on July 2, 1872, President

the boundaries by eliminating some lands east of

21

"The country bounded on the east and south
by the Columbia River, on the west by the
Okanogan River, and on the north by the British
possessions, be, and the same is hereby, set
apart as a reservation for said Indians, and
for such other Indians as the Department of
the Interior may see fit to locate thereon."

22

As more and more

19

20

u.s.

citizens physically occupied the

23

north-central part of what is now the State of Washington, the

24

demand for more real property to be held in private ownership

25

for development purposes became significant.

26

this demand the

27

(27 Stat. 62) exercised its paramount authority over the Indian

28

bands located on the reservation by actually terminating hal.f

29

the land area (the "northern" half) originally set apart for

30

them and returned it to the public domain and subsequently made

31

u.s.

In response to

Congress through the Act of July 1, 1892

it available for settlement.

This Act, like a similar act on
NANSEN
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1

the Crow Reservation, further restricted the Indians from

2

continuing their nomadic habits by physically forcing them

3

to inhabit a smaller geographic area and thereby require them

4

to adopt a more settled existence and at the same time made

5

more land available for the non-Indian settlers.

6

U.S.,

(Winters v.

supra, p. 576)
Followi~g

7

the termination of one-half of the Colville

8

Reservation the Indians then were left with the "southern"

9

half" and what is conunonly referred to today as the· "diminished"

W

Colville Indian Reservation.
In between the creation of the Colville Reservation

11

12

in 1872 and the diminishment of the reservation in 1892,

13

"great forces" had been at work all across the country involving

14

the white man's push for more and more land, to settle and

15

develop.

This push culminated in passage of the General

16 Allotment Act (Dawes Act) on February 8, 1887 (24 Stat. 388)
17

(25 u.s.c.A. 348).

18

The Court in DeCoteau v. District County Court for

19

Tenth Jud. Dist., 420 u.s. 430, 95 s.ct. 1082, 1086-1087 (1975)

20

summarized the push for and purpose behind the (Dawes Act) as

21

follows:

22

23
24

25

26
27

28
29
30

"But familiar forces soon began to work upon
the Lake Traverse Reservation. A nearby and
growing population of white farmers, merchants,
. and railroad men began urging authorities in
Washington to open the reservation to general
settlement. The Indians, suffering from
disease and bad harvests, developed an increasing
need for cash and direct assistance.p
" •.• had altered its general policy toward
the Indian tribes. After 1871, the tribes were
no longer regarded as sovereign nations, and
the Government began to regulate their affairs
through statute or through contractual agreements ratified by statute. In 1887, the
General Allotment Act (or Dawes Act) was enacted
in an attempt to reconcile the Government's

31
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1

responsibility for the Indians' welfare
with the desire of non-Indians to settle
upon reservation lands. The Act empowered
the President to allot portions of reservation land to tribal members and, with
tribal consent, to sell the surplus lands
to white settlers, with the proceeds of
these sales being dedicated to the Indian's
benefit. See Mattz v. Arnett, 412 u.s.,
at 496-497, 93 s.ct. at 2253." (our emphasis)

2

3

4
5
6

The Dawes Act was

7
8

9

10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17

18

19
20
21

22
23
24

25

26

legislation, however, and

its implementation was left to the President.

If in the Chief

Executive's opinion the reservation was advantageous for
agricultural or_ grazing purposes, the President could cause
the reservation to be surveyed and allotted in severalty to
each Indian located thereon.

By amendment of the Act on

February 28, 1891, each tribal member was to be allotted oneeighth (1/8) of a section (80 acres) if susceptible to cultivation or double that figure (160 acres) if the land was only
valuable for. grazi!lg land.
post, page 56).

(Act of Feb. 28, 1891, c 383 s.

The land so allotted was to be conveyed in the

form of a trust patent to each individual Indian and after the
pass~ge

of a prescribed number of years, originally 25, during

which it was believed the Indian would acquire the expertise and
ability to deal on his own with the real estate, a fee simple
patent was to be issued which would sever the land totally from
trust status and any federal government control and render the
land subject to the laws of the jurisdiction (state or territory)
in which the real estate was located.

Act of May 8, 1906,

Chapter 2348, 34 Stat. 182, 183 (25 u.s.c.A. Sec. 349).
Against this backdrop the following chronology of

27
28

enabli~g

events occurred:

29
30
31

DEFENDANTS

(.1)

Washi~gton

(2)

The Act of July 1, 1892, 27 Stat. 62 restored the
north half of the Colville Reservation to the
public domain. The effect of this act was to cut

achieved statehood in 1889.

-7-
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1

the reservation in half and leave only the
southern half (diminished Colville Reservation)
in u.s. ownership.

2
3

(3)

The Act of February 20, 1896, 29 Stat. 9 extended
the mining laws of the U.S. to the restored northern
half of the Colville Reservation.

(4)

The Act of May 8, 1906, Chapter 2348, 34 Stat.
182, 183 (U.S.C.A. Sec. 349) provided for issuance
of fee patents as opposed to trust patents to
allottees by the Secretary of Interior after which
"all restrictions as to sale encmnbrance or
taxation of said land should be removed and
said land shall not be liable to the satisfaction
of any debt or contract prior to the _issuing of
such patent."

(5)

The Act of 1906, 34 Stat. 80, provided for the
sale of mineral lands and for the settlement and
entry under the Homestead Laws of other surplus
lands remaining on the "diminished 11 Colville
Reservation after allotments were first made and
patents issued for 80 acres of land to each man,
woman and child, either belongi~g to or having
tribal relations on said Colville Indian Reservation.

(6)

The Executive Proclamation, dated May 3, 1916,
removed unallotted lands (surplus) on diminished
reservation from tribal ownership and prescribed
the method for disposal of surplus lands under
the Homestead Laws as the 1906 Act (34 Stat. 80)
had authorized.

(7)

The adoption of Washington State surface water
code, 1916 (1917).
·

4

5

6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13

14

15
16
17

18
19
20

(.8)_

21

22
23

24

25

26

27
28
29
30
31

DEFENDANTS

(_9)

The issuance of a fee simple patent from the
Government to Paul Smitaken, January 28, 1921
to the West half of the West half of the West
half, Southeast quarter and the East half of the
Southwest quarter, all in Section 21, Township 33,
North, Range 27, E.W.M. thereafter conveyed by·
deed from· Paul Smitaken to Hettie and Gordon Wham,
dated April 20, 1921.

u.s.

Issuance of a fee simple patent from the federal
government to Hettie Justice Wham, dated May 5,
1923, to the Southeast quarter of the Southeast
quarter; East half of the Southwest quarter of
the Southwest quarter, East half of the West half
of Southwest quarter of Southeast quarter, all
in Section 21, Township 33 North, Range 27 E.W.M.

(10) Fee simple patent to Hettie Justice Wham, dated
August 10, 1925, for the West half of the West
half of the West half of the Northeast quarter
and East half of Northwest quarter, all in Section
21, Township 33 North, Range 27, E.W.M.
-8-
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1

(11) Fee simple patent to Hettie Justice Wham, dated
August 10, 1925, for the West half of the West
half of the West half of the Northeast quarter
and East half of Northwest quarter, all in
Section 21, Township 33 North, Range 27, E.W.M.

2

3
4

(12) Conveyance of entirety of above-described land
by Whams to Karl O'Biern and Lynn O'Biern,
dated May 28, 1942.

5

6

(13) Adoption of Washington State Ground Water Code,
1945.

7

(14) Conveyance by Karl O'Biern and Lynn O'Biern to
Leo Moomaw, a Yakima Indian and U.S. citizen,
February 26, 1946, of all the above-described
lands.

8
9

10

(15) Conveyance by Leo Moomaw and Margie Moomaw to
Wilson W. Walton and Margaret B. Walton, dated
July 16, 1948 of all above-described lands.

11

12
13
14

15
16

17
18

19

The senior Mr. Walton prior to purchasing the property in question
was a physicist in the employ of the United States Government.
In the 1940's Mr. Walton was involved in a serious radioactive
accident at Oak Ridge during the development of the atomic bomb.
Believing that Mr. Walton's life was in serious jeopardy because
of this exposure, the

22
23
24

25

26
27

28
29
30

government terminated Mr. Walton's

employ and advised him to pursue the remainder of his life in a
rural setting.

20

21

u.s.

Mr. Walton journeyed. to Wenatchee with his wife where

he spent some time with his sister.

While there he learned of

the 350 acres in question and after some planning, purchased the
property in No Name Creek Basin in 1948.

Mr. Walton envisioned

the development of a dairy farm on the property which he had
purchased and although the lands he purchased had been irrigated
prior to his purchase, he wanted to know the extent of his water
rights.

On August 25, 1948, the Defendant Wilson Walton filed

an application with the Department of Hydrolics, predecessor agency
of the State Department of Ecology, for a permit to divert water
from No Name Creek for the purpose of irrigation •.

On November 28,

31

DEFENDANTS
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1

1949, the Supervisor of Hydrolics issued a permit to the

2

Defendant Wilson Walton to divertl.O cubic feet per second o£

3

water from No Name Creek to

4

August 25, 1950, the

5

of Water Rights to the Defendant Wilson Walton for the diversion

6

of 1.0 cubic.feet per second of water from No Name Creek for

7

the irrigation of 65 acres of land.

8

Mr. Walton

9

property in full view and with full knowledge of the Colville

10
11

12

Tribe,

alo~g

adjoini~g

Washi~gton.

irr~gate

Supervise~.

75 acres of land.

On

of Hydrolics issued a certificate

Thereafter, the senior

with his son Boyd, continued to develop the

allottees, the

u.s.

Government and the State of

During the course of Walton's development of their

dairy, they worked with the Tribe and on one occasion were

13

requested and gave to the Tribe an easement for the purpose of

14

allowing the Tribe to run excess spring run-off

15
16
17
18

19
20

21
22
23
24

25
26
27

Creek, lying to the north of Walton's property, across Walton's
land in the No Name Creek to Omak Lake.

Wilson Walton's son,

Boyd, met Kenna Edwards, who was a volunteer teacher at the then
St. Mary's Mission, now, the Paschal Sherman School for
~olville

Indian children, and they were married in the Catholic

Church located at the Paschal Sherman School in 1967.

Both the

senior Waltonsand Boyd Walton and his family have continued to
reside on the premises where they have chosen to reside and raise
their families and invest their life time and life savings.
the 350 acres owned by the Waltons, approximately

----

Of

acres

are susceptible of irrigation for agricultural purposes; however,
Waltons presently irrigate only 110 acres by means of an irriga.tion
well and surface diversions from No Name Creek.

28
29

water from Omak

Pursuant to an Act of July 24, 1956, the

u.s.

Government

restored undisposed surplus lands on the Colville Reservation to

30
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1

tribal ownership, "subject to all existing valid rights".

2

In 1970 the Colville Confederated Tribes filed the

3

above-entitled action seeking an injunction against the

4

Defendants Walton in connection with their use of water.

5

Subsequent to the initiation of this suit and as

6

recently as two and one-half years ago, the plaintif~ Tribe

7

embarked on a massive program to develop the heretofore fallow

8

lands adjoining Waltons to the north and to the south.

9

program has resulted in a horrendous and more intensive use

10

of water then employed anywhere else on the Colville Indian

11

Reservation.

This

However, even with the pumping of large quanitites

12 of water from the No Name Creek aquifer during one of the dryest
13

14
15

16

years in modern times the factual data of the

u.s. Geol~gical

Survey establishes that there is sufficient water, with proper
-.

and conservative management, to allow for the beneficial

application of water for irrigation of the available irrigable

17

lands consistant wi·th the rights to which the Plaintiff, Tribe

18

and Defendants, Walton, are entitled pursuant to the "reserved 11

19

water r~ghts doctrine.

20

III.

21

Issues Presented

22

23
24
25

26

27
28
29

30
31

Plaintiffs believe that

altho~gh

the facts in this

case are ·important it is the matter of defining with precision
the issue presented in this

lit~gation

which is critical.

The

Plaintiff, Tribe, would have this Court view this case as
presenti~g

for resolution as many of the unresolved legal

questions pertaining to Indian water rights law as possible.
Defendants believe that it is important and essential for this
Co~rt

to

rec~gnize

that, although this case may be pregnant

with land-mark implications, this case can lend itself to
resolution

o~

no more matters than are actually in controversy.
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1

If the issue and/or issues are limited to the actual

2

matters in controversy this case can be resolved on the basis

3

of established, settled law without requiring

4

blaze new trails in the field of Indian water rights laws.

5

Defendants believe that it is judicial restraint which has

6

governed

7

issues and that restraint in the case at bar is essential to

8

prevent grievous injustice from being perpetrated upon Indian

9

and non-Indian alike.

other

th~

court to

courts in the past when presented with similar

I

It is especially worthy of note that legislation has

10
11

been recently introduced and supported by the entirety of the

12

Washington State Congressional Delegation directing itself

13

specifically to the questions before this court.

14

attached as Appendix "A".

15

of stare decisis, the Court will acknowledge what other courts

16

have and that is that the questions presented here are for

17

Congressional. resolution and that is where the matter belongs •.

18

A copy is

If this Court follows the doctrine

Plaintiffs perceive this court as being presented with

19

three separate avenues from which to choose in addressing the

20

present controversy, to-wit:

21

A.

22

Has there been a Wrongful or Unlawful Diversion
or Unlawful Taking of Water by the Defendants
That Entitles the Plaintiffs to an Injunction?

If this is the issue, as framed by the Plaintiff Tribe

23
24

in their complaint and the Plaintiff Tribe's answer to Defendants

25

interrogatories, then the Court should rule in favor of Defendants

26

motion for summary judgment and dismiss this case.

27

disposition would be appropriate pursuant to legal precedent that

28

until! such time as the Secretary of Interior acts pursuant to

29

Section 7 of the General Allotment Act (Dawes Act) with respect

30

to water allocation among Indians there can be no wrongful diversion

Such a

31
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1

or taking of water by Defendants.

2

Fed.2nd 259 (1942); U.S. v •. Powers, 305, U.S. 527, 15 S.Ct.

3

528 (1939).

4

B.

5

6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21

U.S. v. Alexander, et al, 131

Does the Colville Confederated Tribe have
Paramount Ownership and Control of all Waters
within Original ·Boundries of the Diminished
Colville Reservation to the Exclusion of the
Un~ted States Government, Indian Allottees
and Owners of Deeded Fee Simple Land be they
Indians or non-Indians and all others?

If the Court adopts the above statement as the issue
before it then Plaintiffs' cases should be dismissed as well.
This is so because control of the land occupied by the Indians
is not that of a

sovere~gn

to be exercised by the Tribe, but

rather is one of occupancy by the Indians subject to the paramount
authority of the United States Government.

u.s.

Hitchcock, 187

u.s.

553 (1903).

Cherokee Nation v.

294 (1902); Lonewolf v. Hitchcock, 187

More importantly the consolidation of these

two cases has not placed the Plaintiff Tribe and the Plaintiff
Government in a true adversary position allowing for a justiciable
issue

involvi~g

the asserted paramount authority of the Tribe with

respect to water rights on the Reservation and the Tribe may not
lit~gate

such an issue through a third party, to-wit:

Defendants Walton.

22

c.

Cherokee Nation v. Hitchcock, supra.

24

What, if any Water Right Accompanied the
Conveyance by the Federal Government of
Trust Lands to Fee Simple Status Pursuant
to the General Allotment Act?

25

1.

Does land held. by the Federal Government
in trust status as a federal enclave
when conveyed out of trust. status to
fee simple status carry with it the
same appurtenance of water attaching
to any other fee simple land?

2.

. • . and to the extent Federal Trust Land
when conveyed in fee simple do~s carry
with it an appurtenance of water, how
is that appurtenance quantified when
there are compet~ng uses for the water?

23

26
27
28
29
30
31
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1

It is this third and last framed issue that

2

Defendants believe has standing before this Court.

3

extent the court accepts defining the parameters presented by

4

the facts of this case as such, then the court can dispose

5

entirely with collateral issues as to whether fishery use,

6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16

commercial use, aesthetic uses, etc. are incorporated in the
"Winters" "reserved" water doctrine.

In the final analysis

if the Defendants Walton have water rights appurtenant to their
land then the Plaintiff Tribe and Plaintiff Government have no
right to injunctive relief except as limited by the quantification
issue.

The quantification of Walton's water rights does not

revolve around actual or contemplated uses of water by the
Tribe or Federal Government since the Tribe or Federal Government can do anything they want with development of their water
resources so long as it doesn't interfere with any quantified
rights to which Defendants Walton are otherwise entitled.

17
18

To the

Defendants will address each of the issues framed above
in the order in which they appear in this portion of the Brief.

19

IV.

20

Argument

21

A.

22

Until the Secretary of Interior Acts to Distribute
Waters Equally Among Indians on the Colville Reser-

23

vation, There can be no Wrongful or Unlawful Taking

24

or Diversion of Water by Defendants Which Entitles

25

the Plaintiffs to Injunctive Relief.

26

In 1887 Congress passed the General Allotment Act (Dawes
27

28

29

30

Act), Act of February 28, 1887, Chapter 119, 24 Stat. 388; 25

u.s.c.

331 et. seq., providing for the allotment of reservation

land in severalty to tribal members thereby converting the communal
rights of the tribal members into individually held property rights.

31
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1

The provision for allotments in severalty was an attempt by

2

the government to segregate communal property rights which were

3

not being administered effectively or fairly by either non-

4

existence 2 or corrupt tribal governing bodies and to create

5

viable individualized property rights, the same as that held

6

by U.S. citizens.

The practical purpose to be accomplished

7 thereby was that only in this manner could the Indian's property
8

rights be:

9

the unfair and ineffective tribal government, and (2)

10
11
12

13

16
17

18

21

22

23
24

used by the

self-supporti~g ~grarian citizen or selling it and investing the
capital derived therefrom to finance himself in another sel.fsupporti~g

endeavor.
In effectuating the General Allotment Act as amended,.

a general survey was conducted wher·eby individual Indians
selected land, with water where available,3 and were issued
trust patents to acreage denominated as allotments.

The lands

now owned by Defendants Walton was so allotted.

19

20

protected from the encroaching white ma-n and

individual Indian as his capital by farming it and becoming a

14
15

(1)

Since the Government considered tribal government to
be either non-existent or in a degenerated state, Sec. 7 of the
General Allotment Act (25 USC Sec. 381) authorized the Secretary
of Interior to prescribe rules and regulations for the equitable
distribution of reserved water among Indians on the reservation.
Section 7 specifically reads as follows, to-wit:

25

26
27

28
29

30

In cases where the use of water for irrigation is necessary to render the lands available
for agricultural purposes, the Secretary of
Interior is authorized to prescribe rules and
regulations as he may deem necessary to secure
a· just and equitable distribution thereof among
Indians residing upon any such reservation; and
no other appropriation or grant of water by any
riparian proprietor shall be authorized or permitted to the damage of any other riparian
proprietor."
(25 u.s.c.s. 381).
11
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The trust patents subsequently issued to the individual

1

2 Indians pursuant to the General Allotment Act necessarily

a

conveyed a portion of the reserved water rights as an appurtenance

4 of and to the land.

The Courts have recognized this proposition

5 on several occasions.
At the trial court level in U.S. v. Powers, 16 Fed.

6

7 Supp. 155 D.C. Mont.

(1936), the United States Government brought

8 suit to enjoin the defendants who were successors to Indian land
9 residing within the reservation (standing in Walton's shoes)
10

from diverting any water from certain streams.

The Government

11

alleged that there was insufficient water to irrigate all the

12

lands within the reservation and since the defendants were without

13

permission of the Government and those entitled to use the water,

14

the Government and it's ward were suffering irreparable injury.

15 The Government sought injunctive relief in its' own right and on
16

behalf of its' ward.

17

of the land; admitting diversion of waters for irrigation and

18

allegi~g that they were successors to the interest of original

19

allottee Indians who took fee simple patents from the

20 ment.
21

The defendants answered admitting ownership

u.s.

Govern-

Finally, the defendants argued that the Secretary of

Interior had not made any rules or regulations for a diversion

22 of waters on the reservation among the various individual Indians
23

or various tracts of land within the reservation.

.The trial

24

court determined that the reserved waters enunciated in the

25

Winters Doctrine were reserved to the Indians as individuals and

26

not the tribe as a separate entity and that the U.S. Government

27

could not claim a right on behalf of the tribe that was in

28

derrogation of the individual Indian's water rights or those who

29

succeeded to those rights.

(our emphasis)

30
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That portion of the trial court's opinion was never

1

2

modified and was in effect affirmed in u.s. v. Powers, 305 u.s.

3

527, 59 s.ct. 344 (1939).

4

In affirming the lower court's

relating to that matter, the Supreme Court stated as
follows at page 532, to-wit:

5

."Respondents maintain that under the Treaty
of 1868 waters within the reservation were reserved for the equal benefit of tribal members
(Winters vs. United States, 207 u.s. 564) and
that when allotments of land were duly made for
exclusive use and thereafter conveyed in fee,
the right· to use some portion of tribal waters
essential for cultivation passed to the owners ...

6

7
8
9
10

"The respondents claim to the extent statec;l
11

is well founded ... (our emphasis)

12

Felix Cohen, one of the most respected authorities on

13

Indian Law, analyzed the Powers opinion in the 1958 edition to

14

his handbook as follows, to-wit:

15

"The Supreme Court in U.S. v. Powers, declared
that under the doctrine of the Winters case,
waters are reserved for the equal benefit of
tribal members and that the Secretary of
Interior is without power affirmatively to
authorize the unjust and unequal distribution
of water. It further declared that when
allotments of land were duly made for
exclusive use and thereafter conveyed in fee,
the right to use some portion of tribal waters
essential to c~ltivation passed to the owner
of the allotted land, including both the
allottees and those who took from them by
conveyance or by purchase of land of deceased
allottees at. government sales.

16
17
18

19
20

21
22
23

26

The Powers case compels the view that the
right to use water is a right appurtenant to
the land within the reservation, and that unless
excluded, i t passes to each grantee and subsequent conveyance of the allotted land." (our
emphasis) (F. Cohen, HANDBOOK OF FEDERAL INDIAN
LAW I 220 I 1958 Ed.)

27

As recently as 1970 the 9th Circuit reaffirmed Powers,

24
25

supra, in holding as follows in Scholder v. United States, 428

28
./

29

F. 2d 1123

(1970) at p. 1126:

30
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1

4

... • • • an allotment grant includes, as
a r~ght appurtenant to· the land, the right
to use some portion of tribal waters essential for cultivation • • • " (United States
v. Powers, (1934) 305 U.S. 527, 532, 59 S.Ct.
344, 346, 83 L.Ed 330; see u.s. Interior
Dept., Federal Indian Law (1958) (785-787)"

5

In furtherance of the proposition that the allotted

6

land carried with it the reserved water right as an appurten-

7

ance thereto, Defendants quote from page 2 of Plaintiff Tribes'

8

Brief in Support of its Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as

9

follows, to-wit:

2

3

10

12

"It is, of course, elemental that the
right$ .to the use of the wate~ in No Name
Creek, which ar~- the subject matter of
these cases, are interests in real property
with all the dignity of a freehold estate."

13

Defendants

11

~gree

with Mr. Veeder as to that proposition.

14

As evidence of the Defendants Walton freehold estate, Plaintiffs

15

include in their Appendix, ItemsB through D, being copies·of

16

the fee patents pertaining to the property now owned by the

17

Defendants Walton.

18

fee simple patents were issued by the United States Government

19

to Defendants Walton predecessors.

20

21
22
23
24

or withdraw! of water

r~ghts

There being no reservation

by the

Gover~ent,

they passed to

the patentee and successors in interest as an incident to. and
part of the real property conveyed.

u.s.

v. Powers, supra;

Anderson v. Spear-Morgan Livestock, Co., supra, and F. Cohen
INDIAN HANDBOOK, supra.

25

26

These patents conclusively demonstrate that

Not only did the

u.s.

Government convey the property

in fee simple/ but the advertising for sale of the allotted lands

27 was premised on the basis that the lands were valuable property
28
29
30

with water rights (Appendix, E).

The Government, to date,

although requested, has been unable to produce the specific list
covering all of the former allotments now owned by Waltons.

31
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1

In an arid region such as North Central Washington

2

and as advertised by the United States Government, these lands

3

could only be asserted to be valuable if water rights were

4

appurtenant thereto.

5

Not only was allotted land, which-was to be sold in

6

fee, advertised with the normal incidence of water as an

7

appurtenance, but the

8

Indian Land", respecting allotment S-894 (Appendix Item F),

9

one of Walton's allotments, described the creek running through

10
11

12

15
16

17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24

25
26
27

property

11

30

an ideal dairy ranch 11 •

A dairy farm of necessity

would require the use of.water.
In addition, ever since approximately 1950, Defendants
have, in full view and with full knowledge of Plaintiffs, made
beneficial application of waters on their lands (Pre-trial
Order pp. 6 - 8) •

During the course of Walton's development of

their dairy, they worked with the Plaintiff Tribe and on one
occasion, when requested, gave to the Tribe an easement for the
purpose of allowing the Tribe to run excess spring water from
Omak -Creek

lyi~g

to the north of Walton's property, across

Walton's property, across Walton's land in the No Name Creek
channel, to Omak Lake.

These factual matters clearly demonstrate

and support the proposition that it was the congressional intent
and legislative purpose that the water be conveyed as a normal
incidence and appurtenance of the land.

Since it is basically

congressional~intent with which we are dealing in this case, the

above cited matters should be controlling.

28

29

Petition for the Sale of Inherited

Walton's property and attested that the creek would make the

13

14

11

The very same factors set forth above were enunciated
by the court in Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes, et al,
v. Namen, et al and City of Poulson,

(U.S. Dist. Court for the

31
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1

2
3
4

Dist. of M~ntana, Missou~a Div., Civil No. 2343) in support
of the proposition that unless excluded the normal incidences
of real property attached to the land when conveyed by the
U.S. Government by a fee patent irrespective of its former trust

5

status.

6

removed (non-Indian successors to trust land) wharfs and docks

7

which they had erected on Flathead Lake.

8

their right to maintain wharfs and docks on the fact that the

9
10
11

12
13
14

15

16
17
18

19
20

21
22

In that case, the Tribe sought to enjoin and have

The defendants based

estate reserved to the tribes was limited by allotment and
settlement statutes which manifested a congressional intent
"to grant riparian rights which accompany lake-shore property."
The Defendants also asserted that as owners of lands riparian
to Flathead Lake, they acquired under the allotment and settlement statutes riparian

r~ghts of access and wharfage under

Federal common law doctrine.

With respect to the latter defense,

the Plaintiff Tribe countered that the federal common law
principles of riparian rights were not applicable, but rather
tribal law was controlling and since. the Tribe had never. granted
riparian

r~ghts

to owners of lake-shore property they should pre-

vail and the wharfs and docks should be removed.

In ruling, as

a matter of law, that the defendants had, in fact,. acquired the
~ustomary

incidents of ownership

attachi~g

to a fee simple free-

23 hold, the court specifically noted at page 21-22 of its' opinion,
24

25
26
27

28
29
30

the significance of the elements of laches and statute of
limitation on the part of the government and the tribe.
court cited these elements not in support of the legal

The
.

doctr~ne

of laches or statute of limitations, but rather as evidence of the
11

congressional intent" that the fee patents included all the

interest in real property normally attaching to a freehold estate.
A copy of the Court's Order and Memorandum Opinion is included in
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1
2

3

Appendix, G.

copy, but it is still the only copy they have available at the
present time).

4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13

14
15

16

17
18
19
20
21

22

23
24

25

(Defendants apol~gize £or the marki~gs on said

Havi~g asserted that Defendants Walton have succeeded

to reserve waters as an appurtenance of their freehold estate,
the final question is whether or not this court has authority
to enjoin the Defendants Walton from diverting water where, as
stated by the Plaintiff Tribe in their Brief, the "primary
purpose of the case against the Defendant is to enjoin them
from diverting water."
negative.
to

u.s.

The answer to that question is in the

For ~upport of Defendants' position, they again turn

v. Powers, supra,· and again the Trial Court Opinion,

16 Fed. Supp. 155, where the court ruled that where water is
necessary to render lands available for agricultural purposes,
a duty devolved upon the Secretary of Interior to provide rules
for such distribution pursuant to Section 7 of the General
Allotment Act (25 USC 381).

the lower court opinion in 305
rejecti~g

u.s. Supreme Court in affirming
u.s. 527, 59 s.ct. 344 (1939) and

The

the_ government's contention that construction of

irr~gation

projects excluded all other reservation lands from

the use of water

r~ghts

reserved by the 1868 Crow Treaty, held

that the Plaintiff, u.s. Government, could not seek injunctive
relief without the Secretary of Interior acting pursuant to
Section 7 of the General Allotment Act.

The Court concluded as

follows, to-wit:

26

"The petitioners have shown no right to
the injunction asked".

27

~gain,

28

in u.s. v. Alexander, supra, the court was asked

29

to resolve a dispute between those claiming water rights appurten-

30

ant to allotted land.

In that case the government argued that

31
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1
2

3
4

5

water rights pertaini~g to allotted and unallotted lands stood
on a equal basis arid that allottees could not take more than
their pro-rata share as administered by the project engineer
in charge of the Flathead Irr~gation Project.

rejecting the government's contention, held as follows, to-wit:

6

(a)

The government must show a wrongful diversion
before being entitled to an injunction.

(b)

Where the supply of water is inadequate to
supply Indian lands, both allotted and
unallotted, Sect~on 7 of the General Allotment Act (Feb. 8, 1887, 25 USC 381) requires
the Secretary of Interior to act to secure
a just and equal distribution of waters.

(c)

Since the Secretary of Interior has not acted
pursuant to statute, there is no rule or
regulation in existence to be violated, and
therefore no injunctive relief can be forthcoming from the court.

7
8
9

10

11

12
13
14

15

16

The Alexander, supra, decision is fully in accord
and supported by

21
22

23

26
27

28
29

See also

u.s.

v.

as follows:
1.

Defendants Walton have succeeded to an inchoate

vested "reserved,. water right as an appurtenance to their land.
U.S. v. Powers, supra; Anderson v. Spear-Morgan Livestock Co.,
supra;

u.s.

v. Ahtanum Irrigation District, 236 Fed.2d 321 (1956)

Cert. Den 352

24
25

v •. Powers, supra.

In conclusion as to issue "A", Defendants Walton assert

19
20

u.s.

Mcintyre, 101 Fed.2d 650 (1939).

17
18

The court, in

2.

u.s.

988; Scholder v. pnited States,

supr~.

The Secretary of Interior is invested with the

authority pursuant to 25 USC 381 to distribute waters equally
where such allocation is necessary for irrigation to render lands
available for agricultural purposes.

This section requires the

Secretary of Interior to act to secure a just and equal distribution of water.

u.s.

v. Alexander, supra.

30
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1

3.

The Secretary of Interior has not acted to

2

allocate water on the lands in question and in fact has (during

3

Secretary Morton's tenure) specifically directed that the

4

Indians not adopt any water code.

5

4.

The United States and Tribe must show a wrongful

6

diversion of·water in order to enjoin Defendants Walton from the

7

use of private diversions.

8

Powers, supra; Anderson v. Spear-Morgan Livestock Co., supra.

9

5.

U.S. v. Alexander, supra;

u.s.

v.

Defendants Walton have not "wrongfully" diverted

10 water, and until the Secretary of Interior acts to distribute
11

water equally, the United States Government and Plaintiff Tribe

12 are not entitled to an injunction.

13

U.S. v. Powers, supra;

U.S. v. Alexander, supra; Anderson v. Spear-Morgan Livestock,

14 Co., supra.
15

B.

The Colville Confederated Tribe Does Not Have

16

Paramount Authority Over Water on the Reservation

17

and it Must Act in Accordance with Congressional

18

Dictate in that Regard and i.n any Event Such .a

19

Matter is not a Justiciable Issue Before this Court.

20

Whether the Colville Confederated Tribes have paramount

21
22
23
24

authority over disposition of water within the original boundaries
of the diminished Colville Reservation to the exclusion of all
others is not a justiciable issue before this Court.
Altho~gh

25

26
27
28

Defendants believe that this issue is not

properly framed as a justiciable issue by virtue of the fact that
the Tribe and the Government are not party adversaries' in this
action, the question is collaterlity raised in connection with

29 Defendants third articulated issue and will therefore be discussed
30 here preliminarily to Defendants' final argument.
31
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1

An important statement which must be recognized in

2

addressing the question of the Plaintiff Tribes asserted

3

paramount authority to control all waters on the Reservation

4

is that Indian Tribes are not sovereigns unto themselves free

5

of government control.

6

reservation ;is one of "occupancy" of the land alone with the

7

regulation of the manner of occupancy resting ultimately

8

with the United States Government.

9

supra.

Rather, the Indians status on a federal

Cherokee Nation v. Hitchcock,

In Cherokee Nation v. Hitchcock, supra, the Tribe

10

asserted that it possessed the "exclusive right to the use,

11

control and occupancy of its tribal lands" and sought to enjoin

12

the Secretary of Interior from passing favorably upon applications

13

for leases for the purposes of mining oil, gas, coal and other

14

minerals by entities other than those authorized by the Cherokee

15

Nation.

16

to the tribes cause of action stated in part as follows at

17

p~ge

Justice White i_n sustaining the Government's demures

-----,

18

to-wit:

28

Prior to the Act of March 3, 1871, (16
Stat., 544, 566 now Sec. 2079 revised Stat.),
which statute in effect, voiced the intention
of Congress thereafter to make the Indian
Tribes amenable directly to the power and
authority of the law of the United States by
the immediate exercise of its legislative
power over them, the customary manner in
dealing with the Indian Tribes was by treaty.
As, however, held in Cherokee Nation v. Southern
Kansas Railway (135 U.S. 641, 653) reaffirmed
in Stevens v. Cherokee Nation (174 u.s. 445,
484) while the Cherokee Nation and other
Indian Tribes domiciled within the United
States had been recognized as separate
communities, and engagements entered into
with them by means of formal treaties,
they were yet regarded as in a condition of
pupilage or dependency and subject to the
paramount authority of the United States."
(our emphasis)

29

Other examples of Supreme Court statements as to the

11

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

30

power of

Co~gress

are the following:

31
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1

Justice Brandies

speaki~g

2

in the case of Morrison v. Work, 266

3

290 Red. 306 (1923), declared:

4

u.s.

481 (1925) Aff.'g

"It is admitted that, as regards tribal
property subject to the control of the
United States as guardian of the Indians,
Congress may make such changes in the
management and disposition as it deems
necessary to promote their welfare."

5
6

7

The Supreme Court said in the case of Nadeau v. Union

8
9

for the Supreme Court

Pacific Railway Company, 253

u.s.

442 (1920):

16

"It seems plain that, at least until
actually allotted in severalty (1864)
lands were but part of the domain held by
the Tribe under the ordinary Indian claim the right of possession and occupancy with fee in the United States. Beecher v.
Weatherby, 95 u.s. 517, 525. The power of
Congress, as guardian for the Indians, to
legislate in respect to such lands is
settled. Cherokee Nation v. Southern Kansas
Railway Company, 135 U.S. 641, 633; U.S. v.
Rowell, 243 u.s. 464, 468; U.S. v. Chase,
245 u.s. 89 (pp. 445-446). 11

17

As to this very question the Attorney General wrote

10
11

12
13

14

15

18

in 26 Op. A.G. 340 1907:
"It is unnecessary to go into any detailed
discussion of the power of Congress to alter,
modify, or repeal the provisions of the agreement with the Seminole Nation ratified by the
Act of July 1, 1898 and otherwise provide for
the administration of their property and funds,
as provided by the Act of April 26, 1906,
because the question has been conclusively
settled by the decisions of the Supreme Court
(Stephens v. Cherokee Nation, 174 u.s. 445;
Cherokee Nation v. H~tchock, 187 u.s. 294;
Lonewolf v. Hitchcock, 187 u.s. 533; Morris
v. Hitchcock, 194 u.s. 384, 388; Wallace v.
Adams, 204 U.S. 415)."

19

20
21

22
23
24

25

26
27

28

29

In Beacher v. Weatherby, supra, the

Cour~

in reviewing

a claim that there had been a prior reservation of land by treaty
for use by a certain tribe of Indians, stated at page

525 as follows:

30
31
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1

2

States, subject to that right and could
be transferred by them whenever they
chose .•• "

3

A necessary collary to this principal of governmental

4

control of Tribal land is that such control is a political

5

function not to be exercised by the Courts.

6

on this point is Lonewolf v. Hitchock, supra.

7

several Indians sought to enjoin the United States. government

8

from carrying into effect legislation which would and did allot

9

the Indians' lands in severalty to members of the Indian Tribes

10
11
12
13
14

15
16

17
18

In that case,

involved and thereafter opened the remaining 2,000,000 acres
to settlement by non-Indians.

The Indians claimed the legis-

lation was in violation of the prope.cty

r~ghts

of the Kiowa,

Conunanche and Apache Indians and if allowed to be carried out
would deprive said Indians of their lands without due process
of law in violation of their
basis of.the

l~gislation

u.s.

Constitutional

r~ghts.

The

was premised on the fact that more

than three-fourths of all the adult males had agreed to such
a program when in fact the requisite number had not so.agreed.

19
20

The leading case

Justice White delivering the opinion of the court
stated as follows:

21
22

23

24
25
26
27

28
29

"The appellants base their right to relief
on the proposition that by the effect on the
article just quoted the confederated tribes
of Kiowa, Commanche, and Apache were vested
with an interest in the lands held in common
with the reservation, which interest could
not be divested by Congress in any other
mode than that specified in the said twelfth
article, and that as a result of the said
stipulation the interest of the Indians in
the common lands fell within the protection
of the fifth amendment to the Constitution
of the United States, and such interest-indirectly at least--came under the control
of the judicial branch of the Government.
We are unable to yield our assent to this
view. (our emphas1s)

30
31
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1
2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14

15

16
17

18
19
20
21
22

23
24

25
26
27

28
29

30

The contention, in effect, ignores the
status of the contracting Indians and the
relation of dependency they bore and continue
to bear .toward the Government of the United
States. To uphold the claim would be to
adjudge that the indirect operation of the
treaty was to materially limit and qualify
the controlling authority of Congress in
respect to the care and protection of the
Indians, and to deprive Congress, in a
possible emergency, when the necessity
might be urgent for a partition and disposal of the tribal lands, of all power
to act if the assent of the Indians could
not be obtained.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Be that as it may, the propriety of
justice of the~r actJ.on towar.d the Indians
with respect to their land~ is a question
of governmental policy, and is _not a matter
open to discussion in a controversy between
third parties, neither of. whom derives
title from the Indians. (our emphasis)
Plenary authority over the tribal relations
of the Indians has been exercised by Congress
from the begining, and t~e power has always
been deemed a political one, not subject to
be controlled by the judicial department of
the Government. Until the year 1871 the policy
was pursued of dealing with the Indian Tribes
be means of treaties, and of course a moral
obligation rested upon Congress to act in good
faith in performing the stipulations entered
into on its behalf. But, as with treaties
made with foreign nations (Chinese Exclusion
Cases, 130 u.s. 581, 600), the legislative
power may pass laws in conflict with treaties
made with the Indians. Thomas v. Gay, 169
u.s., 264, 270; Ward v. Race Horse, 163 u.s.
504, 511; Spalding v. Chandler, 160 U.S., 394,
405; ~ssouri, Kansas and Texas Ry. Co. v.
Roberts, 153 u.s., 114, 117; The Cherokee
Tobacco, 11 Wall., 616.
The power exists to abrogate the provJ.sJ.ons
of an Indian treaty, though presumable such
power will be exercised only when circumstances
arise which will not only justify the Government disregarding the stipulations of the
treaty, but may demand, in the interest of the
country and the Indian themselves, that it
should do so. When, therefore, treaties were
entered into between the United States and a
tribe of Indians it was never doubted that the
power to abrogate existed in Congress, and that
in a contingency such power might be availed of

31
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1

from consideration of governmental policy,
particularly if consistent with perfect
good faith toward the Indians.

2

3

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** *

4

The Act of June 6, 1900, which is complained
of in the bill, was enacted at a time when the
tribal relations between the confederated
tribes of Kiowa, Commanches, and Apaches still
existed, and that statute and statute supplementary thereto dealt with the disposition of
tribal property and purported to give an
adequate consideration for the surplus lands
not allotted among the Indians or reserved for
their benefit. Indeed, the controversy which
this case presents is concluded by the decision
in Cherokee Nation v. Hitchcock (187 U.S., 294),
decided at this term, where it was held that
full administrative power was possessed by
Congress over Indians tribal property. In effect,
the action of Congress now complained of was
but an exercise of such power, a mere change
in the form of investment of Indian tribal
property, the property of those who, as we
have held, were in substantial effect the
wards of the Government. We must presume
that Congress acted in good faith in the
dealings with the Indians of-which complaint
is made, and that the legislative branch of
the Government exercised its best judgment
in the premises. In any event, as Congress
possessed full power in the matter, the
judiciary can not question or inquire into
the motives which prompted the enactment of
this legislation. If injury was occasioned,
which we do not wish to be' understood as
implying, by the use made by Congress of its
power, relief must be sought by an appeal to
that body for redress and not to the courts.
The legislation in quest1on was constitutional,
and the demurrer to the bill was therefore
;r:~gh'l:¥ sustained."
(our emphasis)

5
6

7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18

19
20

21
22
23
24

The Supreme Court in Sioux Indians v. United States,
277

u.s.,

25
26
27

28

29

424 (1928) held as follows, to-wit:
..... jurisdiction over them (the Indians)
and their tribal lands is peculiarly within
the legislative powers of Congress and may
not be exercised by the Courts in absence of
legislation conferring rights upon them such
as are subject of judicial cognizance. See
Lonewolf v. Hitchcock, supra 565; Charging
Nation v. Hitchcock, 187 U.S. 294; Stephens
v. Cherokee Nation, 174 u.s. 445, 483."
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1 .See also, Tigar v. Western Investment Co., 221
2

u.s.

286,

311-312 (1911) •

3

The power of

Co~gress

in

deali~g

with the Indians

4 extends not only to the control of the use of the lands (i.e.
5 grazing--see Act of June 18, 1934, Sec. 6, 48 Stat. 984, 986,
6 25

u.s.c.s.

466), but embraces the right to grant adverse

7 interest in the lands (Nadeau v. Union Pacific Ry. Co., 253
8 U.S. 442 (1920)) up through and including the outright.sale
9 and removal of the Indians' interest in the land.
10

Seminole Nation, 2 9 9

11

u.s.

v.

u. s. 417 (19 3 7) •

The upshot of this established law is that Congress
t~

12

has the power

control, manage and dispose of, if it so

13

chases, property in the Federal reservation denominated as the

14 Colville Reservation.

Pursuant to Section 7 of General

15 Allotment Act (Dawes Act) 24 Stat. 388 (1887) 25
16 Congress has

del~gated

irr~gation

u.s.c.s.

381

the authority for allocation of water

17

for

to the Secretary of Interior.

18

Interior has not acted to allocate equally

The Secretary of

amo~g

the Indians

19 of the Colville Reservation water for "irrigation purposes" and
20

in fact, has affirmatively directed the Colville Tribe not to

21

adopt any water code or regulation.

22

Since the United States government asserts paramount.

23 authority over the Indian occupancy of the Colville Reservation,
24 the Tribe's assertion of jurisdiction over all other competing
25 water users without governmental directions is an invalid claim.
26

It is interesting to note that if the Tribe's position

27 was correct that would mean that each tribe in the Western
28 United States could adopt individual and separate water codes
29

calling for a totally different disposition of water as between

30

the Tribe vis-a-vis Indian allottees and owners of fee simple

31

land whether they be Indians or non-Indians.
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1

that this would be totally improper in that Congress had a

2

specific policy and policies to be carried out by virtue of

3

the enactment of the General Allotment Act and ensuing legis-

4

lation and i t is Congressional intention for allocation of water

5

and water rights which must be given effect.

6

and authority may not be delegated to the individual tribes to

7

be interpreted separate and apart from Congressional enactment

8

controlli~g the same.

9

phrasing of the issue above, Defendants assert that although

10

the United States Government and Colville Confederated Tribe

11

are parties to this action by virtue of a consolidation of two

12

separate cases they are definitely not adversary parties in

13

the context of presenti~g a justicable issue between themselves.

14

To the extent the Government and Tribe are not adversaries the

15

Tribe cannot artificiall.Y create an issue (that of paramount

16

authority over property and property rights on a Federal

17

Reservation) through its controversy with a third person--

18

Defendants Walton.

19

tion in Lonewolf v. Hitchcock, supra, when the Court held as

20

as follows, to-wit:

21
22

23
24

25

Congressional power

As a final note in connection with the

The Court acknowledged this very distinc-

"But in none of these cases was there involved a controversy between the Indians and
the Government respecting the power of Congress
to administer the property of the Indians. The
questions considered and the cases referreq to,
which either directly or indirectly had relation to the nature of the property rights of
the Indians, concern the character and extent
of such rights as respected states or individuals.

26

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

27

'Be that as i t may, the propriety or justice
of their (United States Government) action to
the Indians with respect to their lands is a
question of governmental policy, and is not a
matter open to d~scuss1.on ~n a controversy b.etween third parties, neither of whom derives
title from the Indians.'"
(our emphasis)

28
29
30
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1

The

lo~g

and short (mostly

lo~g)

of this argument is

2 that Defendants Walton are entitled to the property rights
3

acquired from the United States Government and it is not

4

for the Colville Tribe to dictate what those r:ights are.

5

To the extent that the Tribe is dissatisfied with the United

6 States Government disposition of allotment and severence
7 of property and property rights on and from the Colville
8

9

10
11

12
13

14
15

Reservation that is an action which must be litigated
directly with the United States.

the form of requiring the Secretary of Interior to act with
respect to the -allocation of water

·r~gation purposes.
be

~ggrieved

18

21
22

23
24

25

26

29
30

To the extent the Indians continue to

the Tribe could still seek judicial action

An adverse ruling against the Defendats leave them

no recourse.

An adverse ruli~g against the Tribe leaves

them several alternatives.
Without the threshold question of paramount authority
over water being legally controverted and resolved by the
two true adversaries, to-wit:

The Colville Confederated

Tribes and the United States Government, this Court has no
basis to make a

ruli~g

on the question of the Tribe's re-

quested injunction based on its asserted paramount authority
over all water within the outer boundaries of the diminished
Colville Reservation.

27

28

Indians for ir-

pensation directly from .Congress.

19
20

amo~g

respecting the Secretary of Interior's action and/or com-

16
17

Such an action might take

Defendants believe this argument

is meritorious in that

an attempted resolution of the Tribe's authority vis-a-vis
the United States Government in the present litigation does
not allow for the representation of Indian allottees owning

31
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1

2

trust allotments who may well have a potential adverse
position with respect to the Tribe's assertion of paramount

3

authority over water.

4

the late Honorable Ju~ge Powell when he was first presented

5

with this case and even tho~gh he indicated he would require

6

7
8

the allottees interest to be represented before adjudicating
this matter the frame work of the present case does not
truly provide

9

10
11

12
13

14

15
16
17
18

19
20

21
22

This very factor deeply disturbed

fa~

representation of the allottees interest.

In summary, Defendants assert that Congress has the
power to

r~gulate

and control property and property rights

on the Colville Reservation and has done so in the past.
To the extent that Congress has provided the means for
distributing irrigation water equally among Indians on the
reservation, it is for the Secretary of Interior to act
pursuant to the authority before there can be any showing
of a

wro~gful

or unlawful diversion or

taki~g

Defendants Walton. U.S. v. Alexander, supra.

of water by
Again, Defendants

assert that the Plaintiffs complaint as presently framed against
To the

third party Defendants Walton should be dismissed.

extent that the Court is not persuaded to dismiss Plaintiffs'
case based on the precedential authority cited above, Defendants
believe that the Court is then faced with the trial issue below.

23

c.

24

An Appurtenant Water Right Accompanied The
Conveyance By the Federal Government 9f Trust

25

Lands to Fee Simple Status Pursuant to the

26

General Allotment Act.

27

In this context then, the court is not confronted

28
29
30
31

with nor should it be concerned about questions of the
Tribe's present uses or proposed or contemplated uses of
water.

Whether or not the Tribe could use all of the water
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1

in the entirety of eastern Washington if they put their

2

mind to it is not the question, but rather what water right

3

did Defendants Walton

get?

4

If the Court determines that Waltons did obtain a

5

water right, the Court will have one of two courses to follow.

6

The Court

7

Court may chose to stand on precedential authority that

8

until the Federal Government through the Secretary of In-

9

terior acts to dispense irrigation water equally among In-

~ay

attempt to quantify that water right or the

10

dians on the reservation that it is not in a position to

11

make such a determination.

12

the Court does take, again the question of the Tribes•

13

present or contemplated uses is of no import.

14

Court

15

water allocation to

16

whether actual or contemplated will have to be separate and

17

apart from such water.

18

sues the second course by following p·recedential authority

19

and decreeing that Defendants Walton

20

vested water right, but that until the Secretary of Interior

21

acts it cannot be quantified, then again the court would be

22

in a position to dismiss the litigation eliminating the

23

necessity to concern itself with actual or contemplated uses

24

of water by the Tribe.

25

Whichever of these latter courses

For, if the

chases the first alternative and decrees a specific
D~fendants

Walton , the Tribes• uses

If, on the other hand, the court pur-

have an inchoate

In directing attention to issue c the court can

26

narrow its attention to one matter and one matter alone,

27

wit:

28

when it provided for the

29

tribal property and property rights to be alloted in severalty

30

and further provided that the individual Indian_owner of such

to~

What did Congress intend, with respect to water rights
formerly

communally owned

31
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1

severed property should and could obtain fee simple title

2

to such property--which is what in fact happened in the

3 · case at bar.
4

1.

5
6

7

Land formally held by the Federal
Government in Trust Status as a
Federal Enclave when Conveyed Out
of Trust Status to Fee Simple Status
Carried with it the Normal Appurtenance and Incidence of Water!

With·the United States claim of ownership by treaty

8

9

with Great Britain, the United States acquired the right

10

to use and dispose of the land and all rights pertaining

11 · thereto includi~g the lands which were later to become

12

and are now denominated as the Diminished Colville Indian

13

Reservation.
Pursuant to Article IV, Section III, Clause 2, of

14

~11

15

the United States Constitution, title to

16

by cession or treaty with another nation, which have not

17

been disposed of in accordance with an Act of Congress,

18

continue to reside in the United States.

19

ownership of public land includes the right to use and dis-

20

pose of the lands and all

21

r~ght

lands acquired

The United States

r~ghts pertaini~g

thereto.

This

includes the use and disposal of the waters which may
thro~gh

22

run over,

23

pursuant to Article IV, Section III.

24

33

25

243

u.s.
u. s •

26

or under the soil which it controls

u.s.

v. California,

19, ·27 (1949); Utah Power and Light Company v.
389

u.s.,

( 1917 ) •

As a necessary corollary to the above proposition the

27

United States Government had and has the power to reserve

2s

water to carry out and effectuate the purpose for any

29

federal reservation, which it has not otherwise disposed of,

30

including an Indian reservation.

Winters v. U.S., 207 U.S.

31
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1 564, 28 S.Ct. 208

(1908); U.S. v. Rio

~ande

Irrigation .Co.,

2 174 U.S., 890 (1899) ;. Conrad Investment Co. v.

u.s.,

161

3 Fed. 829 (9th Cir. 1908); U.S. v. Walker River Irrigation

4 District, 104 Fed.2nd 334 (9th Cir. 1939).
5

The

6 in Winters

v. U.S., supra, applied to Indian reservations

11

implied reservation" of Waters doctrine espoused

7 established by Executive Order as well as those established
8 by treaty.

U.S. v. Walker River Irrigation District, supra.

9 The "implied reservation" doctrine in conjunction with the

10 Colville Indian Reservation arises not from immemorial ties
11 of certain Indian bands located thereon, but arises rather by

12 virtue of the

u.s.

Government's property rights in the water.

u.s.

13 Arizona v. California, 373

546 (1963).

In other.words,

14 the reservation of water for the benefit of and use by Indians

u.s.

15 was for them not by them.

v. Rio Grande Irrigation

16 Company, supra; Conrad Investment Company v.
17 Waters v.

u.s.,

supra;

u.s.

u.s.,

supra;

v. Walker River Irrigation District,

18 supra; Arizona v. California, supra (c.f. Cherokee Nation v.

19 Hitchcock, supra, p. 305).
20

The purpose in setting aside the land denominated as

21 the Colville Indian Reservation like that of other Indian reser-

22 vations was for the purpose of not only allowing but actually
23 requiri~g the tribal members to convert to a pastoral, civilized,
24 agrarian life style compatible with the culture of the non-

25 Indians who by virtue of their claim of ownership had taken
26 control of the lands formally occupied by the Indians.

In

27 order to facilitate this purpose, the land reserved required

28 the reservation of water where available to make lands

29 productive and suitable for agricultural, stock grazing and
30 domestic use.
31 ?owers,

305

Winters v.

u.s.

u.s.,

supra.

See also U.S. v.

527, 59 $.Ct. 344 (1939); U.S. v. Mcintyre,
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u.s.

1

101 Fed.2nd 650 (1939);

2

(1942); U.S. v. Parkins, 18 Fed.2nd 642 (1926);

3

27 Fed.2nd 909, 911 (1928).

4

By far the most

v. Alexander, 131 Fed.2nd 359

s~gnificant

u.s.

v.·Hibner,

case on federal reserved

5

water rights since the Winters decision is Arizona v. Calif-

6

ornia, supra, decided by the Supreme Court of the United

7

States in 1963.

8

of the Colorado River.

9

United States to waters for beneficial use upon its Indian

10

Reservations the Court reaffirmed Winters in the following

11

terms:

12

14

15

The Indians on the reservations bordering the

16

18
19
20

21
22

23
24
25

26

As to the claims presented by the

"The Court in Winters concluded that the
Government, when it created the Indian Reservation, intended to· deal fairly with the
Indians by reserving for them waters without
which their lands would have been useless."
(our emphasis)

13

17

The case involved adjudication of the waters

Colorado River had one of the longest and most enduring
histories of habitation on their lands of any tribes in the
United States.

The fact that the Court chose not to mention

anything about the immemorial rights of the Indian inhabitants
indicates that such an inquiry was immaterial.

The Court

focused entirely on the intent of the federal government in
reserving the lands for the Indians.

It recognized that

Winters did the same thing ••. that that was its importance.

In

the report of the Special Master adopted in Arizona v. California, supra, the Court emphasized that:
"In the Winters case the United States
exercised its power to reserve water by a
treaty; but the power itself stems from the
United States property rights ~n water, not
from the treaty power. (our emphasis)
The background provided by the federal reserved water

27

28
29
30

cases is helpful in framing the boundaries of our inquiry.
31

Again, Defe:1dants assert that the Federal Courts have concluded
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1

that reservation of water by the United States for the bene-

2

ficial use of Indian Reservations was done for Indians, not

3

by them.

4

The nature of the reservation of water in each particular

5

case is to be determined by the reservoir, according to its

6

purpose and intentions.

7

reserve water from manifestations of purpos.eful use of the

8

reserved land, manifestations found in treaties, documents,

9

statutes, executive orders, prevailing federal policies,

The courts have implied intent to

10

agreements, circumstances and needs of the Indians for whom

11

the land was reserved and history in. general.

12
13
14

15
16
17
18

19
20

21

22
23
24

25
26
27
28

Once an implication is found indicating

intent to reserve water for an Indian reservation the water
becomes appurtenant to the reserved land.
clear in three federal cases.

This has been made

The first case to announce this

principle was United States v. Powers, supra, discussed
previously.

The second was United States v. Ahtanum Irrigation

District, supra.

In that case the Court held that transferees

of fee patented Indian allotment lands within the reservation
were entitled to share in the distribution of waters diverted
onto the reservation by the United States to the same extent
as if the lands were in hands of the original Indian allottees.
The third was Arizona v. California, supra, which held that
the quantum measurement of reserved water was to be the number
of acres of

irr~gable

land reserved.

Each irrigable acre was

reserved water sufficient for use upon it.

The only way that

decision makes sense is if the water is appurtant to land and
not to some Tribal

29
30

Co~gressional

o~ganization

or corporation.

On the face of it the legal framework outlined above
appears to be comprehensive enough to have allowed the United

31
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1

States to

,protect and provide for the Indians on the reserva-

2

tions in pursuing the government•s policy of converting the

3

Indians to the white man•s culture in an orderly fashion.

4

As a matter of fact, there was nothing orderly about the

5

attempts of the United States Government to convert the

6

Indians to the white man•s culture and more importantly the

7

Government found itself in the position of being unable to

8

..erotect the Indian from the .. familiar forces" euphemized in

9

the Decoteau v. District County Court for lOth Judicial

10

District, supra.

11

to nothing more than the downright onslaught of non-Indian .

12

settlers be they farmers, merchants, miners, trappers, rail-

13

road personnel or whomever demanding and in some cases

14

taking outright the reservation land set apart for the Indians.

15

The so-called "familiar forces" amounted

In reponse to the dilemma of the time Congress adopted

16

a comprehensive plan called the General Allotment Act of

17

1887, commonly known as the Dawes Act, which determined

18

Congressional policy toward lands reserved by the United

19

States for use and benefit of Indians for the next half century

20

after its passage.

21

it is the Dawes Act which is determinative of the question

22

as to what water rights, if any, were acquired by Defendants

23

Walton.

Most importantly, in terms of this :case,

24

The Dawes Act was passed after more than a decade of

25

debate and under circumstances which pressured Congress to

26

act before the opportunity to act at all was lost.

27

last half of the nineteenth century encroachment on lands

28

reserved for Indian use and occupancy began to take place

29

in alarming proportions as the country began to fill with

30

people.

31

of letters and reports from Indian agents pleading to congress

The public documents of the period

con~ain
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1

for protection against encroachment.

These letters describe

2

the sometimes inability and the sometimes refusal of the

3

army to contain. ~and remove the hordes of intruders who

4

swarmed onto Indian lands after the Civil War.

5

of widespread and persistent civil disobedience pervaded on

6

the frontier insofar as Indian lands were concerned.

An atmosphere

Merrill E. Gates, a member of the U.s. Board of In-

7
8

dian Commissioners, estimated in 1885, that, .. Unless we

9

wisely provide land in severalty for the Indians within the

10

next five years, the awful pressure of immigration and the

11

logic of selfishness unchecked by wise legislation will have

12

left no land whatever." 4
The Indians had no way of protecting their occupation

13

14

of the reserved lands except by appeal .to Congress.

15

tribes had no access to the courts because they were not re-

16

cognized as governmental units nor as proprietors with

17

title to land.

18

the courts because they were not citizens and because they

19

did not individually own the land being encroached upon.

20

Indian

Individual Indians could not come before

In addition the tribal form of government of Indians

21

was considered to be in a degenerated state.

22

federal government who wrote or spoke during those times generally

23

viewed tribalism as an antiguated, ineffective and positively

24

harmful form of political organization for the Indian.

25

Gates, in the same report referred to above, reported in 1885:

26
27

28
. 29
30

31

People in the

Merrill

"And first, the tribe. Politically it is an
anomaly--an imperium in imperio. Early in our history,
when whites were few and Indians were relatively numerous
and were grouped in tribes with something approaching
to a rude form of government, it was natural, it was
inevitable, that we should treat with them as tribes •
It would have been hopeless for us to attempt to modify
their tribal relation. But now the case is entirely
different. There is hardly one tribe outside the Five
Civilized Tribes of the Indian Territory which can
merit the name of an organized society or which disNANSEN
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15

charges the simplest functions of government. Disintegration has long been the rule. Individualism,
the key-note of our socio~political ideas in this
country, makes itself felt by sympathetic vibrations
even in the rude society of the Indian tribes. ~here
is a little of the old loyalty to a personal chief as
representing a governing authority from the Great
Spirit. Perhaps there never was so much of this as
some have fancied among the Indians. Certainly there
are few signs of it now. A passive acquiescence in a
mild. leadership of a promising son of a former leader,
among the peaceable tribes of the southwest, or a
stormy hailing by the young braves of a new and reckless leader, bloodthirsty for a raid upon the whites
--these are the chief indications of the survival of
the old spirit.
Indian chiefs are never lawmakers, seldom even in
the rudest sense law enforcers. The councils where
the chief is chosen are too ofterr,blast furnaces of
anarchy, liquefying whatever forms of order may have
established themselves under a predecessor. The Indians
feel the animus of the century. As personal allegience
to a chieftain and the sense of tribal unity wanes,
what is taking its place? Literally nothing. In some
cases educated but immoral and selfish leaders take
advantage of the old traditions to aquire influence
which they abuse. On the whole, however, a rude,
savage individuality is developing itself, but not
under the guidance of law, moral, civil, or religious." 5

16

Indians seemed to be taking advantage of other Indians

1

2

3
4
5
6

7

8
9

10
11

12
13

14

17

in a wide-spread atmosphere of corruption.

18

Springer described on the floor of the House of Representatives

19

c.onspiracies between powerful Indian Leaders and cattle syn-

20

dicates.

21

land to farmers and shared the revenues, while tribal mem-

22

bers sat penniless and idle. 6

23

Representative

The leaders allowed the syndicates to sublease

The Five civilized Tribes, the sterling example to

24

everyone of communal tribalism at its finest, was reported

25

to be declining by the Secretary of the Interior in 1887.

26

He reported findings of conditions of semi-slavery among tribal

27

members while others lived in luxury.

28

leaders, he said, were in possession of large estates of the

29

best lands and the others worked for them, for wages hardly

30

above the starvation level. 8 Whether or not the.accusations

31

against tribalism were true is a matter for the historian.

The powerful Indian
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1

It is clear that the talk that was going around Washington

2

at the time was not at all favorable to Indian tribalism as

3

a form of organization, political or social.

4

But the third, and by far the most pressing crisis was

5

within the Congress itself.

Pressure upon congress to diminish

6

reservations was constant during the last decades of the

7

nineteenth century.

8

in Congress to divest the Sioux of their land in one high

9

pressure late-night session in the Senate:

Senator Dawes described the pressure

20

There has been a constant attempt the last six
years to get away that land by people who don't care
a copper whether the Indian ever gets anythingfbr it
or not. They came within what Jerry Black once called
11
a squirrel's jump" of getting it through Congress,
of getting those 11,000 acres for 25,000 cows. They
got a bill through the House of Representatives giving
them that land for 25,000 cows, but it got stopped in
the Senate about 2 o'clock in the morning of the last
day of the session ••. They were fighting for those
Indians and only saved them by persuading the members
to substitute a committee to go out there and look
into the matter; and out of the visit has come the
Sioux Bill. I became satisfied--no man can go out
there and not be satisfied--that those white men will
have a large portion of that reservation; that this
land cannot be kept by Indians with the population
increasing all around them. I made up my mind that
I could do more good by accepting the inevitable, and
seeing·toit that if they part with their land they
shall have the equivalent for it." 9

21

The General Allotment Act did two things to meet the

22

press of circumstances upon the Indians and the Congress.

11

10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17

18

19

23

First, it provided each individual Indian with the means by

24

which he could become a citizen and enjoy all the rights en-

25

joyed by the people who were pressing him so hard, thereby

26

allowing him access to the courts.

27

each individual Indian was to be given

28

allotment in severalty of tribal property, a replacement of

29

his communal right by an individual

30

in the reserved lands.

31

curtailed both its own power to change Indian property rights

Second, it provided that
fee title to an

real

property right

with these two provisions Congress
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1

and changed the power of the Indian tribes over property

2

reserved for the beneficial use of Indians.

3

hind the Act was elementary.

4

the point that it could not protect Indian property rights.

5

Tribes as a political unit were not functioning satisfactorily

6

in governing and protecting the Indian people.

7

lieved that with the Dawes Act at least the individual In-

8

dian would be given a chance and the means to protect him-

9

self, to earn a livelihood and to enter into the mainstream

W

The logic be-

The government was pressed to

It was be-

of American life.

11

One cannot over estimate the attraction the individual-

12

ization and assimilation proposals had for the congress and

13

the people of the United States at the time the General Allot-

14

ment Act was passed.

15

period, the Guilded Age.

16

torians was one of enterprise and individualism.

17

widely believed that in this land of unlimited opportunity

18

any man worth his salt could make a fortune if he really

19

tried.

20

There was not only a feeling in congress that the individual

21

Indian could be put out on his own; there was a·feeling that

22

he should be given the chance and not be held back in the

23

march of progress.

24

25
26
27

28
29

30
31

America was in its most individualistic
The prevailing mood among the VicIt was

Examples of successful enterprise were everywhere.

In the words of Representative Perkins:

"In the judement of the great mass of American
people the time has come when the policy of keeping
the Indians in their tribal organizations and restraining and controlling them by bayonets and shotguns must be abandoned and a new era inaugaruated-an era of education, an era in which they shall be
enabled and required to qualify themselves for the
duties of American citizenship and to support themselves by industry and toil. That is the spirit
and object of this bill."lO
Individual ownership of property was thought to promote
a pastoral, settled existence, in contrast to the nomadic
NANSEN
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1

and "uncivilized" mores that persisted among the Indians.

2

The reserved property presented an opportunity for Congress

3

to provide each Indian with the means for his own education

4

and assimilation into the agricultural economy and way of

5

life.

6

for agriculture and or grazing

Indians were to be allotted property "advantageous
purposes~·.

11

This was not mere pomposity, hyprocrisy, or wishful

7
8

thinking on the part of the general population and the

9

islators.

~eg-

The Act was passed by concerned, realistic people.

10

It was a necessity.

The press of the civilized population

11

was great, and the time was past when nomadic bands of peo-

12

ple could live communally

13

Within ten years of the passage of the Act the frontier was

14

12
gone in America and the modern era had begun. The framers

15

of the Act were able to anticipate the inevitable trend and

16

make some provision for Indians as individual Americans be-

17

fore it was too late.

a~d

roam free over vast territories.

18

The following quotation illustrates the absurdity of

19

retaining vast tracts of land for Indians, as a Victorian saw it:

20

28

" ••• The Sioux Reservation contains 30,000 square
miles in the heart of the territory of Dakota. Twenty
-eight thousand Indians occupy a tract of land four
~times larger than the State of Massachusetts.
The
little town in which I live contains that number of
inhabitants. You see at once that people who want
that land look upon the idea that 28,000 Indians are
to have that land exclusively as a monstrosity. They
were put there in 1868 with the idea that white men
would never reach them. That was less than twenty
years ago, and now there are 500,000 white people all
around them, and two great railroads coming square
up to the reservation, and there they stop~ and 38,000
people on the west side have to travel as best they
can across the territory for 200 miles to get to the
railroad. Dakota contains 150,000 square miles,
30,000 of which are taken up by this reservation." 13

29

Representative Skinner expressed the typical attitude

21
22
23
24

25

26
27

30

and sense of concern in this excerpt from the House debate

31

of the bill in late 1886:
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11

1

13

Mr. Chairman, from the beginning of our existence
as a nation the Indian has been the subject of national
legislation; but at no time so much as now has there
been such pressing necessity for the adoption of a
general Indian policy; the enactment of some measure
that will lead to a correct solution of the Indian
problem.
As long as the great West remained unoccupied or
sparsely settled by the white man and abounded with
game, the Indian retired before the advancing civilization of the white man, and subsisted by the chase. B~t
now the white civilization of the East has been met
by the white civilization from the West. The game
has been destroyed, and the food supply from that
source ,is gone from the Indian, gone fo-rever.
This being a true statement of the situation, the Indian must either perish, depend an the Government for
support or abandon his thriftless habits, learn to
eat bread in the sweat of his face, and finally rise
to the level of the civilization that surrounds him
and take upon himself the duties and responsibilities
of American citizenship. starvation, pauperism,
or independent, self-supporting citizenship--between
these the Indian must take his choice, or rather we,
as guardians must chose for him ... 14

14

The real property and property rights within the Indian

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

15

Reservations was looked upon as the capital of the Indian

16

by the framers of the General Allotment Act.

17

severalty was essentially a scheme to divide this capital,

18

giving each individual his stake and following allotment

19

sale of any remaining reservation lands as part of the

20

public domain.

21

was to be used to help the allottees with their education and

22

adjustment.

23

Allotment in

The proceeds from the sale o.f surplus lands

The framers realized however, that not all individual

24

Indians would want to be farmers.

25

as belonging to the individual to do with as he needed in the

26

pursuit of his education and assimilation.

27

was made clear by Senator Dawes speaking in public in the

28

year 1887:

29

30
31

They saw the allotment land

Their scheme

"The theory is that when any Indian is so far
advanced as .to be able to support himself he will want
land. If he doesn't want it, it will show he is not
fitted for it. A farm is no blessing for· a man who
doesn't want it. This is not a compulsory allotment
NANSEN
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1

any more than it is compulsory on the State of
Massachusetts to pass a law that I shall be a farmer.
We do not compel a man to take land. We do not
enact a law that a man shall be a mechanic, a black~
smith or a shoemaker. It is only when he shall
through some agency, be enkindled to be a man that
he will be a~thing. It is provided they select for
themselves."

2
3

4
5

Later, in the same question and answer session some-

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16

one asked ·Dawes how an Indian who didn't like farming could
go into some other kind of work.

get his land sold and his money would be put on interest, and
he would get his share.•l6 There is no provision for this
sort of thing in the Act of 1887.

19

20
21

22
23
24

25
26

Section 3, which allows leasing of the allotments by individuals,
with the income going to the allottee.

29

30

31

This did not detract

from the Indians' right to eventual ownership in fee after
twenty-five years at which time he could sell in any event.
No provision was made in the General Allotment Act
to perpetuate ownership of Indian allotments beyond the
twenty-five year trust period.

Dawes himself contemplated

that many of the allottees·would sell.

He considered

twenty-five years long enough to learn the arts of civilized
life, after that the allottee should be free to use his
capital as he thought best.

The allottees were to be given

full marketable title' in fee after twenty-five years.

Excess

lands were opened to settlers and the money put in the Treasury
to the credit of the reservation.
In fact, the supporters of the General Allotment Act

27

28

But in the 1891 ammend-

ment to the General Allotment Act there is a provision,

17
18

Dawes said, "He would

planned to get the gover.runent entirely out of the Indian
business.

The system they set up was designed to self-destruct

when the allottees were given patents twenty-five years
.

issuance of their allotments.
follows:

DEFENDANTS
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1

7

"If you make the Indian a self-supporting
citizen of the United States all these things
.disappear of themselves. When that time ·
comes there can be no reservation to abolish
or perpetuate, no Indian agent to appoint or
to dismiss, no treaty to keep or abrogate.
The work is· accomplished when the Indian has
become one of us, absorbed into the body
politic, a self-supporting citizen and nothing
is left of the questions that are troubling
us ••• And if he becomes a citizen, then all
the machinery disappears like an April cloud
before the sunrise .• "17

8

The property rights given to individual Indians under

2
3

4
5

6

9

the General Allotment Act were unique.

The phrase "allot in

10

severalty" is a succinct and precise legal description of

11

what Co~gress intended be done.

12

of "allot" is to "approtion, distribute; to divide property

13

previously held in common among those entitled, assigning to

14

each his rateable share to be held in severalty". 18

15

in "severalty" means "one held by a person in his own

16

right only, without any person being enjoined or connected

17

with him" .19

The common law meaning

An estate

Indians were already entitled to take out ordinary

18

19

homesteads by virtue of the Indian Homestead Act of 1875.

20

They did not need further provisions for that ordinary

21

kind of property r~ght.

22

for the division of the aboriginal use and occupancy of the

23

reserved land communally held in the tribe.

24

tended that i t be allotted in severalty, just as i t said.

25

It intended a transmutation of the communal rights into

26

individual r~ghts!

Congress in-

The legislative history of the Act bears out the fact

27

28

The General Allotment Act provided

that Congress did not intend to merely parcel out pieces of

29 . ground, but in fact intended to distribute immediately the entire

If Winters, supra says water i

30

beneficial use of the reserved lands.

31

reserved for beneficial use on the land and land is being
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1 allotted in sever~lty then water has to go with the land!
2 (U.S. V. Powers, supra).
3

The first six drafts of the General AllotmentAct

4 proposed to secure the communal rights in the reserved lands
5 to Indian tribes by patent.

The drafts provided that the

6 tribes, by majority vote, could choose to allot in severalty
7 when they were ready to do so.

This idea proved-to be politically

8 unpopular because of the prevailing distrust of the tribal
9 system.

However, i t formed the foundation theory for the

10 version of the Act that finally passed.

Senator Dawes explained

11 the general theory behind all the versions as follows in reply
12 to persons who accused him of propounding allotment in severalty
13 in order to eliminate the broad beneficial use and occupancy
14

r~ghts

of the Indians in favor of a lesser

15

"Title by treaty and statute is a title by
purchase. They have bought that land in every
instance and they have paid for it. Every
treaty title is a title in exchange for something else. Take the great Sioux Reservation,
covered by the Treaty of 1868. They bought
this land, and the United States convenanted
with them that they should occupy it forever.
That made a title deed as perfect as yours to
your home, and if anybody should attempt to
disturb them in it--if they were citizens and
could go to court--they could hold it against
the United States or anybody else. And the
propositio.n to give a patent for that is only
to exchange one title deed for another.
It
is only to provide for what may happen hereafter, thence when an Indian wants a piece of
land in severalty, he shall have a patent in
force that is a matter of convenience. It
does not alter the Indians legal status one
atom. (emphasis added)
He has a right to his
deed, just the same as you have a right to
yours, and to talk of taki~g the land from
them without their consent for their good is
the same as talking about taking away our ·
neighbor's title to his home for his own good ... 20

16
17
18

19
20

21
22
23
24

25
26
27

28

In the final version of the Act the property theory was

29

30
31

r~ght:

retained intact and the critical language allotting lands in
severelty to individual Indians was substituted for the tribal patent:

DEFENDANTS
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1

"That in all cases where any tribe or band
of Indians has been, or shall be, located
upon any reservation created for their use, either
by treaty, stipulation or by virtue of an act
of Co~gress or executive order setting apart
the same for their use, the President of the
United States be, and hereby is, authorized,
whenever it is his opinion any reservation
or any part thereon is advantageous for
agriculture and grazing purposes, to cause said
reservation, or any part thereof, to be surveyed or resurveyed, if necessary, and to allot
the land in said reservation in severalty."21
(emphasis added)

2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11

To the Defendants this seems clear and
Co~gress

14

15

evidence that

did not intend the Tribe to retain control or title to

the water.
In one of the last debates in the Senate before the

12
13

c~gent

pass~ge

of the Act Senator Teller attacked the

property concept that formed its basic theory.
perpetuati~g

r~gidity

of the

He was against

the idea that Indians were entitled to territory.

16 He felt that the reservation should

~e

immediately done away

22
17 with and Indians settled among the rest of the population.

18 Senator Dawes answered him saying that distribution of lands to
19 Indians could not be accomplished in the way Teller proposed and
20

still give the type of ownership rights that the proposed Act

21 contemplated23

The Act, he said, was so devised as to

22 individualize all the vested rights of the reserved land.

23 emphasis)

24 (our

To abolish the reservation and put Indians on ordinary

24 land would abrogate their vested

r~ghts.

Dawes conceded that

25 executive order reservations did not vest rights to the extent
26 that treaty and statutory reservation did and hence Indian title on
27 such reservations was a qualified one. 25 But he urged that all
.28 the reservations be treated the same, be allotted in severalty

26
29 and patents issued, so that all Indians could benefit uniformly.
30 The final version of the Act stipulates that executive order

31 reservations were to be allotted in severalty on the same basis

as the others.

27
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1

The General Allotment Act was oreinted toward the

2 individual Indians on the reservations.

Its framers intended

3 that tribes would be disintegrated by application of the pro-

4 visions of the Act.

There was no intent to stre~gthen or

5 preserve in the Tribe as a political entity any rights over
6 individual Indians.

Representative Skinner expressed the

7 intent in a House debate in 1886:
8

"The present Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
who, in the line of his duty has given these
questions his most earnest thought, says in his
annual report, 1885, and reiterates in his last
report, that it should be impressed upon the
Indians, "that they must abandon their tribal
relations and take lands in severalty as the
cornerstone of their complete success in
agriculture; which means self-support, personal
independence, and material thrift ••. "
"This means that the tribal relations must
be broken up; that the practice of massing
large numbers of Indians on reservations must
be· stopped; that lands must be allotted in
severalty ... "
"Under its provisions·any individual Indian
who desires to do so can take a fee simple title
to a certain quantity of land, sufficient for
him to make a living upon as a farmer or grazer,
shake off the shackles of tri.bal authority and
become a citizen of the United States without
hindrance from the tribe to which he belongs ••• ~~
(emphasis added)
"The effect of the tribal and reservation
policy upon Indians is to make him dependent,
to pauperize him and to a greater or lesser
d~gree, to dwarf his mind and to clog his energies." 28

9

10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17
18

19

20

21
22
23
24

25

That's why

28
29
30
31

provided that when patents were

issued the land was to be subject to "state jurisdiction".
Congress intended that the Indians by allotment and severence
be assimilated into the American mainstream.

26
27

Co~gress

The

l~gislative

history of the General Allotment Act

presents irrefutable evidence that the intent on the part of
Co~gress

was to vest a complete property right in the individual.

Prevaili~g

political conditions at the time precluded continued

government ownership and control of Indian property.
property was goi~g to be gone one way or another.

The

The choice
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1

the politicians faced was to vest what they could immediately

2 while they had the power to do so, or gamble on a new session
3

of Congress where divestiture of Indian lands was sure to take

4

place.

5
6

7

8

The federal government was in the heart of a crisis
in 1887.
place.

11

12

Congress knew that pressure from railroads, land
speculators, mining companies, timber interests and the swelling
population for divestment of reserved lands had become irresistible.

13

14
15
16

17

18

19

It was a frightening political runaway in Congress,

a classic example of the power of greed over reason and

9

10

The great Sioux Indian divestiture had just taken

Senator Dawes was in panic.

He felt that Congress

could not and would not hold onto the Indian lands much longer,
perhaps not for another session.

In his fear and desperation

he finally. gave up his fight to obtain patents for Indian tribes
and fought for the more politically feasible patents for the
individual Indians by disseminating tribal rights in severalty.
He told the Mohonk Conference in 1886:

20

21

22
23
24

25

26
27
28
29
30
31

DEFENDANTS

."I came here last year very anxious to preserve the tribal patent. I have been for years
in a fight with Western men who are bent upon
taking· land from these Indians without the
slightest regard to their rights or the obligations the Government had entered into. I began
this. work with Secretary Kirkwood, whose idea
was to first secure the tribe their reservation
so that they could be certain it should not be
taken from them wrongfully. I have kept this
in year after year. Every year I have been
weakening on it because I have come, from year
to year~ to the conclusion that this pressure
on the Indian for his lands has come to be
irresistible, and that we have to make provision
for him now just as quick as we can, or we
shall lose the opportunity."
. . . . . our work must be done now and without
delay, for the greed for the Indians' land is
growing every day, and it is as impossible to
resist under the forms of our government as to
stop the flow of a river.n29

-so-
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1

D. H. Otis, historian and export on allotment of

2

Indian land said in his report to the House Committee on

3

Indian Affairs in 1934:

4

Indeed the power to which the Senator
referred was proving itself not only stronger
than the Lake Mohonk Conference but stronger
than .the government itself. There is ample
evidence· to indicate that officials at times
turned to the allotment program as a means
of salvaging for the Indian a fraction of
the whole property interest which the ·
Government could no longer protect."30
11

5
6

7
8

9

10
11
12
13
14

15

The framers of the General Allotment Act were trying
to take Indian property out of the control of Congress and vest
it in individuals who could then protect it in the courts.
It was the only way to save
ture.

Indians could be safe for long.

•••
We are blind, we are deaf, we are
insane if we do not take cognizance of the
fact that there are forces· in this land
driving on these people with a determination
to possess every acre of their land, and
they will lose it unless we work on and declare that the original owner of this land
shall, before every acre disappears from
under him forever, have 160 acres of it when
he shall be fitted to become a citizen of
the United States and prepared to bear the
burdens as w3l1 as share the right of our
government. "
.

18
19

20
21

22
23

26
27
28

Senator Dawes said in 1887:

11

17

25

The framers know that in the here today,_ gone tomorrow

atmosphere nothing held by the federal_ government for the

16

24

the Indians from wholesale divesti-

Section 3 of the General Allotment Act empowered the
Secretary of the Interior to make rules and regulations governing
the process by which the distribution of the lands was to take
place.

Section 7, as previously set forth, empowe·red the

Secretary of Interior to make rules and regulations for a "just
and equitable distribution .. of water where necessary.

29
30
31
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At first. glance it might be presumed from Section

1

2

7 that the framers of the General Allotment Act intended that

3

the government retain the water rights appurtenant to the

4

land in its own control and merely distribute water to the

5

Indians as needed.

6

with the historical facts concerning the intent and purposes

7

of the Act • . Allotment in severalty vested the entire beneficial

8

property right of the Indian tribes as individuals.

9

rights retained were up for grabs by special interests, not

10

the least of which were the ubiquitous irrigation companies

11

that were

12

that time.

13

communal use would soon have been no water rights at all,

14

completely defeating the purpose of the Act.

15

communal ownership on the reservations and yet leave the most

16

important appurtenance of the land in communal ownership where

17

it would not be administered fairly or effectively and where

18

it would most likely be lost forever.

19

spri~ging

However, that interpretation conflicts

Indian

up along every water course in the West at

Water rights retained by the United States for

Why eliminate

That the United States did not retain control of the

20

waters appurtenant to the allotments was made clear in the

21

Powers case.

22

United States can not stop an allottee's appropriation.

The water is

incho~te

to the allotment and the

"The Secretary of the Interior was authorized
to prescribe rules and regulations to secure just
and equal distribution of water for irrigation
among the Crow Indians but he was not authorized
to deprive any allottee or patentee, or his
successor in title of his just share." United
States v. Powers {1938, CA9 Mont) 94 F2d 783,
affd 305 us 527, 83 L.Ed. 330, 59 s.ct. 344.

23
24

25

26
27

Section 7 of the General Allotment Act does not re28

29

serve water from the allotment of land any more than Section 3,
referred to above, reserves land.

Under each of these

30

sections the Secretary of the Interior is empowered to
31
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r~gulations

1

make rules and

governing the process by which the

2

distribution of the land and water are to be accomplished.

3

The land and appurtenances vested as an allotment in severalty

4

under Section 1.

The rest is administrative detail.

Previous to the General Allotment Act tribal assets

5

6

were allocated and administered by the tribal leadership. 32

7

supplies and annuties from the government .were deposited with ·

8

the chiefs for distribution.

9

had no power to influence whether or not individuals were

10

treated fairly.

11

be~ieved

12

many individual

Even

The Secretary of the Interior

As has beennoted, previously, it was widely

that the

prevaili~g

tribal system was not fair to

tribal members.

The Secretary of the Interior had to be specially. given

13

thi~gs

14

power to intervene and do the

15

with allotment.

16

by first vesti~g power to distribute the water in the Secretary,

17

and second, by

18

tribal leadership. 33

19

are "just and equitable distribution".

20

bility and function is to see to it that the allotment was done

21

properly as to the water which was already an inchoate part of

22

each allottee's share of his former communally held tribal rights.

23

necessary in connection

Section 7 provides this special authorization

removi~g

by implication this power from the

The most important words in the Section
The Secretary's responsi-

The distribution of water was to take place once and

24

for all under the Secretary's supervision.

25

distribution" and "no other appropriation or grant of water"

26

wa.s to be authorized or permitted that would impair the

27

riparian appropriations of the allottees.

28
29

It was to be "a

Theodore Taylor, a historian writing for the Department
of the Interior in 1972 summed up the effect

o~

government

30
31
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1

policy during the first quarter of the twnetieth century as

2

follows:
"One of the underlying philosophies of
the Act was to break up the tribe as an
entity.
Supplies, rations, or payments were
provided directly to individual Indians
rather than to their leaders, as had been
the practice in the treaty period .•. "
" ••• cumulative effect of action following
in the wake of the Allotment Act was to
largely destroy tribal government. The
Indian Agent and his staff were the "government" for most tribes from the c~ssation of
treaty-making until the 1930's"3

3
4
5
6
7

8
9

Other evidence of

Co~gress's

dives~

intent to

the

10
tribe as a communal owner of the water and allot i t in severalty

11
12

is found in various acts of Congress which specifically exempted
water from severance from the tribe or provided funding to

13

provide additional water.
14
Co~gress

had repeatedly enacted special

l~gislation

15
authorizi~g

16
des~gnated

17

the construction of irrigation projects on various
reservations, providing always that the Indians shall

be supplied with water from the project. 35

~gain,

in opening

18

reservation land to mineral entry Congress has expressly excepted
19
11

lands

containi~g spri~gs,

water·holes, or other bodies of water

20

21
22

23
24

25

26
27
28
29

30
31

needed or used by the Indians for watering livestock, irrigation,
or water-power purposes~.
Co~gress

36

By the act of March 7, 1928, 37

provided for the purchase of land with sufficient water

right for the use and occupancy of the Tamoak Bank of Homeless
Indians.

When the Yakima Reservation was receiving less water

than the amount to which it was entitled under the doctrine of
the Winters case, Congress appropriated a sum of money for the
purchase of an additional water right for the Indians. 38

To

protect the water rights of the Indians of the Taos Pueblo,
Congress authorized the President to withdraw from entry lands
within the watershed and to protect said lands from any act or
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1

2
3
4
5

6

or condition which would impair the purity or the volume of
the water flowi~g therefrom. 3 9

ceded portion of the Fort Hall Reservation necessary f-or
irrigation of land under cultivation has been reserved to the
Indians usi~g same so long as the Indians

9

10

13

14
15
16

17

18

ment of compensation to be

In the years after the pass~ge of the General Allotment Act the Executive Branch of the federal_ government concentrated on the implementation of it's provisions.

23
24
25

26
27

28
29

Indian

Commissioner J. D. C. Atkins set the pace early after passage
of the Act by announci~g in his Annual Report to Co~gress in
1887 that the purpose of the new policy was "ultimately to
dissolve all tribal relations and to place each adult Indian
upon the broad platform of American citizenship".42
Theodore Roosevelt hailed the new policy as the
"great pulverizer of the Indian tribes" when he took office.43

21
22

credited to tribal funds in the

event Indian water rights are sold, appropriated, or otherwise
damaged. 41

19

20

remain where they

Similarly, various statutes have provided for pay~

11
12

11

now live."40

7
8

Water from streams on the

Felix Cohen, in his study of the period between 1900
and 1929, found an increasing tendency on the part of the
Department of Indian Affairs to accelerate the individualization
of Indian property and sale of inherited and surplus lands.
A liberal policy of sale of the lands of the old and feeble
was adopted so that the proceeds could be used for their support.
This full-steam-ahead attitude was typified by the statement
of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Francis E. Leupp, in 1908
when he referred to the distribution of tribal lands and funds:

30
31

" •.. it is our duty to set him upon his feet
and sever forever the ties which bind him
either to his tribe, in the communal sense, or
NANSEN
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1

to the.Gov7rnment.

This principle must become

operat~ve ~n respect to both land and money .••

2

5

Thanks to Senator Henry L. Dawes of Massachusetts
we have.for e~ghteen years been individualizing '
the Ind~an as owner of real estate by breaking
up, one at a time, the reservations set apart
for whole tribes and establishing each Indian
as a separate land holder on his own account."44

6

A major change in Indian policy cam~ about in 1934

3
4

7

when the Indian Reo!ganization Act,45 commonly known as the

8

Wheeler-Howard Act was passed by Congress.

9

Allotment Act, the Indian Reorganization Act was passed in

10
11

Like the General

response to pressi~g circumstances that demanded Co~gressional
relief.

By 1934 most of the Indian reservations had been

12

allotted in severalty although not all of the surplus land

13

had been sold and capitalized.

14

assimilated into the_ general population as self-supporting

15

citizens to the extent that the Victorians had foreseen, and

16

the Federal Government, instead of

17

business, was in it deeper than ever before.

18

the Indian people, like nearly everybody else, were suffering

19

desperately in the Great Depression.

20

provided little income.

21

ownership by the allottees was being immediately sold off for

22

little or

23

seen as representing a source of income and self-sufficiency for

24

the Indians.

nothi~g.

The Indians had not been

phasi~g

out of the Indian
Furthermore,

Agricultural occupations

Much of the land then

comi~g

into fee

Undisposed of reservation resources were

The Wheeler-Howard Act for the first time since. 1887

25

26

reinstituted the right and the practical means by which the

27

Indian people

28

appropriate tribal constitution and by-laws and create thereby

29

a. governing body constituted of the reservation Indians.

30

constitution and by-laws had to be adopted by a majority vote

31

of the adult members of a tribe, or of the adult Indians residing

residi~g

on reserved land could adopt an
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1

on a reservation and had to be ratified by the Secretary of

2

Interior.

3

to administer economic affairs.

4

The Indians could also organize tribal corporations

The Act authorized the Secretary of Interior, if he

5

should find it to be in the public interest, to restore to

6

tribal ownership, in trust, the remaining surplus lands of the

7

reservations that had formerly been opened to sale or other

8

disposal by the Federal Government, "subject to any existing

9

valid

rights"~.

These lands were the reserved surplus lands

10

intended to be capitalized under the General Allotment Act and

11

subsequent l~gislation, specific to given reservations, for

12

spendi~g on the individual Indian's education.and benefit in

13

general.

14

lands of Indian reservations other than homestead areas and

15

allotted lands.

16

The lands constituted virtually all the reserved

Restrictions were placed on further allotment in

17

severalty of reserved lands and the date set for the termination

18

of trust periods was extended indefinitely.

19

The Secretary of Interior was authorized to acquire

20

through purchase,

21

any interests in lands, water rights, or surface rights to lands

22

within or without existi!lg reserva.tions, includi~g trust or

23

restricted allotments, for the purpose of providing land for the

24
25

26

reli~guishment,

gift, exchange, or assignment,

new tribal governments {our emphasis).
this purpose.

Funds were provided for

Title to the property was to be taken in the

name of the United States in trust for the newly constituted

27

Indian tribes.

28

for the exclusive use of tribal members entitled to residence on

29
30
31

the reservation.

The lands and water rights were to be designated

This is an important point in the Congress

recognized that water rights as well as land had been conveyed
away during execution of the General Allotment Act.
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1

A revolvi~g fund was established to provide loans to

2

the Indian tribal corporations.

Appropriations from the United

3

States Treasury were made for tuition loans to Indians attending

4

vocational and trade schools.

5

government on the reservation was

Employment of Indians by the
encour~ged.

For the first

6. time the Sec.retary was authorized to adopt standards for their
7

employment.
The heart of the Act is Section 17 which contains

8
9

provisions for incorporation of the Indian tribes.

The Wheeler-

10

Howard corporate charters enabled the Indian communal groups to

11

purchase, take by. gift, own, hold, manage, operate and dispose

12

of property of every discription, including power to purchase

13

allotments in return for corporation shares.

14

At least two critics of the Act labeled it an attempt

15

to force the Indian people back into communal government, a com-

16

pulsion upon Indians to live in communities

17

rest of American citizens.46

18

of the Act may very well have been oriented toward communalism.

19

However, the Act itself was filled with safeguards for the rights

20

of individual Indians.

21

extended only to communal assets, not to individually held

22

property.

23

mineral rights had to be acquired for value, assignment, or _gift

24

by the corporation.

25

s~greated f~om

the

The underlyi~g sociological theory

The power of the tribal corporations

Power over individual property, lands, water rights and

Clearly Congress

rec~gnized

the transmutation of the

26

tribal estates that had taken place during the preceding years

27

upder the authorization of the General Allotment Act.

28

allottee, in accepti~g a patent in fee or trust of the tribal

29

estate in severalty relinguished an interest in all the estate

30

allotted to others. 47

Each

Only the property that had not been allotted

31
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1

was still subject to communal claims.

2

attempt to return or retake any lands or water rights to the

3

tribe which were transferred away under the Dawes Act.

4

was made clear by Senator Wheeler, one of the co-authors of the

5

bill, in a Senate debate shortly before its passage.

6

Wheeler explained:

7

Mr. Pittman:

8

Mr. Wheeler:
9

10

Mr. Pittman:

11

Mr. Wheeler:

12
13

The statute did not

This

Senator

11

Does this bill in any way attempt to
deal with the so called "inherent water
rights .. of Indians on reservations?"
"No, it does not. It leaves all water
rights just exactly as they have been
in the past ...
"There is no attempt to confirm any particular policy with regard to the water
rights of Indians? 11
"None whatever .•• There is nothing touching
water rights in any way, shape or form ·
in the pending bill, I will say that to
the Senator .... 48

All that is done by Congress with the reserved lanQ is

14

15

presumed to be in the best interest of the Indian wards.

16

water was. granted in fee to Indians, who subsequently transferred

17

some of it to non-Indians in

18

plan.

19

would not have been. given.

20

fee title land, has equal status with allotted land and paramount

21

status vis-a-vis the Tribe or communal interest which was not

22

obtained by the Colville Tribe until 1956 because they voted to

23

exclude themselves from the Wheeler-Howard Reorganization Act, and

24

then their acquisition of land was subject to existing and valid

25

rights.

keepi~g

with the

or~ginal

Land and

Congressional

If Congress had not intended this to happen title in fee
Allocation of land to this type of use,

Deliberate integration of Indian reservations was a

26
27

principle aim of the General Allotment Act.

28

hoped that non-Indians integrated into Indian communities would

29

help Indians learn agricultural techniques faster and also pick

30

up the civilized mode of living from their neighbors.

31

promoted the idea in a report printed by the Committee on Indian
Affairs of the House of Representatives in

The framers of the Act
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"Guard the rights of the Indians, but for
his own good break· up his reservations. Let
in the light of civilization. Plant in
alternate sections or township white farmers,
who will teach him by example. Reserve all
the lands he needs for the Indian. Give land
by trust deed in severalty to each family.
Among the parts of the reservation to be
so assigned to Indians in severalty retain
alternative ranges to townships for white
settlers. Let· only men of such character
as a suitable commission would approve be ·
allowed to file on these lands. Let special
advantages of price of land and in some
cases let a small salary be offered, to
induce worthy farmers thus to the parts of
the reservations not needed be sold by the
Government for the benefit of the Indians .••
There is a great mission work to be done
by laymen and farmers for these Indians ...
And while I see clearly many di.fficulties in
the way, I believe they can all be met in a
plan that shall gradually substitute homes
and family life for the tribal organization;
settlement of mingled whites and Indians for
the reservation ~ystem .•. "49

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14

When Congress allocated reserved lands of the Colville

15
16

Reservation to uses such as homesteads for non-Indians, leases

17

of farms to non-Indians, the laying out of townsites and

18

industrial sites for use of Indian and non-Indian alike, and fee

19

simple ownership subject to sale to non-Indians it manifested

20

an intent to racially and culturally

21

Even today, sale of Colville lands are being

22

reservation.

23

fee patent in order that he may sell after, in some cases, giving

24

the Tribe the first chance to bid.

int~grate

the reservation.

allo~ed

on the

All an allottee needs to do is to request his

50

The Walton lawsuit is a direct challenge to the

25
26

manifest intent of Congress pertaining to the use of the reserved

27

land.

28

of the formerly reserved land who was invited and encouraged

29

to live there by the Grantor (Government) can hold no right to

30

use of water on the reservation;

31

that it is axiomatic that he cannot live there and engage in

The challenge says in effect that a non-Indian resident

notwithstanding the fact
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1

agriculture there without it.

2

The Colville Confederated Tribe's claim in the.Walton

3

case to prior and paramount

4

Colville Indian Reservation is without

5

foundation.

6

dispute Defendants' claim but only the matter of the priority

7

and quantification of Defendants' right.

8
9

10
11

12

13
14
15

16
17

The U.S. Government

to all the waters of the
l~gal

rec~gnizes

and historical
this and does not

The Winters doctrine of reserved water rights for
Indian lands was developed by the United States as a defense
against appropriations of water necessary for the purpose of its
reserved lands by off reservation appropriators.

It has no

application to an intra-reservation dispute where all parties
are

claimi~g

under the same "reserved" water doctrine from a

common_ grantor (the
quantifi~g competi~g

u.s.

Government).

Altho~gh

the issue of

federal claims to Indian reservations

waters is of direct concern in this case the fact that Defendants
Walton have an inchoate water right is settled (See

18

19

r~ght

~grument

A).

Historical evidence of Congressional intent for
intra-reservation use of water tends to show that:

20
21

22
23
24

25
26
27

28

29

(1)

Co~gress

intended with the General Allotment

Act to transmute Indian tribal property

r~ghts

of

beneficial use and occupancy into individual ownership by the process of allotment in severalty.
(.2}

Co~gress

Act would

intended that the General Allotment

bri~g

to an end the

u.s.

Government's

and Tribe's political and economic power over
individual Indians and that Indians would become
independent,

self-supporti~g

citizens,

assimilat~d

into the. general population.
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1

(3)

Co~gress

intended that by the end of the

2

allotment trust period, or soon therafter, there

3

would be no more Indian reservations or federal

4

concern with Indian affairs, because all Indian

5

property would have been allotted or capitalized

6

and the Indians would be on their own.

7

(4)

8

Indian reservations was virtually non-existent; all

9

dealings by the federal government with Indians

For over a half century tribal government on

10

was on an individual basis.

11

It is fairly explicit from the history of the General

12
13

14
15

16
17

18
19
20

21
22
23
24

25

26

Allotment Act and its subsequent·administration that Congress
intended water rights appurtenant to the land to pass appurtenant
to individual allotments.

WOULD ABOLISH THE TRIBE AND TRANSMUTE THE TRIBAL RIGHTS TO
INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS AND LEAVE OUT THE MOST IMPORTANT RIGHT.

29

Congress

intended the new Indian to be free of the tribe, free of

He

economic necessity to continue the life of the hunter.

was to be self-sufficient, assimilated into the. general population,
indistinguishable from other citizens and just as capable of
determining his own destiny as anybody in the country.

To make

this new citizen. go to a non-existent tribal council for a license
This

to irrigate his land would frustrate the intent of the plan.
~gain

lends credence to the rational of Section 7 authorizing

the Secretary of Interior to allocate water where necessary for
irrigation.

27

28

THERE IS NO LOGIC IN A SCHEME THAT

Furthermore, in order to embark on a new life the
Indian's capital base had to have value.
racial water

r~ght

Arid land with a

would be worthless to a man

starti~g

out in

30
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1

2
3

the world, except as a reservation farm.

Senator Dawes

specifically explained that it was not intended that every
Indian had to be a farmer.

If he didn't Wqnt to farm he

4

could sell and use the money (capital) to embark on another
5

6

endeavor of his choosing.

That's exactly what happened with

the funds obtained in the sale of Walton's allotments!· (Appendix I)

7

Certainly it was not the intent of Congress to cheat
8

the Indians by disintegrating their tribes and splitting up
9

their holdings yet withhold distribution of water.

To the

10
contrary, Congress tried to keep the property rights just as
11
they were except that they would be individually held
12
instead of tribally, communally, held.
13
Nor could Congress have intended that the water
14
right appurtenant to the allotment expire when the fee title
15

was given.

This would put the individual allotee in a very

16
bad position.

He would use federal water for 25 years, then

17

have to try to_ get water from the state.

Meanwhile, state

18
appropriators would have established themselves as prior
19

appropriators before him.

His land would be worthless exc.ept

20

as he could_ get federal water as a member of a non-existant
21
tribal. government.

He couldn't sell it, contrary to the express

22

provisions

of the Act granting him fee title, except to the

23

non-existent tribe or some other Indian.

lVhat Congressman

24

would farm an arid piece of land for twenty-five years expecting
25

it to be without water and thereby worthless at the end of
26

that time?

Those were the days before social security and old

27

age assistance from the government.
28

That's why Section 7 (25

29

u.s.c.

381) is con-

cerned with allotting water among Indians individuals and not
30

allotting water on the reservation.

Congress recognized that

31
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~·.

1

by

2

reservation not subject to federal control and all the govern-

3

ment intended was to provide a means whereby the Indian could

4

adjudicate their claims among one another.

openi~g

5

the reservation there would be non-Indian's on the

Congress could not. get out of the Indian business as

6

it hoped to do pursuant to the Dawes Act, if it disintegrated

7

the Tribes by allotment and at the same time

8

valuable asset, water.

9

10
11

12

Co~gressional

intent in

allotti~g

re~ained

a most

Indian tribal

property in severalty and issuing patents to the allotments
was to protect the Indians from divestiture by
Surely

Co~gressional

Co~gress

itself.

supporters of allotment in severalty

13

would have howled sell-out if water had been exempted from the

14

allotments.

15

16
17
18
19

20

21
22

23
24

25
26

today if the special interests had thought that it was still
legally uncommitted after the General Allotment Act.

29

It is

ridiculous to assume that water rights were separated and
retained by

Co~gress

when it was well known that Indian rights

were being lopped off by special interest groups like slices
of ham at a picnic and Congress seemed helpless to stop from
passing them out like a good host.

The backers of the Dawes

Act represented it to Congress as a way to save Indian property
rights and afford their rights protection in the courts.

In

accepting the bill the Congress adopted the intent of its
backers to vest the very best Indian lands and tribal rights
in severalty in fee before it was too late.

27

28

Chances are that the water would not be available

This interpretation of Congressional intent has been
substantially ratified in the federal courts in the Powers,
supra, and Ahtanum, supra, decisions.
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1

When

Co~gress

reinstituted the modified tribal form

2

of government for Indian reservations in 1934 care was taken

3

to leave rights vested under the General Allotment Act untouched.

4

The Wheeler-Howard Act specifically provided for acquisition

5

of water rights by the new tribes from the private holders within

6

the reservation.

7

rights if the water

8

The fact is that the new tribeal governments were. given only

9

the undisposed and unallotted surplus lands.

How could there be private holders of water
r~ghts·

had always remained in the tribe?

The co-drafter

10

of the Act, Burton K. Wheeler, himself, assured Congress that the

11

provisions were to have no effect whatsoever on water rights,

12
13
14

15
16
17

which, he said, would remain just as they had been prioer to
the Act.

20
21

22
23

24

25

26

or~ginal

29
30
31

action otherwise would

reservation land to exert control over all the waters

within the

or~ginal

reservation boundaries.

That does not make

sense!
Clearly,

Co~gress

intended water rights to vest

appurtent to the allotments in severalty, by patent.

They vested

the rights not only because they were logically necessary to
the scheme of Indian education and assimilation, but also
because to do otherwise would have been to deprive the Indians
of property rightfully their own.

There could not be an allotment

in severalty of reserved land without the water appurtenant to
it, because that is what the Indians as a group were originally
given.

27

28

Co~gressional

allow a tribe which may have reacquired less than half the

18
19

To interpret

However, it is equally clear that the surplus, unallotted
lands carried with them the same appurtenant reserved rights for
Indian owners as were allotted in severalty.

When the lands

were returned to tribal control the Indian community regained
control of that part of its original rights represented by those
NANSEN

lands, but no more.
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The tribe's

1

r~ght

to water is therefore not prior
r~ght to~ter.

2

or paramount over the allottees

3

equal.

4

rights to use and occupy the land_ granted by the Executive·

5

Order in 1872.

6

allotted in severalty.

7

unallotted.

8

would have been allotted the lands as they were born or the lands

9

would have been capitalized and the money used for the needs of

The both derive from the

The tribe's

r~ghts

are the same thing,

If the allotment policy had been continued, Indians

the allottees.

11

right is superior simply because

12

allotti~g

14

Indian communal

The allottee's patents are to the tribal rights

10

13

or~ginal

They are both

Neither of these two sections of the tribal
Co~gress

decided to stop

before they were finished.
The next question then, if Walton's have a water

r~ght,

is how much water do the get?

2.

15
16

17

The Quantification of the Reserved
Water Right Appurtenant to the
Lands in Question is to be based on
the Amount of Practicably Irrigable
Lands.
·

Attempts at judicially quantifying the reserved water

18

19

right have been few.

The majority of courts alluding to this

20

q_uestion have indicated that each individual reservation must

21

be examined so as to determine the exact intent or purpose

22

behind the reservation creation and from the purpose, then

23

determine the extent of the water necessary to carry out the

24

purpose of the reservation.

25

numerous cases.

26

Arizona, 1916) it was enunciated (citing Winters) that the

27

right to the use of water "springs from the necessity to use

28

the waters in order to carry out the object for which the

29

reservation was created 11

~

United States, 273 F. 93, 95 (9th Cir. 1921); United States v.

This ruling has been expressed in

In United States v. Wightman, 230 F.277 (D.

•

230 F. at 282.

See also Skeem v.
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1

Hibner, 27 F. 2d 909, 914 (E.D. Idaho, 1928); United States

2

v. Walker River Irr. District, 104 F.2d 334, 336 (9th Cir. 1939);

3

Arizona v. California, 373

4

v. Ahtanum Irrigation District, 236 F.2d 321 (9th Cir. 1956);

5

Menominee Tribe of Indians v. United States, 388 F.2d 998, 1002

6

(Ct. Cl. 1967); United States v. Cappaert, 508 F.2d 313, 317

7

{9th Cir. 1974), aff. 426

8
9

u.s.

u.s.

546, 10 (1963); United States

128 (1976).

It is Arizona v. California, supra, which has been
heralded as the sequal to the Winters decision in that the Court

10

defined and quantified the amount of water that Winters said

11

was "reserved" in connection with an Indian reservation.

12

The

Court held as follows at p. 1498 {S.Ct.):

13

"We also agree with the Master's conclusion
as to the· quantity of water intended to be
reserved. He found that the water was intended to satisfy the future as well as the
present needs of the Indian Reservation and
ruled that enough water was reserved to
irrigate all the practicably irrigable
acreage on the reservations. Arizona, on
the other hand, contends that the quantity
of water reserved should be measured.by
the Indians ' .'reasonably foreseeable needs , '
which, in fact, means by the number of
Indians. How many Indians there will be
and what their future uses will be can only
be guess·ed. We have concluded, as did the
Master, that the only feasible and fair
way by which reserved water for the reservations can be measured is irrigable
acreage. The various acreages of irrigable
land which the Master found to be on the
different reservations we find to be
reasonable."
(our emphasis)

14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

v.·

25

Conclusion

26

Reading and interpreting Winters, supra (that water was

27
28

reserved for the needs of Indian Reservations) and Arizona v.

29

California, supra (that the needs of the reservation were to be

30

quantified on the basis of "practicably irrigable acreage on

31
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1

the reservations") and the General Allotment Act (Dawes Act)

2

(that the communally held rights of the Indians were to be

3

allotted in severalty and severed from trust status) leads

4

but to one conclusion, to-wit:

5

Allotments S526, Sl287 and S892 were intended by

6

Congress to be severed from communal tribal status

7

and to be held in fee title, by whomever, Indian

8

or non-Indian.

9

ownership constituted land

The rights formally held in communal
includi~g

the appurt-

10

enance of water (Winters, supra and Powers, supra).

11

The appropriate share of the water appurtenance

12

to be severed from communal ownership was "enough

13

water .•• to

14

acre~ge .••

15

California, supra)

16

Applyi~g

irr~gate

all the practicably irrigable

" contained on Walton's land.

(Arizona v.

this analysis to.the case at bar indicates

17

that the allocation should be awarded to the followi~g properties

18

within the No Name Creek acquifer as set forth in Appendix H,

19

column 6.

20

21

DATED this

511...

day of

r~._u.P.•7

, 1978.

Respectfully submitted,

22

NANSEN, PRICE, HOWE
Attorneys for Defendants Walton

23

~
.
by:~L?.~
Richard B. rice

24

25
26
27

28
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Record, p. H 12194
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Copy of Fee Simple Patents to Walton
Land from the u.s. Government

8 APPENDIX
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Copy of Fee Simple Patent to Walton
Land from the U.S. Government.
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Copy of Fee Simple Patent to Walton
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clarity)
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Noventber 3, 1977.

By Mr. NOLAN (for himself, and Mr.
By Mr. l\1EEDS (for btmself, l.!r• . small business development c.enters 1n orda.•
STANGY.LAND) :
For..,..
..... • Mr• Pa ITCHARD, M r. B ONY.nt. to provide small business wlth management
H.R. 9940. A btll to authorize deflclency
.
Mr. CoNNmGHAM, Mr. DICKS, Mr. development, technical Information, propayments tor certain farmers who were unMcCoRMACK. · Mr. HANsEN,
duct planning a.nd developmeqt, an4 doable to produce 1D 1977 acreage allotmeJl
STANGELAND, and Mr. ABDNOB) :
\.' mestic and tnternatlonal mark&' develop.
commodities because of 1nsumclent myts•
H.R. 9950. A bUl to allocate clvll and crlm:-: ment, and for other purposes; to the Oomture; to the Committee on Agriculture. ·
inal jurisdiction among the United States,
ttee on Small Business.·. . •
,
By :Ms. OAKAR . (for herself, l\!r.. the Sta.tes, and Indla.n trlbes, e.nd to deftne
By Mr. BEDELL (for himself, Mrs.
Nou~N, Mr. Yo'ONG of Missouri, Mr. the limits of State and tribal regulatory
LLOYD o! Tennessee, l\lr. LAGOHABSI•
Coru.~ Miss MIKtTLSJU, Mr. RoY• power: jointly to the Committees on InNo, Mr. 0DERSTAB. Mr. V.a.-ro. Mr.
BAL, Mr. BLOVIN, Mr. M'ORPH'J' of NeW - terlor and Insulo.r Af!'alrs, the JUdiCla.TY, and
WlNN, Mr. SIMON, Mr. KINDNESS, Mr.
York. Mr. JENRETX'!; and : Mr. Merchant Marine a.nd Fisheries. · · . · ..
BLol1IN, Mrs. SPE:LLMAN, Mr. FB.AsEa.
WAMPLEB) :.
. .
.
::
H.R. 9961. A bUl to requrle adjudlce.tlon
.Mr. HALL, Mr. PA.NE'ITA. Mr. PATrl•
B.R. 9941. A bUl to amend the Older Amer• and quantlfl<'atlon of all clalms to rights to soN o! New York. Mr. GLICKMAN, Mr.
Scans Act of 1965 to provide that the Com·· the use of water based upon Federal reHuCKABY, Mr. CORNJ:LL. Mr. BAll•
missioner of the Adlnlnlstratlon on Aging served rights !or Indian reservations; to the
RlNOTON,
Ms.
HOLTUUN,
Mr.
may make grants to assist older persons ad• Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
HuGru:s, Mr. PEAsz. Mr. RoE, Mrs•.
verselr afrected by natural dlsasteni, and tor
By Mr. UDALL (tor himself, 1\.!r. AN•
i . FENWICK, Mr. CHARLES WILsON 01:
other purposes: to the Committee on Edu- DREWS or North Dakota, Mr. BADu.!
Texas, and Mr. McHUGH) : · .
cation and Labor.
1.0, Mr. CHAPPELL, Mr. CocHRAN of
lt.R. 9959. A blll to provide that housing
By Mr. O'.l""nNGER:
. .
Mlsslssippl, Mr. CouGHLIN, Mr. DAM ~neflts ~\""a.llable to a veteran, under tltlo
H.R. 9942. A bill to provide FederalfinanDANIEL, Mr. DJUNAN, Mr. Ft7QUA, Mr. 38 of the United States Code, shall not be
clal assistance to employers, labor org~HARRINGTON, Mr. Ku.DEE, 1\Ir. LAFALCE, considered 1n determining, under title 6 of
t.lons. or consorUums thereof, or other groups
Mr. LEHMAN, Mr. LENT,lir. LVZ.."DINE./the Housing Act or 1949, whether suc"b vetor 1nd.1vlduals. to estabUsh and operate oc•
Mr. 1\L.utKET, 1\.Ir. NowAK, Mr. Ona- eran 1s able to obtain credit !or houslllg from
cupattonal alcohollsm programs for the dlag• '
STAR. Mr. PA'rl'LSON, o! New York. l.!r. soW"ces other than the Farmers Home Ad..
nosls and treatment of alcohol· abuse and
PE:Asz, Mr. PRITCH..utD, Mr. RAILS• ministration: to the Committee on Ballklng.
alcoholism 1D. employed persons. lncludlng
BACK, Mr. Rtcrl»OND,
and },lr. Finance and Urban Afl'a.trs..
managerial personnel, and their dependents.
RtSENHoovm) :.
· By Mr. BREAUX: ·
and for other purposes: to the Committee on
H.R. 9952. A blll to amend the tax laws of
H.R. 9960. A blll to amend the Feder'al
Education and Labor.
·
the United States to encourage the preserva.- Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act; to the Com·
B.R. 9943. ·A bUl to amend the Social Se- tlon of independent local newspapers; to the mit tee on Interstate and Forels:n Commerce. curlty Act and the Intemal Revenue Code ot Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. BROWN ot Ohio (tor himself,
1954 to provide for Federal partlclpatlon In
By Mr. UDALL (for. himself, Mr~
Mr. Ro:e:: ltlr~ CouG~· and :P.Ir.
t.he costs of the old-age, survivors, and dla•
RVNNELS, Mr. RYAN, Mr. SEBELttrS,
·
BUTLER) •
· .
.
:
· ·
abUlty insurance program and the medicare
Mr. SEmEJU.INa, -:Mr. SL-&ON., Mr.
H.R. 9961. A bill to amend the Federal
program. with appropriate reductions 1n so•
THOMPSON, Mr. THoNE, 1\lr. TP.EEN, cha.rter of the Boy Scouts of America: to the
clal security taxes to reflect such partlclpaand Mr. WHITEHl7RST) :
•
Committee on House Admlnlstratlon.
tlon, and without any ceUlqg on the amount
H.R. 9953. A blll to amend the tax laws of
By Mr. BYRON (for himself, ~
of an lndJvldual'a annual earnings which the United States to encourage the preservaHoLT,
RoBINSON ~d :Mrs. SPELLmay be counted for benefit and tax pur- tlon of Independent local newspn.pers: to the
H.R. 9
blli. to increase the ·dlsta.:lce
poses: to the Committee on Ways and Means. Committee on Ways and Means.
which officers and members o:r the l\!etro•
By Mr. PEPPER:
By Mr. WEISS (tor himself, Mr. DE- p<.'litan Pollee force and the Fire Department
H.R. 9944. A bill to amend the Publlc
LANEY, Mr. RoseNTHAL, Mr. ADDAB· or the District or Columbia are authorized
Health Service Act to provide financial as•
DO, Mr. BADILLO, 1\.lrs. CmsHoL:t.t. Ms. to reside from the United States Capitol
slstance to medical facllltles for treatment
HOLTZMAN, 1\lr. KocH, 1\.lr. LE FANTE, BuUdlng from 25 mlles to so miles· to the
or certain aliens: to' the Committee on In•
Mr. RANGEL, 1\lr. RICHMOND, Mr. Committee on the District of col~bla..
terstate and Foreign Commerce.
SoLARZ, and 1\lr. WoLFF):
By Mr. BYRON:
Br l\lr. QUILLEN:
H.R. 9954. A bill to proYlde that the Secll.R. 9963. A blll to amend title XIX or
H.R. 9945. A bUl to amend the act creat- retary o! Housng and Urban De\'t'lopment the Social Security Act to make certain that ·
lng the Indian Claims ComrnJsslon to repeal may not approve any app1icatlon !or rental individuals otherwise eligible for medicaid
the provision llmltlng the activities o! Com- Increases ln federally assisted houo:;lng un- benefits do not Jose such ellglb11tty, or ha-re
missioners during the 2 years following their Jess the an1ount or such Increase Is permitted tne amount of such benefits reduced, because
- terms of office: to the CoJDl!l).ttee on Interior under State and locn.llaw: to the Committee of increases In monthly social security beneand Insular A1falrs.
on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs. .
fits: to the Committee on Interstate and ForBy Mr. ROBINSON:
_By Mr. WlNN (for himself, Mrs. FEN- eign Commerce•. · ·
·.
·
WICK, Mr. FRASER, Mr. VAN D£E?.LIN,
By 1\.ir. BURLISON of Missouri:
· H.R. 9946. A blU to repeal tbe carryover
basts provisions added by the Ta.X Reform
Mr. BEn.ENSON, l\Ir. EDWARDS o! Okla• . H.R. 9964. A bill to require the Secretary
Act of 1976; tto the Committee on Ways
homa, Mr. HARRINGTON, Mr. NoLAN, or the Army to acq,ulre approximately 2,500
and Means.
·
Mr. BRowN of Ca.ll!ornta, Mr. Ro· acres o:r land to be used to mlttga.te certa.in
By Mr. RUPPE (for hbnsel! and 1\.!r.
·umo, z...rr. 1\.looaHEAD of Pcmnsyl- adverse impacts whlch will result :from tho
FoP.o of 1\lichlgan) :
•
vanla, Mr. McCLOSKY, Mr. 1\rlxv'A, St. Johns Bayou and New Madrid Floodwa.y.
E.R. 9947. A blll to amend the Toxic SubMr. BADILLO, Mr. OTTINGER, Mrs. l\to., flood protection project: to the Oommltstance Control Act to establish a program or
PETTis, and ~Ir. HARKIN):
tee on Public Works and n·ansportatlon.
nsslstance to the States tor the protection
H.R. 9955. A blll to authorize the establishBy Mr. Bi"RRN: .
and 2ndemnlficatlon of individuals injured ment of the Tallgrass Pralrle National Park.
E.R. 9965. A bill to amend the Department
Jn thelr busiLess or person by chemical sub- and the Tallgrass Prnlrle National Presen-e. of Transpol'tatlon Act and the P.eglonal Ra1l
stances, and for other purposes: to the Com- s.nd !or other purposes: to the committee on Reorga.uizl\tlon Act ot 1973 to extend the
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Interlo~ and Insular Affairs.
eltglblUty for financial assistance under the
By Mr ST GER.~·
By Mr. ANDERSO!'i of Cali!ornla:
ran sen·lcc assistance programs, and !or other
·
•
bll
d th D
t
t purposes· to the Committee on Interstate
E.R. 9948. A blll to amend the tax laws o:r
HDe.R. 9956.AA
1 to ~~men A·. e C:·pa.r
and Fore"lgn Commerce.
.
• J·nl ent
the Unlted States to encourage the preserva- o!
fense ppropr1a. ons ,ct, 1978. • 0 1n •
H.R. 9966. A bill to ameqd title 5, Unlte·d
tton of independent local nev;spapers: to ly. to the Committees on ~-~d Senlces and States Code, to provide for grade retention
the Committee on Ways and 1\!eans.
Appropriations.
benefits from certain employees whose posl•
By Mr. TSONGAS (for himself, Mr.
By Mr. ANDERSO~ of Calif<~:-nla (tor tlons are reduced ln grade, and for other
AKAK.A, Mr. ANDEP.SON o! nunois, Mr. .
himself,. Mr. Sl't:"l'atP, and Mr. purposes; to the Committee on Post omce
BEDELL, Mr. CORCORAN of Dllnois, Mr.
FLORIO) •
and Clvll Service.. .
.
. ..
CoRNWELL, l\tr. DERWI:s"SKI, Mr.
H.R. 9957. A bill to anH~nd title 38 o! the
By Mr. CARTER:
.
Dow:.'"EY, Mr. EDW,.ARDS of Ca111'ornla, United States Code 1n order to provide for
H.R. 9967. A b1ll to designate a segment
:r.1r. En.BDlO, Mr. FlTHtAN, Mr. HAs- the pa.ymt'n~ o! service pensions to ve~:ans of u.s. Highway 27 as the .. Wilburn Klrby
RINGTON, Ms. EoLT~AN, Mr. LA·
o! World ~ar I and !or certain surv1vlng Ro,;s Hl&hway": to the Co~lttee on Public
FALCE, Mr. L'Olo"DINE, Mr. l\fARKS, Mr. spouses and certntn chtlclren: to the Com- works and Transportation. .
·
mlttee OQ Veterans' Affairs.
By :Mrs. CHISHOLM::
McCLoRY, -and Mr. NoWAK):
H.R. 9949. A b111 to recognize .the executive
By Mr. BALDUS (for himselC, Mr. RoE,
H.R. 9968. A blll to amend title I or the
branch or the Government by consolldatlon
Mr. LEvrrAs, Mr. v·;mTH, Mr. LLOYD Elementary and secondary Education Act of
of functions and to increase efficiency and.
or Cali!ornla., ~lr. PP.ESSL!.R, :l\Ir. M'O'R- 1965, and tor other purposes; to the comcoordination 1n the area of disaster assist•
PHY or New Tork, and 1\lr. FowLER): mlttee on Education and Labor.
ance, t;!mergency preparedness, moblllzatlon
H.R. 9958. A bill to authorize the. Small
By Mr. COTI"ER (by request): · ·
readiness, and tor other purposes: to the Business Administration to make grants to
H.R. 9969. A bill to create the. Energy ~rCommlttee on Government Operations.
support the development_ and operation of porat.lon o! the Northeast and to authorize .

.'Mr.
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· We thank you tor your dedlcatlon and. commitment to the small business cause. wo
need a Cone;ress w!tb the tame commitme-nt.
and dedication so that small business may
grow and pr06per as a vital, dynamic and
belp!ul force In a dtversl.fled American
economy.
For the Small Business Legialat~ve Councn John P. Grant, Chairman; John E. Lewis.
Execu tlve Director.
· ·
American AssOCiation ol Nurserymen.
Assoclatlon ot Diesel SpeclaU.sta.
Assoc!atlon ot Steel Distributors.
'Automotive Warehouse D.lstrlbutors· Association.
· . ·. .· ·
· . ·. ~
Building Service Contractors Association.
Chrlstla.n Booksellers AssoclatJon.
Electronic Representatives Assoc!atlon. ·
Pood Merchand!.sers or America. Inc.
Independent Bakers Assoctatlon.
~Independent Sewing Machllle Dealers or
.America, Inc. · · ·
· · ·
Local and Short HaUl Carriers National
conference.
Machinery Dealers~atsonal Association.
Manufacturers Agents Natlonal.AssoclaUon.
Menswear Retailers o! America.
Narrow Fabrics Institute. Inc.
National Association J'or Child DeveloP.ment & Education.
~atlonal Association of Bl~c~ Manu!actw--

ers.

Natlonall.ssodatlon ot Brick Distributors.
Association of Catalog Showroom
).!erchandlsers.·
. : .:
National Association of Independent Lumbermen.
.
.
National Association o.! Men•s and Boys•
Apparel Clubs.
. .
National .Association o! Plumbing{Heattng/COOUng Con tractors. ·
.
National Association of Realtors.
National Assocla.tton of Retan Druggists.
National Association of Trade and Technical Schools.
National Beer Wholesalers of America. Inc.
National Butlding Material Distributors
.Association.
National Candy Wholesalers Association.
National Concrete Masonry Association.
~atlonal Electrical · Contro.ctors Assocla~
tJon, Inc.·
National Family Business Councll.
National Fastener Distributors .o\ssociatlon.
National Federation o! Manufacturers Representatives Association. . _
'
National Home Furnishings Association.
National Home Improvement councu •
. .National Independent D'alrles Association.
National Independent Meat Packers As80clation.
... ·· - ·
· ·
~s.tional Insulation Contractors Association. :.. .
··
National Otnce Machine Dealers Assoctatton,Inc.
National O!!ice Products -~latlon.
Satlonal Paper Trade Association, Inc.
. National Patent Council~ I~c•.
~attonal Precast Concrete Assoctatlort:
N2ttonal Small Business Association.
National Tire Dea!ers and Retreaders AsBOciatlon. Inc.
National Tool, Die & Precision Machining
Associa tton.
Printing Indust~ies of America, Inc.
Small Business Service Contractors Asso~atlonal

~

d&tlon.

National -"ssoclatlon of Home Mimu!&cturers.

0::-vtNIBUS
ACT

OF

INDIAN JURISDICTION
1977 AND ADJUDICATION

OF WATER RIGHTS FOR INDIANS
<Mr. l.!EEDS asked and was given
permission to address the Houe for 1
minute and to reyise and extend his
remarks
and
include. extraneous
matter.)
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\'lew some lrJbal authorities assert govcmmental powers over all persons living
within reservation boundaries-even
though some are no~ members o! the
tribe and live on their own land which no longer belongs either to the tribe or to
The American Indlan baa a very rtch and indlvldunl tribal members. Yet. because ··
unique culture. He should be glven ev~ they are not members of the tribe. these
rtght to practice that culture. But tbe residents have no voice In electing repre- ·: . -.
American Indlan'ts also an American ctttzen:. sentatives to that gov~rn.ment. Thus>·~.... · ..
He llves among Amer1ca.n cltlzena. Ways can d lsi
d
b1 h erl
1
· .. -·
be found to prevent the colltslon ot his
ec ons are ma e w c s ous Y affect · · · ·
uniqueness as an Inc:Uan and the rights of their li.ves, but which they have no meth...-· : : · · .···
other Americans, lnclucUng Indtans, under od of JnfluencJ.ng~ This .is contrary tO • -· _
tbe Oo~ttutlon. ___:.:· ~~ ..
· ~ ~ _ _ : _~
.
the most basic premise of our form of · · · ·· "
government. · ··. · ·
.
- ..
.'.
I am today introducing legislation
One Ob\iOUS illustration or'this is when
that I feel will help prev~nt that 1m- . a. tribal governinent imposes taxes on ·..
pending collision. ·
··
nonmembers residing on the reservation.
This legislation is needed because of That · is simply . taxation without ·
the shifting policy of our Government representation..
·· ... ..
toward the American Indian. When the
'Vhat congress has permitted to de.;,
first v:hite man •·conquered" some por- velop by failing to spell out the jurisdiction of tile New \Vorld. blithely assuming tional rights of American Indians 1s a
.it v..·as his for the taking, he started a direct conflict between Indian tribal
chain reaction of injustice to native aspirations and the constitutional rights
"An1ericans. As a nation, we have tried of American citizens. . ,.. _ ~.
to respond to that chain of events with
I believe where tribat aspiiatiorui colpolicies t.oward Indians as varied as ex- lide with constitutional prlnclples, the
termination, isolation,
assimilation, tribe·s interests must yield. ThiS 1n no
termination and, now. self-determlna- way interferes with _the authority .of
I
tion. · ·
tribal governments over members v•ho do
These shifts of policy ha,·e left in their ha\·e the right to vote for thos.e who .
"Po'ake a body o! law that is confused and exercise that authority.
conflicting. It is small wonder that the
Mr. Speaker, the basic tenet o!
relationship between American Indians legislation I propose is to assur.e that
and other American citizens is frustrat- Indian tribal go\·errunent 1s seU-goveming and increasingly diffi.cult. Within ment; tllat tribes ha\·e the power _to reg~
th~s chaotic policy one group tries to
e>..'"J)?.nd its rights and jurisdiction within ulate only their members and the property or their members..
-_
1.he framework of some legal interpretaHere is a brief explanation·. or .tbis
tions while the other resist, relying on ·
·I
other precedents to try to limit those le~~~~~t~nd .the civil aspec~ or~ubllc
I
rightS severely.
·
This state o! affairs exists largely be- ·Law 280 to all States. This will provide
cause Congress-over the decades-llas· a forum for. deciding' all civil matters.
failed to Jef;islate in this complex and eYen thou~h they arise in "Indian counIi
emotional field. And that failure to es- try.''
.
.
ta blish any traP..scendent policy has left
Second. Provide a waiver of tribal gov!•
the fate of the American Indian totally enunent immunity. This '\\•ould allow suit
subject to the ,·agaries of fickle contem- to be brought against tribes for negll-.
porary action.
gence, breach of contract, et cetera.
This creates confusion and uncertainty.
T'nird. GoYernmental powers to reguat best. Often it causes angry resent- late, a11d to hear and determine,· would
ments in the hearts of Americans, Indian be: ·
..
_
.
and non-Indian alike. .
Outside of •·Jncian country" Indian
. For example: ~·en with the widest tribal go\·ern..'l~ents would have no juristolerance for judicial legislation, not all diction. The word jurisdiction is used
areas ·of potential ·dispute can be ad- broadly to me·an both the po\\·er to regu_..
eressed. A court CSz::i hardly be expected late and the power to hear and determine
I
to waive tribal sovereign immunity from legislath·e, ad.m!.nistrath·e. and judicial
. I
·
.
suit. But the presence of such sovereignty issues.
is a bar to recovery o!. damages from an
\Vi thin "Ind!an co~ try" tribal govinjury caused by negligence of tribal offi.- ernments would ha\'e jurisdiction over
cials or a breach of contract· by a tribe- tribal me:nbers. The· State would have
111·hether by an Indian or a non-Indian.
jurisdiction o\•er others and. the existing
Perhaps more serious a.re the problems judicial ''infringement test" would be
I
created by uncertainty on the issue of abolished.
.-. ·
.. · ·, . · --: ·. .. ...
tribal authority. Present practice can fly
Fourth. Hunting
fishing- jurisdicI
in the face of the most basic of all the tion as follows:
~ .·
i
concepts of our republican form of govoutside of Indum reservations, the
I
ernment--the principle that the power
te
b
to govern is cerh~ from the consent of State ·would regula both mem ers and
noru11embers.
·· ·
. _
the go,·err.ed.
.
,. .
Because o! the diYersity of the judici..eJ
\ViLllln resen·ations, the State would .
aec!sions ~panning two centuries nnd regulate nonmembers and the tribe
--I
embracing even more different national would regulate members. However. the
I
policies that I have mentioned, some peo- tribe would ha\"e proprietary power o~·er
I
p!e bold the view that tribal government the resource and could exclude non·i
has authority and jurisdiction over non- members.
· --: · . : ~
Indi:ms in "'Indian country.'' Under this
States ~·ould ha,·e the power, for conMr. MEEDS. :V...r. Spcnker, a fa.tr and
wo:-ka.ble national pollcy toward Amcrlean L"'ldin..n.s seems an elusive goal. In
my dissenting \·lev."S to 1lle report of the
American Indian Polley Review Com-~
mission I stated:
-

I

the

•

.I

I
I
i
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servation purposes only, to regulate bolh
B.R.-: ·· ·
title 18, United States Code ia amended. by
members and ·nonmembers.
A bW ·to allocate clvtl and crlmlna1·Jurtmttc- striking ou~ '~1161. Indian ~untry defined. ..
Fifth. Criminal jurisdiction 1n Indian
tlon among the United States, the States, ~::,'!s~rtlng__ ~ __lleu ·ther~t "1161: Definl:.
country:
.
.and Indian tribes, an4 to define tho um. •
. _
.
,·
All nU\jor crimes by members-Fed•
Its ot State and trlbat regulatory power
FEDERAL CRIMINAL .nmiSotCTioN
eral.
· ·
·
Be ff ernzcted bJ' the Senate and House
SEc. 102. (a) Section 1152 ot title 18. Unit¢
AU crimes by nonmembers· and all O/ Representative.. of the United State• oJ States Code, Is amended to react ns follows:
crimes b~· members agalnst.nonmembers Amerfc~:~ in Con.gres, assembled, That this ~·1 11~2. AsslmUatlve . crimes 1n -Indlan · whclh are _not covered by. the Major Act may be clted ns the ''Omnlbua Indian
.
country. ·, : ··. ·. · ·· ·.. · · · . ··. ·. ·
CrlmesAct-St.ate..
.
JuriSdiction Act; of lB'lT"• .• -•·: ; "·:····_··.-.. · · "'Sectlon 13 of title 18, United. States Code.
nNniNcs AND DECLARATIO""
applicable 1n In ... -- coun t ry 0 n11 where
AU crimes commi'"'ed by members·:. coNCRESSJONAL
- ,_ Is
·
•
.
POLIO-Y
. •
the offense 1s (1) one coinmltted by a meznagainst members or by members where
SEc. 2. (a) The Congress' find~ ·that its ber and (2) not within the Jurlsdlctlcm of tho ·. ·
there is no· victim and which are not pollcy of permitting reservation Indians to courts or the State ln which the ofl'ellSO ls
co~ered by the Major Crimes Act-tribal. govern themselves and order thelr own ln- committed as provided ln sections 1166
Mr. Speaker, 1! there are some prob- ternal affairs, anci the concomitant con-· through 1169. or of the Unlted States unde.r
lems that will disappear when they are gresslonal insulation or reservation Indians section 1153.••
· · ~ · · ·
left alone. the problem -of an unsound from the o.ppllcatton of most or the laws
(b) The analystS or chapter 53 or tltle:18
American Indian pollcy Js not one of of the State or which they are citizens whlle United States Code. 1s further amended bj
them. V/e have wamed and wavered for on the reservation. have created great un- strlklng out "1152. Laws governing.•• and lncertatnty over the llmlts ot State and tribal sertlng fn lieu thereof "1152. Asstmllatlve
most of our history and the problem power, and constitute ·barriers to the etrec- crimes In Indian country." ~ . ··
·
. .
grows worse.
·
tlve administration of justice.
(c) Section 1153 or tltle 18, United StateS
The le-gislation I propose is bound to · (b) In· order to allow Indian. tribes to· Code, ls amended by striking out the term
be controversial. These issues are funda- choose to preserve their unique cult\ua1 . "Indl&n ... the first place that term occurs and ..
mental and feelings run .strong. A lot of Identities. Jt ts the policy or congress to Inserting tn lleu thereof ..member", and by .
reasonable people will disagree. Many allow to Indian tribes a limited power of striking out "another Indian or other•• and
·
1
1
h ld f
ti a1
self-government O\"er atrairs on the reserva- Inserting in Ueu thereof "any...
peop e may ose o o a ra on ap- tlon among their members. It 1s not the . (d) sectlo_n 1161 or title 18, United s'.:..•Awa.~
C onproach. Th ese may b e the reasons
Code. ts amended to read as follows·.
_·
of Congress that tribal powers ot
h as failed to tackle this . matter poll~y
gress
selt-governmen_t
be
e~--nanded
to
Include.
••§
1161.
Appllcatlon
of
Indian
liquor
laws.
~~
.
.
.
~
.. e.t time to. do it. .
.
power over nonmembers. Subjection of non•The provisions or sections 1154. 1156. 3113,
But it is P ... mem~ers to the powers ot Indian tribes 1s 3488, and 3618 shall not apply within any
We must clear away uncertainty and not warranted by the fundamental Federal area that ts not Indian country, nor to any
define a sound policy that lets all Ameri- policy of allowing reservation Indians. to act or transaction within any area of Indian
cans know what rights and jurisdictions control their own affairs, nor Is it consistent country provided such act or transaction 1s·
do in fact belong to na.tive Americans.
with basic· American principles o:r democratic In conformity both with the laws of the Stat&
· My bills avoid extremes. Sonie might control of governmental power. Rather, non- in which such act or transaction occurs and ~
wish tribes to have nearly total author- members are to be subject only to the laws with regulations promulgated by the Secreity. Others would even abolish tribal gov~' .or the United States and· of the States. It tary of the Interior with the advice and conth
.
tim
1s the purpose of this Act to resolve Juris• sent or the go\·ernlng body of ·the tribe
enunent nlto~e er. At variOUS
es in dictional anomalies. gaps. and uncertainties which occupies the affected Indian country.
our history -we have tried both of. these ac~ordtng to these principles. . ~ . · ·. · , · : ·. Adminlstratio~ and enforcement of"such regapproaches ~d ~either has '!lorke4:. ·· i· .' · ~ ~riLE !:...CRiMINAL i.A.w "A'Nii·: -.. Ulati~~s sh~ll not be ~elegated to any Indian.
This legLSlatton seeks , a · middle
;~
JURISDICTION v ~ • . ... , , . . . tribe.
.
. -:·: . .. . .
.
ground-a responsible policy Where bOth ,...
· ·DEFINITIONS • . · . ~: .~:-~·:· .. ;..:.·:,! .. . ~~TE _CRIMINAL .TtTRISDICTION' ··
the constitutional rights of all citizens . .: · ·.,. 101
-·
· · : ·
SEc. 103. (a) Chapter 53 ot title 18, United
rind U1e uniqueness of Indians have the
S-c.
·· (a) Sectlqn 1151. 0 ! title 18 • United States Code, I_!; amended by adding at the end
:flo
•
h
..
States
Oode.
ls
amended
~Y
striking
out
the
..
thereof
the !ollowlng new sections· ..
best ch ance to uns •
.
· · title of the se-.::tlon and inserting In lieu · •• · ' · .
•· . ·
}.fr. DICKS. Mr. Speaker. will the gen- thereof ''Definttron.s:•, by inserting .. (a) "lm- · § 1166. Exclusive· State jurisdiction over
· tleman yield?
· mediately before the first sentence thereof
....
nonmembers.
Mr. MEEDS. ·I yield to the gentleman and by adding at the end thereo! th~
"E,·ery State shall have exclush·e criminal
from Washington <Mr. DICKS). .
. fo!~owlng:.
..
Jurisdiction over au crimes committed 1n
:Mr DICKS :Mr Speaker t want- to
(b) For purposes or sections 1152. 1153
Indian country by persons not n1embers or
con~tulate the g;ntleman from Wash- and 1161,_ and sections 1166 through 1170. th~ the tribe or tribes occupying said Indian
o
•
termcountry to the same extent that such state
lngton <~. ~Eo:;> on ~IS o~t.sta.nding
"(1) •tribe' has the meaning given the term has jurisdiction over of!en.c;es committed elsecontrlbutlon 1n thiS area.~ thmk he has 'Indian tribe• in section 201 (1) or the Act en- · where within the state. and the criminal
done a great. deal of work here an.d de- titled 'An Act to prescribe penalties for cer- laws or s.uch State shall have the same force
serves a great deal of credit. I support tatn acts or violence or Intimidation. and for and efrect against such persons v.1thln Iudlan
him completely. · . •
. •, ·
' ·other purposes", approved AprU 11. 1968 {82 ~~~~etry as _they have elsewhere within the
1\tr. MEEDS. I thank the-gentleman Stat. 77: 25 U.S.C.l301(1) ).
'
from \Vashington (Mr. DicKS) for his re- '-". "'(2) ~Indian' means (~) anylndlvldual of ••t 1167• Additional exclush·e State jurisdiction.
marks and I thank him for his· cospon- substantial Indian blood who 1s validly en"Except where the offense is within exclusorship alona with that of others.
rolled or recognized by an Indian tribe and
~
the United States as a .member of the tribe. sive Federal criminal jurisdiction under secMr. PR~CHARD. ~- .Spea~er. will and (B) any corporation or other entity· tion 1153, every State shall have exclusive
the gentleman yield? . · . ..
··
formed or extstlng under the law of an Indla.u criminal Jurlsdtctlon over an crimes commitMr. MEEDS. I yield to the gentleman tribe 1t all its members. shareholders. and ted In Indian country by members of the
from Washington (Mr. PRITCHARD).
equity owners are validly enrolled In or rec- tribe occupying said Indian country against
.
HARD
·
ognlzed as members of the tribe under whose those who are not members or the tribe ocMr. PRITC
· Mr. Speaker, I com- law the corporation or entity Is formed or cUpying said Indian country. ·to the same expllment the gentleman from Washington exists.
tent that such State has jurisdiction over
(M~. Z...IEEDS) "for his. WOr~ in this ax:,ea..
., f3) 'member' n1eans any lndlvidu8J Indla.n offenses committed elsewhere within the
ThiS Congress and thlS country are gomg whose domicile 1s within the boundaries of State, and the criminal Inws of such State
to have to face up to- some very_ difficult the Indian country or the tribe in v.-hlch he 1s shall ha\"e the same force and effect against·
Indian problems. I think the gentleman enrolled or recognized as a member and any such members within Indian country as they
from \Vashi.ngton <Mr. MEEDS) has made Indian corporation or other entity which 1s have elsewhere within the State.
a great c.ontribution and I join in com- !ormed or exists under the law or the tribe "§ 1168. Application or State traffic lav.·s. · . •
plimenting him for his work.
with respect to which reference Is made. and
"E\"ery State shall have the same authority
to enforce lts motor vehicle tramc laws
1\tr. MEE!JS. I thank the gentleman s~~ ~!~te~:ea;:1 ~~!~t;-~~v1~~~n:u~;e! against
all persons on patented land. rightsf~orn Washmgton . (Mr•. PRITCHARD) for state: when re!erence Is made to the laws of ot-way, and easements running through
hJS remarks and his cosponsorship.
a state, the laws or poll!-lcal subdivisions ot Indlan country held by the State and used
Mr. S;>eaker, the bW I referred to is as a Sf:4\te are included...
~
for moU?r vehicle transportation ns It has
follows:
(b) The a.n.a.tysls preceding chapter 53 of elsewhere withl.n the State.
· ...
I.U4U
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'"l llG9. P:1or (;rants ot State Jur!sdlcllon
p:eserved.
··sothlng ln sections 1166 and ·116'7 shall
r.A!'row the Jurisdiction grantee! States purliUMt to secttons 1162 and 3243, the Ac~ entltltd ''An Act to confer JurL'>dlctlon on the
S~te o! New York with respect to otrenses
con1mltted on Indian resen-at.tons wlthln
t~uch State", approved July 2, 1948 ( 42 Stat.
1224; 25 U.S.C. 232), or any other statute,
treaty, or law which grants to the courts or
a State- c:-lminal Jurisdiction over ofl'enses
conunJtted In Indian country by members
o! an Inc!lnn tribe."
·. ·
_.
· (b) The analysts o! chapter 53 o! title 18,
United States Code, 1s further amended by
addlng at the end thereof the !olJowlng:
"1166. !:xclush·e State .Jurisdiction o\·er nonmembers.
.. llC7.•~ddltlonal exclush·e State Juris.
dlctlon.
.. 1168. Applicat!on o! State tre.Jfic lav.·s.
.. 1 l69. Prior grants of Stcte .Jurisdiction
preser\'ed."
'l"Rm.U. CIU.lii.DOAL · .Jl:ltUSDIC!_lON
Szc. 104. (a) Chapter 63 of tltle 18, United.
States Code, Is amended by addiDg a!ter sectJon 1169 (as added by section 103) t~e
following new section:
·
••t 1170. T!"lbal criminal jurlsc!lctlon ..
.. (a) Except for o!renses over which ihere
Ss e-xclush-e Federal criminal jurlsdietlon.
pursur.n; tO section 1153, an~ except !or oftenses against non:nembers. Indian tribes .
shall ha•e crlmlnal jurisdiction over all offenses committed ln Inctlan country by members or the tribe.
··
· .. (b) No Indian tribe shall b:t.•e crlmfnal
Ju:-.!.sd.ictlon o•er nonmembers ot the tribe.
.. (c) Nothing 1n thls section shal)·be construed to exempt members !rom the laws of
thE' United St.'\.tes or, where expressly authorized bj law, of the State· in v.·!1lch the
·Ind!a.n country ls locate~ ... · -·
"(d) The jurisdiction g:-nnted Indian
trjbes by this !.e<:tl~n shall be concurrent
wlth that &rt.nted to the United States under section 1152 '\;·here juris.:tlctlon fs otherwise gra!ltt'd t.o the United States by that
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State; ~·hen re!erence 1s made to the laws
of a State-, th& laws of polltlenl subdivisions
o! a State are lncluded.
·

JurlscUct1on over clv11 eausea o! action arts1ng in Indian country between or aga.lna
memben. or IndJan tribes to the same extent
'WAln:ll OF TL"DAl. lMMt7NIT1' FROM St7Il'
thHit SUCh State baa Jurlsdlctton over Other
1 dl
t.rtb 8 h 11 be
cl\11 causes of a.c~Jon. Nothing In 1h18 secSEC. 202. n an
ea a
subject to tlon sba.U authorize the aJienatlon, Uenlng
ault in th~ courts of the United States or
any state, where Jurisdiction Is otherwise or record, or taxation by a State or any Interest ·or· an Indian or Indian tribe tn rea~ or
pro;>er~
personal property, including water rights.
CIVIL CO\'nN~TAL POWEll OF ST~TES .: .
whiCh 1s held fD trust-by-the United States
. > .._
Sic. 203. (a) Every State shall have -the or 1s subject to a restriction against allena-.same .clvn go\'ernment:t.l power, Including tlon Imposed by the United States: or shan· • -:- ·
Judicial power, over all persons outside- or a~thorfze regulation by_a State of the use of • _.;._
Indian country as It bas within Its territory such lnterest by an Indla.n or ·Indian tribe ·
generally.·
·
In a manner inconsistent with any Federal~
(b) Except as otherwise pro\'lded by thls treatr or statute or with any regulation made
Act or other F't'deral law, States shall have pu:rsua.nt t.her&to concerning the-use or such
no ciyll gonrnmental power over persons, interest by an Indlan or tnbe; or shalf con·.:
conduct, or property of Indian tribes or their !er Jurisdiction upon a. State to adjudicate, ·
members ~1thln their Indian country.
1n probate proceedings or otherwise, the
(c) Except as provided In paragraph (3), ownership or right to possession o! such
e.,.ery State shall have the following powers property except under claim of a lease,. ease\\lth!n Indian country, as wen as such other ment, right-or-way. or grant of any natw-e
powers M may be allowed to the State under m.a.de under Federal treaty or statute to any
the Constitution, treaties, statutes, or other person or entity other than a member or a .
laws of the United States:
·
tribe.
. . _
.
.·
.
(1) (A) Except as provided ln subpara(b) Except._a.s provided in the succeeding'
&raph (B), el'ery State shall have the same sentence-- . _
.
·
·
civil go~ernmental power. lncludlng judicial .. (1) ln civll actions brought under th1s
power, 2n Indla.n country, Including land section, State rules o! decision shall be
use, tax1ng, and otber regulatory power, over applJcable;
• ·"" .... . : tlie persons, conduct, and property. including
(2) .notwltbstandlng section 203(cf{3) and
interests In restricted or trust lands, of every the second sentence of .section 204(a), 'the
person other than members v.·ithin the In- public and prl\·ate nuisance law o! the. State.
dian country of their tribe as that State has shall be applicable to the use. the users, and
outside of Indian country, whether or not the o\\llers, ot.ber 'than the United States. of
t.h& exercise or &ucb power by the State at- restricted or trust land 1n any actlon 'be-·
!ects the self-goyernment of the tribe. .
tween the users or owners of such land and ...
(B) The State land use regulatory power
any nonmember or
or.. owner or ·l&nda.
grnn.ted under subparagraph (A) shall not other than restricted or. trust lands tbe use
authorize any State to prohibit a use of a or· O\":llersblp or wblch occasions tbe · ~lalm
nor..:ne:nber"s lr•terest In restricted or trust · of nuisance, and the United States need not
lands where-..
be joined ln any suc.h ai:tlon: and·.·..
_ ·
(l) such use was made of the nonmem.:.
(3) on:r ot:berwlse._valld tribal ordinance
-ber's interest on t:t.e date o! enactment o! or custom adopted by an Indian tribe in.the
this Act. or~ . · ·
,
. .. · . . ·
· · exercise or any authority lt may possess, U
(U) such use of the interesfwas made by
not lnco:lsLo;tent with any applicable clvU
a member before the interest was acquired 1a.w o! the State. Shall· be given full !oree
by the nonmember, unless (I) the use was and effect Jn the determination of# civU
changed by the nlf:mber to a use not per- actions 'wholly fLl'lslhg wlthl.n th~ _Indian
mit.ted by t.'le appropriate State land use country of the tribe It (A) nonmembers or
&!?Ction."
.
regulatory autho:-lty w1th knowledge or in- the tribe are not. p_rejudiced thereby, (B) aU
(b) The analysis of chapter 53 of title 18, tent that such ·interest be trnnsferred to a parties to tbe claim are members or the t;-ib&
United States Code, 1s amended by adding nonme-mber and (U) such change ·of use whose ordinance or custom Is sought to be
at the end thereof the !ol.lowi~g: "ll70~ Tri- 'tl.'aS Jn !act financed- by the nonmember re- · applied; and: (C)· the party v.·ho Intends to·
bal criminal Jurisdiction:• ~
gardless o!. the form o! the financing trans.; · rais& the ordinance or custom gives notice
in hls pleadings or otnler reasbnabl& written
nn.E n--CIVii LAW.AND jiJRisoicnoN action. ,
(2) :Every State shall ha•e cl\·U governnotice.
· »EFINITJONS
mental power, .including Judicial power. Nothing Jn this subsection shall authorize
sr.c. 201. In this title, the term- , ·
i
over the pE:rsons, conduct, and property of any ch-'11 action liy or on behalf of a State
( 1) "tribe.. has Ute meaning · gh·en the
n1embers and or Indian tribes In Indian or by any person cla!rning under a State
!
term '"'ndian tribe" in section 201(1) of the country
to the est.ent such power Is neces- . against a member or an Indian tribe to
.!
Act entitled ".a..n Act to prescribe penalties sarv and Incidental to the effective enforce· nesert a duty withln the Indian country· or
I
tor certain acts or violence or intlmldntlon,· ment of Sts.te laws applicable therein.
the tribe. except under clause (2) of the preand tor other purposes••, approved Aprll . J 1.
(3) Ncr..hlng in this subsection shall auceding sentence. or under the .laws o! the
1968 (82 Stat. 77: 25 U.S.C. 1301(1)). .
thorize the a!lenatlon, llening of record, or State under which laws private persons gen(2) ..Indian" n1e-ans (A) any lncll•idual of "ta>:atlon bl' a State o! any interest of an
era.lly are protected, or the laWs or the
subs~&ntial Indian blood who 1s valldly en· Indian or Indian tribe ln real or personal United States, or ~e la~ ~ ol' .the trlb_e .. ."
ro~ led or recotni.zed by an IucUa.n . tribe and
property. tnclud1ng v.·nter rights, whlcb lS ·
CIVJL coVE£.N:.aNTAL POWER or nmES
Cle United States as a member of the tribe,
SEc. 205• (a) Every Indian tribe shall :have
.
and (B) &.'ly corporat;lon or other entity h~ld in ~"'est by the Un!ted States or lS sub!o:-me-d or eAist!ns- under the la.w of an In- ject to a restriction against allenaUon 1m- · cl\•11 governmental power over the conduct ·
dian tribe 1! all 1ts members, shareholders, posed by the Unite<! States; or shall author- · an.d property of its members to the .extent
and equity o·.rners ar& validly enrolled ln or 1ze regulation by a St3.te of the use or such that such property IS located ln or such con.- :recognized as ::tembers or ~he trlbe under loter~t by an Indi;m or Indian tribe ln a. duct occurs 1n the Indian country ot the
whose law the corpo:-eUon or entity Is !om1ed ma.nner inconsistent with any Federal treaty tribe, and .over the interest a former mem·.
or titatut.e or with &ny regtilatlon made pur- ber no longer domJcUed In the Indian. counor exists,
. . .
.
.
·
; -I
f!Uant tneret.o concerning the use of such
try or the tribe may h2.ve in restricted ~
(3) "Indian country .. means Indian co.un!nt.erest by an Indian or tribe; or shall confer trust lands or tn the communal property or
JI
t:j" :os de!!ned by sectton 1151 of title 18.
jurlsdlctlon upon a State to adjudicate, in funds of the tribe within the 'Indian country
Un!•ed States Code, .
, .
·
t
prc.b~~ pro..""f-edings or otherwise, tbe. owner- or the tribe, except as otherwise limited by
t
(4) "member" me~ns any tndi't'idual ln~!>hip or ri&ht. to po!:session of such property
Fcd.eral
or
tribal
law.
.
.
··
·
·
i
c'!l:..n v.·hcse do:rJcile is within the bounda(b) No Indian tribe shall have any clvll
ries of the Ind!an country or the tribe in except u:ccier claim or a lea...e, easemen~
~
gO\·ernmental po~er over tbe persons, conwhich he ls enrolled or recognized as a mem- right-of-v.·a.y, or grant -or any nature made
unde-r
Federal
t:-eety
or
statute
to
any
person
duct,
or
property,
including
lnterests
lD
rebn Rnd an"t" Indle.n corporation or other enor ent!ty <'~her than a member or a tribe. strlcted or trust lands, of any nonmember
t.lr·; which 'is :ormE-<1 or e>.ists under the law
·o{ 'the tri~ wlth respect to v.;luch reference . STArr crrt:. J"t'R:SDICTIOX r.o ACTio~s ~o \VHICH other thnn o•er the Interest a former memP.."DIANS ARE P.UTIES
ber DO longer domicUed 1n the .Indian COUDis n:ade, and
SEC. 204. (a) Exc-ept as prol·ided ln the try of the tribe may have In reti"tricted or
(5) "Stste" me:ms any State or the United
States and anr political subd~rlslon of a succ~dlng .Pentence, e·.-_er:r S~te shall ha:~·e trust Jan~. or b.;l the c9~~:ua1 p~oper:tJ_ or

I
f

l
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I
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l

!
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run& or the tribe wlthln the Indian country
ot the tribe. . . .
.. .
.
, .
(c) No Indian tribe shall havo any g.~vemmen tal power over tts members ln con·
nectlon with their conduct or property outs ld e th e I n di an country of the trlbe
(d) No Indian trlbe shall have the p. ower
to e 1 d f
th
xc u e rom e Indian country of the
tribe or from any other place any state law
enforcement omcer or other state omclal
executing the laws of the State otherwise
applicable wlthin the Indla.n count..., of the
t.rlb& 1!
h m
•J
sue o cer or otflclal 1s entitled to
enter slmllar public and private places under
the l~w of the State.
. .
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power of the tribe, except as provld-.. tn
b
'"'-&
claim of a lease, ~ment, right-of-way -or
su section {d) of this section and except to grant. of any nature made under Fede'rA•
t~ extent that a statute of the Unit- t
States
"'-&
rea t Y or statute to any person or entitgrants exclusive or concurrent power other than a. member or a trl~-...
.
Y
to the United. States or a State.
(2) s ectlon 402 (25 u.s.c.
ucr
( )
1322) ot such
c Pursuant to section 1165 of title 18 Act Is hereby repealed.
'.
.
United States Code, an Indian trlbe
(3) 5e tl
withhold from nonmembers or the tribe auc on 403(a) (25 U.S.C. 1323(a)) of
thorlty or perm!sst~n to hunt, trap, or "'sh such Act 1s amended by striking out ..or
~
""
clvU". by striking out". or both •• and b
an)& remove game, peltries. fish or wildlife on strlklng out "section "1360 or' tltl~ 28 of th!
lands described ln such section, or It may United Sta.teS"Code,". · · :·.
.
. .
condition such authority or permission upon
(4 ) s tl
.
payment ~t a tee; .but 1t lt grant such auec on 404 (26 U.S.C. 1324) of sucb
thorlty or permission to bunt, trap. or fish Act Js hereby repealed. .
. .- .
hunting, trapping, or ftshlng.or the removal A (5) Section 406 (25 U.S.C. 1326). ot such
.711RtSDICTION OF INDIAN TRIBES
of game. peltrles, fish or wlldllfe on such Inct ls amended by striking out "with respect
dt
1 d b
to c.rtmlnal offenses or clrtl causes of actlon,
SEc. 206. (a) Incfta.D. tribes shall have such
an an 8 Y nonmembers of the tribe shall or wtth respect to both.'' •. ·. · : ~
· ..-jurlsdlction over clvll actions as establlshed be wlthln the exclusive power ot the State
'
by Federal statutes; treaties, or regulations or tn which the lands exist. except to the extent .
ABATEMENT o:F ACTJONB
"'~ · · · ·.
by the go>ernlng body of the tribe wlth the that a statute of the United States grants · SEc. 303. ~e ·provisions o1' this. ~t ·~hall
approval or the Secretary of the Interior exclusive or concurrent power to the United not deprive any court of the United states
except that:
:
States. .
o! Jurisdiction to hear. determine, render
• (1) No Indll\n tribe shall have Jurisdiction·
(d) Notwithstanding subsection (b), the Judgment, or Impose sentence ln any criml-in any civil action over the person or prop- State in which Indian lands descri'bed In see- na.l action Instituted o.galnst any person tor·
~
erty of any nonmember other than over the tion 1165 or title 18, United States Code, any offense committed before the date- o! the
~
interest a former X!lember no longer doml- are located shall have the power to regulate enactment o! thls Act, 1t the offense charged
~
clled tn the Indian country of the tribe may or prohlblt hunting, trapping. or fishing or in such action was cognizable under any law
'~
have ln restricted or trust lands or ln · the removal or game, peltrles, fish or wlld- of the United Sta.tes at the tlme of the com~
. the communal property or funds ot the tribe life on such lands by any person to the ex- mlsslon or such otrcnse. For the purposes ot
~
...v.1thlD the Indian country of the -tribe un- tent necessa.y, to preser\"e any species of wild- . any such criminal action. the provisions of
~
tess sue~ nonmember shall expressly con- · ll!e or fish or to ensure that the opportunity this Act shall take effect on the day follow- . JI~N
sent to such jurisdiction 1n writing after the of all persons to bunt, fish, or trap outside lng the date or final determination of su~J!
fir ....
cause of act ton upon which sutt 18 brought such lands are not seriously and substan• action.·
.
.
. ft"'' _ i:
....isen.
·
ttally Infringed.
.· .. · .
.
· M ·S ·
'
.
· ~ ,JI ..~
, .
· -:
r. peaker, there is another ar~
has .....
(2) No Indian trlbe shall have jurisdiction
TITLE In-MISCELLANEOUS AND
great uncertainty and confusion relat. o!e::" ailY actton against an employee, omce~..
CONFORMING PROYJSIONS
ing to Indian Americans. '11lls has to do
or agent of the United States or ot a State
EFFECT oP STATE LAW · ·
with their water rightS.
.. ·
~
for any matter arising out of hls performance.. · sF.c. 301. (a) Any provision ~f any State
. Under the judicially· created winters
or non-performance or hls official dutieS or enabling act v;hlch ts Inconsistent with any doctline, when the United states re~
tor any matter in the course and scope of provision or thls Act 1s hereby repealed.
his employment by the United States. or a
(b) Each state shall have the powers ~erv~ land from the public domain, it ·
State.
_.
·
granted to that State under thls Act not- unphcitly resenres water to satisfy the·
1
(b) The records nnd judicial proceedings withstanding any Inconsistent provision of purposes for which the I11dian resenra~
·of Indian tribes or copies thereo1', authentl- Sta.te law: If, notwlthsta.ndlng the appllca- tion was intended.
.j ·
cated ln the manner provided in section 1738, tlon or the precec:Hng sentence, any State ts
But how much water is that? ·That
~,
· title 28, United States Code. shall have the· preclu~ed by any provision of the constttu- question has given rise ·to much litlga- .
~
same full !a\tb and credit 1n every court .tlon of that State from exerclslng any or the tion. Even so, the matter 1s confused
{
wlthln the United States and lts territories powers granted to that State under thls Act, and infused with uncertainty. .
·
..
- and po5sess1ons as they ha.ve by law or usage the consent o! the United States ls hereby
. This uncertainty has worked to the·
of the Indian tribes from which they are given to the repeal or such State constltut!l.ken, 'except that_ the subJect matter and tlonal provlslon ln any mnnner authorized detriment of Indians and non-Indians
personal JurL~ictlon of the Indian tribe to under the ln~ or that State.
alike. and it leads to conflict. There are
entertain the proceedings shall be reexam-·
coNroR:~oriNG PRO\'JsroNs
those who will contend this reservation
lne~ ln any court 1n which the proceedings
SEC. 302. (a) Section 1360 of title •28 , guarantees any amount of water a trloe '
are sought to. be enforced. ·- .• . .
United States, Code, is hereby repealed. ·
wishes to "'Use at any time in the future
HONTING, TRAPPING, AND FISHING
(b) Nothing in this Act shall limit the without regard to the errect on others.
SEC. 207. (a) The regulation of hunting, powers or the Jurisdiction granted to the Others believe it should be restricted to
trapping. or .fishing and the removal or game•. State of .New York under "the Act entitled the amom1t of water needed to serve the
peltrles, fish or wlldllte on landS other than "An Act to confer Jurisdiction on the courts reservation as it was originally esta.b. those described as Indian lands 1n section of the State ot New York wtth respect to lished.
.
·
·
1165, t!tle 18, United states Code, including .clvll actions between Indians or to which
The only thing certain is that ns long
. those places ofl the reservation where a tribe Indians are parties", approved September 13, as there is no quantified right estabts entitled to hunt, trap. fish. or remove 1950 (64 Stat. 845: 25 U.S.C. 233), and nothh
game. peltrl~. fish or wlldllte pursuant to lng 1n such Act shall limit the powers of lis ed, the confusion, litigation and contreaty, shall. be wltbln the exclusive· power Jurisdiction granted the State of ~evi York · flict will continue.
.
of the State in which such lands exist, ex- under this Act.
\Vhat is needed is a just method of
cept to the extent that a statute or the
(c) (1) Section 40l(b) of the Act entitled quantifying the water reservation for
United States grants exclusive or concurrent "An Act to provide penalties for certain acts each tribe. Once an amount of entitlepower ~ the United States,· except that of violence or lntlmldatlon, and for other ment is established, the tribes v:ill be
nothing· herein shall authorize a State to purposes", approved April 11, 1968 (82 stat. mucb better able to do long-range planimpose upon members at those places off ihe 78; 25 u.s.c. 1321(b)) 1s amended to read as ning and development. Likewise nonreservation where a tribe ts entlt~ed to hunt, · tollows:
' . ·.
.
. . .
. · Indians will understand· far mori about
trap, f..sh, or remove game. peltrles, fish '?r . "(b) Nothing in this section shall a.uthor- - their entitlements
' - · · .
·
·
•
.
··
. wildlife pursuant to treaty. any fish, game 1 1ze tbe alienation, Uenlng of record, or taxaor trapping license. or permlt fee. Regula.;. tlon by a State of any interest of an Indian
. ThiS leg15lation prese~ es to the Intton Ior consen·atlon purposes or otherwise or Indian tribe In real or personal property, d1an tribes the right to use water they
under thts.seetion must apply equally to aU . including water rights, which Is held In trust are now using with a priority date of
~..e:-:ons regulated without regard to their .·by the. United states or 1s subject to a re- the document by which the Federal Gov- ·
• i;
.. ~·hus a.-; Iudian or non-Indian except that strlction against altenatlon imposed by the emment established their reservation
~aothlng In this setnence shall apply to en- United States: or shall authorize regulation But it goes furt.her and establishes ~
;nrg.e .. re:strlct or confirm the rights of any by a State or the use or such interest by an mechanism for determining the quantity
:ndaan tribe under Judgments ~nal berore Indian or Iildltm tribe in a manner \neon- of water to which each tribe has rl hts
..he enactment or this Act.
slstent with any Federal treaty or statute
Th t
.
.
.
g
·
(b) 'Ibe regulation or hunting, trapping.
or with any regula.tlon made pursuant there. a qua~tlty will be d~termmed this
or fishing and the removal o! game, peltrles, to concerning the use or such interest by an way· The t~be will have nghts to water
fish or wll~ll!e on lands described as Indian Indian or tribe: or shall confer Jurlscllotion in a quanbty equal to the highe$t actands in section 1165 of title 18. United States upon a State to adJudicate, ln probate pro- tual annual permissible use ih any of the
Code, by members of the tribe occupying ceedings or otherwise, the ownership or right 5 years preceding January 1, 1977...Per!."UCh lands shall be wlthln the exclusive
to pos.<;es.o;lon or su~ property except under misSib~e use" is very broadly interpreted
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to include any reasonable and bene.ftcal

use. ·
Generally speaking, the bill wUl preserve to Incllan tribes the ·water whlch
they are now using. nus will permit. Indian tribes and non-Indian users or
water to rely on known rights. Th1s wDl
allow all citizens associated with these
water rights a greater abtity to plan·
and to manage this scarce natural re
-source more effectivelY. · ..
Here is a general explanation of y;hat
the bill would accomplish:
.
The bill will preserve to Indian res~
ervations the right to use of the water
with a priority date of the Federal reserving docwnent, but at the same time
require quantification of that right in
the amount of the highest annual actual pe1missible use Jn any of the 5 years
preceding January 1, 197'7. Changes in
permissible-use and sources will be permitted so long as no harm to others results. Additionally, there is provided a
mechanism for permitting Indian reservations to use water on a temporary
- basis in excess of the quantified right, a.S.
long as no harm results to others. The
bill applies both to surface and to most
groWld waters, leaving the remainder
subject to State law. Federal reserved
rights to the use of water for lands other
than Indian reservations are not affected. An Important aspect of the bill is
that it does not abrogate or otherwise
interfere with any existing water usage
a trlbe may have pm·suant to Federal
treaty or statute. Since it' is the United.
States \\'hich reserved the right for the
Indian reservation, it is within the authority of Congress to define that which
it reserved.
:
Mr. Speaker, we are also dealing in a
controversial area. with this proposal
There are no easy answers to a problem
which has been allowed to grow more
controYersial year by year. Our failure
to act in the past has fueled that controversy.
·
This bill outlines ·what I believe is a
just and workable solution. Others may
draw the lilies somewhat differently and
we must listen to those Ideas as well.
But, I hope thiS bill v.ill serve
starting point,-a place from which
Congress can begin to deal with this
problem. We must act soori. We must
start now.
Mr. Speaker, under unanimous consent I have obtained I insert the text of
the bill at this point:
..4

.as a
the

.

:}LR;.......::..: : ·: ·., .•

A blll f..o req\\lre adjudication and quan'tUication or aU claims to rights to the use or
water b~ed upon Federal reserved rights
for Indian resert"attons
Be it enacted by the Senate arid House

oj Representatives oJ the United States of
Anz.erica in Congress 03scmblecl, That thts Act
may be clted as the ..Quantification or Federal Reserved \Vater Rights !C)r Indian Reserv:~.tlons Act••.
CO!'•GRESSJON'AL FJ~DU:GS Allo"D DECLARATION OP'
POLICY
SEC. 2. (a.) The Congress finds that t.he
Federal ·reserved water rights doctrine, as
applied to Indian reservations, has created
sreat uncertatnty over rights to the use of
water. Lack of certainty jeopardizes establlshe-:1 expecta.tlons to the continued use of
w~ter and precludes effective planning for
the development. management, and use or a
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scarce natural resource. Lack of quantlftca- reservations under thls Act. or. otherwise-. e.J'tlon. ln conjunction with a prior right. ta cept that no such ·Indian trlb&. court, or
the cause ot uncerta.lnty. The Congresa fur-- fontm shall be precluded by thls subsection
ther finds that the uncertainty Inherent 1D from allocating lts quantified rights among
unquantltled rights to the use of water has lts members.
.
•.. . : .,.,' .. _· .
worked to the detrlment or Indian and non(b) Pa.rtles.-Clalmanta under thJB Act
Indla.n users and to tbe pubUc which has an shall join as parties. all water users and
interest 1~. the wise. use of the Natlon•s own~rs of land entitled to use water of the
waters. . . :
.. · . ·
...... -.
watershed of whlch the we.ter sow:eo Is a
(b) It ~ the poltcy or the ·congress· to parl. but prayer !or relief may be made for
accord to Indian reservations ·the right to · an adjudication of only the clalmant•s rights.
the use of water with the priority date of the- except ln cases under such Mccarra.u amend.Federa.l reserving document. but at the same ment. 1n whlch·ease each of the respec~ve: _ .:~lme to quantlty that amount or water to
rights shall be adjudicated. Consent 1s given
which the reservation Is entitled under that to join the United States BB a party to any·
right. 1n order to remove the barrier of un~ action brought ·under this Act.
certainty to effective water resource use:
(c) Procedme.-Upon the 111lng ·or a com:-_
plaint. the Court may refer the matter for
. _DEFINITIONS
adjudleatlon and quantification to a master.
SEC. 3. For purposes of thls Act. the term- wh1ch may include that agency. 1t any, or the
( 1) ..Federal reserved rights to the use 'of State which ts charged with the a.dmlnlstra.water .. means rights to that water then:un- tlon of rights to the use or water acquired
approprlated whlcb the United States has under State law. and the report ot the master
reserved from the publlc domain for the use shall be reviewed by the court according to
and benefi. t of Federal reserved lands:
applicable rules wlth respect to referrals to
(2) ''Federal reserved rights to the use or
water for Indian reservations.. means Fed- a master.
STANDARD FOR QT1Al>o"TTF'ICATION
eral reserved rights to the use of water tor.
Szc. 8. (a) All claims to Federal reserved
the use a.nd benefit or Indian reservations:
(3) ~·rights to the use o! water acquired ·rights to the use of water for Indla.n reservaunder State law.. means rights to the use of tions. including claims under exlstlng dewater acquired under the law or a State;
crees to the extent they are subject to modi(4) ..claims to aboriginal rights to the use fication. shall, 1t proven. be quantl.tled 1Dof water'' means claims by Indian tribes or the amount or highest annual actual perml~
Indians to the use of water basett upon slble uses. as defined. 1n section 9. 1n any of
aboriginal possession or lands. ·· .
the five years preceding January 1. 1977. The
(5) ..water.. means both surface and ground quantlfted amount shall have the priority .
water: · ·
' · ·
·: ·
. ._
.
date of the Federal reserving document upon ·
· ...;. ·. · ~:::-. ·
.
( 6)" "surface water'' and "ground water" which the right !s based.
have those mea.ulngs attributed to these : (b) -Except as provided lli subsection (a)·•
terms under the laws of a State... · · · · .
and section 6. final judgments on the merits
by a court of competent jurisdiction ad·
CEB.TAIN RIGHTS NOT AFFEcrED •.
.judtcatlng 1n !act or by merger or ba.r Fed·
SEC. 4. Rights to the use of water acQ.ulrect eral
reserved rights to the use of water for
under State law by the United States or any Indian
entered prlor to 'the date
Indian tribe shall not be atrected by any of the reservations.
enactment of thls Act, shall not be
provision ot this Act.
..
·. ~ disturbed
by this Act. Claims to Federal reCLAIMS TO' ABORIGINAL RIGHJ'S TO THE trSB OP' served rights to the use of water f'Or Indian
WATER
.
reservations ln proceedings pending on the
SEC. 5. All claims to aboriginal rights to. ·date of en-actment of this Act shall be adthe use of ,,,.ater are hereby extinguished.
'judlcated and quantified under this Act.
LIMITATION OF TIME FOR PnESE~"TING CLAIMS
(C) Nothing ln this Act sh9il pre\•ent an
SEc. 6. Alf claims by any Indian trlbe or Indian tribe from purchasing rights to the
any person to rights to the use o! water based. use of water acquired under State law or
upon Federal reserved rights to the use·· or acquiring rights to the use or water. und.er
water for Indian reservations, including ·State taw. Lands purchase~ by an Indian
claims under existing decrees wh1ch are sub- tribe or by the United States for the benefit
ject to modification, shall be fi.lec% under the of an Indian tribe pursuant to e.ny lawfUl auprovisions of this Act not Jater · thari five thorlty tor the purpose of providing addl·
years a.fter the date ot the ·enactment of tional water shall not constitute additions to
this Act. All such cla.lms not filed within such existing Indian reservations or.- Indian
period are hereby extinguished, and no such country.
·· , ·· ·
·•·· ~·:-'-:·
claims. m93 thereafter _be submitted to any , . · :· ; .• .. ·. i>.Elu.tx~:m~ l7sES· ·: -:.: .:.< -~· . _
court or admlntstratlve ·agency !or consld· ·. SEc. 9. Quantlflcatton under section· 8 sball
eratlon. nor wlll such claims thereafter be be permitted for the following permissible ·
entertained by the Congress. · ·.... ·.. ·." ·
uses and no others:. ·; ~· · · ..... · -" ... ·· -:-•..:..·
oAD.JUDICATION AND Qt7ANTIFICATION ·.
(1) domestic and mUnlc1pal;·< ~ : • · i :..·~·
SEc. 7. · (a) ·Jurisdiction and Venue.-(1}
(2) J.rriga.tlon for agriculture; · ; · : · ·
The United States district courts shall have
(3) grazing or livestock; ··
- ·· ·
···.jurlscUctlon over adjudication and quantlfl•
. (4) fishing;..
·· · ·
.
·. ···
cation of all clalms to water or-the use· of
(5) lndustrl.al; and.,,_ · · :'·:
.
·.
water based upon Federal reserved rights to · (6) ·any otJler reasonable. necessarr. and
the use of water !or Indian. reservations with- .beneficial use whlcb would support
claim.
out regard to diversity or citizenship o! the to rights to the ~e of water acquired under
parties or jurisdictional amount. Where all applicable State law. · ~ : ..: .: ·: · ·
.. WATER. SOuRC£5: . · _-. ,..•....
Or SU'bstantlally all Of a water SOurCe exists . . .. ; Jn one district. exclusive venue shall be ln
- ·- ·
~ ··
· that district. In all other cases. the Judicial
SEc. 10. Water sources from which Federal .
Panel on Multldlstrict Litigation may con- reserved right& to the use of water for In- _
solldate and transfer with or without the dian reservations may be withdrawn, dlconsent of the parties tor both pretrial pur- vertecl, or used shall bo limited to those
poses and for trla.l. any action brought under '\\-ater sources whlch arise on or unde:r or
thls Act. . ·.
_.
.·
about the reserved lands from which actual
(2) The Jurisdiction of State courts shall water withdrnwals, diversions. or uses were
be concurrent where otherwise appropriate made for permissible uses during the five
under sections 208 (a) through .(c) o! the years preceding January 1, 1977.
Act of July 10. 1952. known as the •·.McCarran LEASE OR SALE OP' l.Alo'"DS OB- OP FEDERAL RE··
amendment.., (66 Stat. 560; 43 U.S.C. 666).
SEllVED RIGHTS TO THZ lJSJ: OF WATEB FOB
(3) No Indian tribe, court, or torum exer- · INDIAN RESERVATIONs · ~
clslng powers of self-government sllaU have
·sEC. 11 •.(a) Sa.le,lease. or other conveyance
Jurlsdlctlon to adjudicate claimS to Federal o! Indian Teservatlon land by Indian tribes
reserved rights to the use of wat~r for Indla.n or the United States on bebal! or I.Ddlan

a
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conve1 tho Federal reserved.
(d) Nothing In thls section shali autborlze days after the date ot the filing 'cr tbe cJalm
rights to the u.c:e or water for Indian reservations quantlfted. unless oth&rWlse provided or permit any Increase ln Federal reserved or petition. Proot or publtcatton shall ~
rights to the use o! v;ater.
made.-. .
. . • .
by the conveyance.
.
.
.
TEMPORARY INCRI!!ASES
(d) The notice required by su~tlona (b)
(b) Snle, lease. or other conveyance or
SEc. 15 (a) Any Indian tribe whose Federal
and (c) shall specify. where o.ppllcable au
Fe-deral resened rights to the use of water
··
. • .
tar Indian reservations by Indian tribes or reserved rights to the use o! v;o.ter for-Jts o! ·the following: .· · ·
(1) The court ln which the claim or pettthe United States on beha.lt o! Indla.n tribes Indian reservo.tlon have been adJudicated
shall be permitted. but in an amount no and quantified may, at any time a!ter the tion has ~~- .fJ~le~.·and the C3u~ number
greater than the amount quantified.
date o! the adjudication. petition the appro..: .assigned. ·
.. ·· · • · ·- ·· ·· ·
· ··
priate United States dlstrlct court·under sec-- ·Or (2)
The name
RIGHTS ADJ'C'DICATED SVBJ'EC'r "J'O LrMITS OF
petit!
. and
· . address
. ot. the elal..tnant
tlpns 7 and 8. to temporarny ·withdraw:· dtoner. · · - . ; .,;;, >~ -:-:. ··· · · ·. · Illt-rt:RSTATZ RICHTS
\'ert, or use, a.S provided In subsectton •(b)~
(3) The date o! filin.g'o! the claim or petl:.
Sse. 12. AU rights to the use o! water ad- for permissible uses as deftned in section • tlcu wlth the court. · · ·: •
· ·
. ·. ·
9
Judicated and quantl.fled are subject to the o.dditlonal specified quantities or v.~ter
(4)·The date or the Federai i-eservtzig
Umltattons Imposed or to be imposed ou the greater than the Federal resen-ed rln-bt ment upon wh~ch the___cl,a~m. or petttl~ Ia
State In which a water source exists under quantified. .
---....
based.
~
· · •·- · · 1 ' · • .. : • · · • - •
(1) Interstate compact. (2) statute. or (3)
(b) The district court.shall allow the pe. (5) The specific source Or soiu-~ or the
decree under a doctrine o! equitable appor- tttloner to utlJlze, as a source for the re- Federal resen·ed right to the use or water tor
tionment.
•
quested additional · specUied. quantltJ or Indian reservations claimed. ·
CMANC:ES IN ElOS IN
water greater than the Feder-• reserred ri"),.t
(G) The amount Of wa.ter cla.lmed.
· .•
•
T
G usc
'"
•
t»A•
(7) The season o! Wlthdrawa.l, d.lversloD. or
SEC. 13. (a) Changes In use o! quantified o.uo.ntlfied. the nearest practicable source ot usc or the v.-ater claimed.
.
..
Federal resen-ed rights to the use or water Federal resen·ed. rights to the use o! v.-nter.
(8) The location or the place or withdrawal,.
!or Indhn rcsen-ations v.it.1-t1n the scope ot 1f any e:d.sts, 1! the petitioner est:1bl1shes by di~·erslon, and use or water claimed.
permissible uses as defined ln section 9 shall a preponderance of the evidence that such
(9) The use to be made or the water
be permitted to Indians or Indian tribeS utilization wtll not impair the water uses cl3.lmed.
.
.
only upon petition for such change ln use and needs or any other Federal reserved
( 10) The date of approval o! the notice of
to tbe court which entered the original ad- lands or rights to the use or water acquired the cla.un 01" petition by the court.
• .
Judlcatlon and quantl.flcation decree of that under State or Federal law, Including those ·
(11) Such other information aa the court
Federal reserved right.
·
water rights junior to either the Federal deems neceSS8.rf..· .. '· ,
~ ._ .
. .
(b) A petition under this section. filed ln reserved rl~ht to the ues or water or the
(e) The court shall dismiss without prejthe Unltecl States dlst.rlct court shall be quantified Ft-deral reserred rights to the use udlce any claim or petition for fanure or the
subject. to ~he provisions or section 7. The or \\-ater for Indian r~rvatlons.
claimant or petitioner to file proo! o! service
petltlon. wh~rever filed, shall be granted !or
(c) Nothing in this section snell authorize or publication 1n accordance with th1s secchange in use only 1! u 1s est::.bllshed by a or p~rmtt any Increase In any Federal re- tion.
...
· ·
preponderance of the evidence that any such served rig"' ts to the u~e or wnter.
(f) The notJ.ce reqUirements o! tbJs section .
change ln use wlll not impalr either other
GP.OUllo-u WATER
shall be in -addition to any requirements for
Federal reserved rights to the use of ~ater Ol' • SEc. 16. (a) All claims to rights to tbe use the service or process upon a.ny person or •
rights to the use or wa.ter a:quire:l under c! ground water ar!slng from Federal re- other entity which must be jolned as a party
State or Federal law from :the source o! the. served rights to the use or water .tor Indian t:> tbe'clalm or petition under section 'I(b) or
quantified Federal re:.erved right. including res~rvatlons, which "'·ould otherwise be sub- under other provlsto~ or ~a~. · ·.... : ·. .
. ·
those water rights junior to the quantified ject to a doctrine or prior approprlation
LIMI':"ATIDNS· oF ACTIONS .roa DAMAGES
Feder3.l n-sen·ed right but acquired prior to umler the ls.w or the State in which the
SEc. 18. All claims for damit.ges arlsliig out
the dnte the petition under th!s section ls ground v.·ater Is wi.thdrawn. shall be ad- or Federal reserved rights to the use o! water
filed.
•
.. . .
judicated and quantified as required by this for Indian reservations other than those arls- .
(c) Nothing m· thls £ectlou shall author- Act.
· ing out o! rights to tbe use o! waters quantt1ze or permit any lncrea...c;e In quantJfied Fed(b) All claims to rights to the use or fled In actions filed within the time period .
eral resen·ed rights to the use or water for ground .water for Indian reservations, other provided in section 6 are 'hereby ext1ngu1sbed.
Indian resenatlons.
·
than those claL."lls referred to in subsection All other clalms for damages arising out of
CRA~GES IN WAT~ souncES
(a). sball be determined according to the ri<>hts to the use o! \l."&ter on Indl.a.n rese~
SEC. 14. (a) Any Indian tribe \\"hose Fed- law or the State 1n which the ground water tl~ns shall be subject to the limitations proeral reserved rights to the use o! ws.ter for Is wlthdra·sn and shall not be S\lbjcct to vided for similar cln.lms under the law of the
Jts Indian reservation have been adjudicated
auy other pro,·ision or thls Act other tho.n State ln og.·hlch the reservation Js located.
and quantlfted may, at any time after the section 18.
\
~
date or the adJudication, petition the app~
NOTICE
prtate United States district court under
SEc. 17. (a) As soon as practicable after
BING CROSBY 'VAS BORN m
sections 7 and 8 !or temporary cha'bge in the the date o! enactment o! thls Act. the SecreTACO:MA. WASH.
-water source from whlch the quantified Fed- tary of the Interior shall send a copy and
<Mr. DICKS 8.sked and was ah..·en per.;
eral resen·ed right may be _withdrawn, dl- written explanation of this Act to the rccog..,..
verted, or used.
·
nlzed head or each Indian tribe and to any mission to address the House for 1 min(~) The· petition under thts· section shall other identifiable group of American Indians ute and · to revise ·and. extend his
be granted only U the petitioner establishes existing as a distinct entity. residing on remarks.)
· · · · · · · .;.
by a preponderance_o.t the evidence that any Indian resen·atlons within the territorial,.. Mr. DICKS. ~rr- Speaker~ I v.•ish tO
such change ln source wUl not Impair elU?-er llmlts of the United States..
...
share today a few little known facts
other Federal reser-ved rights to the use or
(b) As soon as practicable after the filing about Harry Lillis "Bing" CrOsby, who
water or rights to the use o! water acquired or any written clatm or petition under this was born in a part of .....,v district: Taunder State or Federal law trom the new Act. the claimalnt or petitioner shall serve
••A.J
source, lnclud~ng those \\·ater rights Junior a notice o! the filing ot the claim or pet1- coma, \Vash., on May 3, 1903'.~ ·. . -· :·.
to the quantified Feedral reserved right but tlon. approved by the court. upon the AtHis "roots" began in Tacoma;·where
acquired prior to the date the petition is torney General o! the State ln which the he and his three brothers and two sisters
\
filed.
.
wnter source affected 1s located and upon lh·ed on 1112 No. J Street,·in a big house
(c) If the petitioner cannot S:ltis!y the that agency. i! any, of the State in which which still stands across the street from .
requirements of subsection (b). ~be district the water source affected 1s located which is
·court ma.y allow the petitioner to utlllze as charged wlth the administration of rights St. Patrick's Catholic Church_; where he
a source or the quantl.fled Federal reser-red to the use o!_ water acquired under State was baptized on May 30, 1903•.
right the neares! practicable source or Fed- law. Proof o! service sball be made.
·
Some Tacoman•s say that Crosby reeral reserved rights to the use or water. !r
(c) In addition to the requirements or ceived his famous "Bing" nickname from
any exists, but only 1! the petitioner estab- subsection (b). any claimant or petitioner his sidewalk games of chasing makelishes by a preponderance of the evidence filing a \\Tltten cla.1m or petition under this believe Indians with make-believe guris
that such utlllzo.tlon v.1n not tmpn.fr the Act shall, at his expense, publish a notice,
.. Oth bi
water uses and needs o! the other Federal .appro-red by the court, or the flUng of the and shouting: "Bing. B1ng.
er ogreserved lands or rl!;hts to the use or \\'ater claim or petition at least once a week for raphers note he acquired "Bing" from a
Required under State or Feedral law !rom three consecutive weeks, commencing within popular comic strip of the time, "Bingthe Federal rcsen-ed water right source. tn- 20 days after the date or filing or the ctalm ville Bugle!'
·
·
eluding tbose water rights junior to either or petition, tn o. newspaper having a general
Bing's mother· was the former Kath(1) the Federal r~en-ed rights to the use of · circulation and published in the State or erine H. Harr1gan. She was bom in~
water. or (2) the quantified Federal reserved district v.·berein the clalm or petition has nesota and came to Tacoma as a girl
rlghts to the use of water for Indian reserva- been filed. Proof o! such publication by. the
tions acquire<! prior to the date o! the petl- clo.lma.nt or petitioner shall be filed with tho with her parents, Dennis and Katherine
tlon under t.'lls section Js filed.
·
court by the clo.lmant or petitioner wtthln 60 Harrigan. Her father worked_ as a pioneer
' J__
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APPENDIX "D"
EXHIBI'P

"At' RE-TYPED FOR CLARIFICATION

United States of America,

PATENT

to
Paul Smitaken, heir of George
Alexander Smitaken, an Indian
of the Colville Reservation.
959854
95706-20 I.O.

Dated Jan. 28, 1921
Filed March 26, 1921
Recorded in Book I
of Patents, page 387
File No. 139708.

S2371

WHEREAS, an Order of the Secretary of the Interior has
been depsoited in the General Land Office, directing that
a fee simple patent issue to the claimant Paul Smitaken, heir
of George Alexander Smitaken,.an Indian of the Colville
Reservation, for the west half of the west half of the west
half of the southeast quarter and the east half of the·

.

southwest quarter of Section twenty-one in Township thirtythree north of Range twenty-seven east of the Willamette
Meridian, Washington, containing one hundred acres:

NOW KNOW YE, That the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, in consideration of the premises, HAS GIVEN AND GRANTED, and by these
presents DOES ~IVE AND GRANT, unto the said claimant and. to
the heirs of the said claimant the Land above described; TO
HAVE AND TO HOLD the same, together with all the rights,
privileges, immunities and appurtenances, of whatsoever
nature, thereunto belong~ng, unto the sa~d cla1mant and to
the heirs and ass~gns of the said claimant forever; and there·
is.reserved from the lands hereby granted, a right of way .
thereon for ditches or canals constructed by the authority
of the United States. The land covered by this patent is not
liable for any debt contracted prior to this date, as provided
by Section 5 of the Act of February 8, 1887 (24 Stat. 388,389),
and the Amendatory Acts of May 8, 1906 (34 Stat. 182) and
June 21~ 1906 (34 Stat. 325, 327). (our emphasis)
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF: Woodrow Wilson,
President of the United States of
America, have caused these letters to
be made Patent, and the Seal of the
General Land Office to be hereunto
affixed.
GIVEN under my hand, in the District
of Columbia, the T~'IENTY-EIGHTH day
of JANUARY in the year o£ our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and TWENTYONE and of the Independence of the
United States the one hu~dred and
FORTY-FIFTH.
By the President: /s/ ~·iOODROH ~·7ILSON
EXHIBIT
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59

POST

List of lands to be sold by COLVILLE INDIAN AGENCY,
NESPELEM, WASHTIJGTON, ON SEALED BIDS TO B& OPElmD, Friday,
March 27, 1925, at 2:00 o'clock P.M., in accordence with
terms mentioned in circular of general information issued by
.Superintendent of said agency.

o. c.
Sale

No.

Dated Januar

UPCHURCH, Superintendent.

Appraised

Allot.

No.

26, 1926.

Particulars.

Vc-.lue.

Okanogan Distriot·.
,.

510

S-525

Alexander Smi teken-V/2 V/2 W2 NE4
and E2 NW4, Sec. 21, T. 33 N.,
R. 27 E., VV.M., Wash., conteining
100•00 acres, •••••••••••••••••••••••••• $1950.00
About 5 £.ores of this land mi_g.h,:t·
be irrigated from creok and 15 acres
·additional can be farmed: balance
~uitable for grr2ing.
Informal lease for season of
1925.

511

S-866

Mathias George--S2 NE4 end N2 SE4,
Sec. 18, T. 32 n., }{. 27 E., ~i.M.,
Wash.p containing 160.00 acres, ••••••••• 1200.00
About 30 ncre~ tillable land:·
euiteble for gruzing; has scattered
timber on about 30 acres. ·
.

512

S-865

Henry George--82 S2 NVl4 and N2 SW4,
Sec. 17, T. 32 N., R. 27 E., W.lJ.,
Wash., cont~ining 120.00 acres, ••••••••• looo.oo
About 30 acres of good wheat land;
balence good grazing land.
·
Boyds District.

373

H-92

Alexis Tu-ya-tink-ha--N2 SV/4,
Sec. 16, T. 30 N., R. 37 E •• U.M.,

•

Wcsh., cont£ining 80.00 acres, ••••••••• 1000.00
About 20 acres o£ ~arm land; balance grczing.

.. ·.

'

.

-~··

-

- 2 -

Sale
·No.

No.

506

H-259

Allot.
Farticulars.

Appraised
VaLue.

Charles F. Erovm--S2 NE4, Sec.

35, ~. 39 · N • , R • 33 E • , il. M. , \?'ash. ,
cont~ining

80.00 acres, ••••••·•••••••••••• $760.00
Contcins 8 ecres which may be
irrigated by grc.vity ditch• and 8
acres ccn be f&rmed by dry~farming;
balance grazing lend .•
Q.

C. UPCllURCH,
Su~erintendent,

Colville Indian Agency,
Nespelem, .Vlash.

f

IY'

--

1

o-tto u.
~
CERTIFICATE OF APPRAISEMEN •

I

j
j
j

j

I hereby certify tha.t on the-------~~~---- day of ___________5e.p.t~ ..--~9.2Q 191 ~

j
j

I personally visited and made a careful inspection of the followingS£..!.. SE..

.

' •.

..

,

~

j

"

described lands: ------·----~-------!--~--~~~--~~!~~ 8~~--~--.¥.:'?:. tt2:..S.Wi..SKl..aec...________
2~ and_________
wt ..HEi
sec.
28, T~ ~3. R. 27.
...............................
____________
.,._________________________________ ______ ...______________________________________
....----._

j
j

~---------------·----

: · b e 1.ng
·
tb e a 1·1o t ment
--------------·-----------------------------------

·O

f

j

. f7iil.ir.:.m ,~01"\.,.:-,.
.
--------------------------V~..u-------

j

That I find the character of the land to be as £ollows:
Approxima:tell' 00 a.areE J.evel land 1 "t?ino- in a
------------·. ___ • __ • -----· ____ ------------------------------------------------------------- _______ tt ____ :.c:. ••• _•.• ____ •• .cany.on ___________________ _

j
j

--------~-~:-~-~~~--~~-~-~-~--~---c:_~:_:_~ __ !._l!:~~-~---~~E:~~--~-~-~!!g___~f!~..-9.r~.f)_k__ in ..whl.ah..:Lhere.-----

j

18 a11~ya good pa.oture. About 50 acres of rou h ro ~ ~

j

-------------------.---·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------&---------c.

y__ and...._______________ _
:a • A fOOd three room plastered house •. ~hiu \'10Uld rn k
-·----.C.t:..J..r-y•. ~nclr.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.:~---o...a...g.aod.•.•••••••__

j
j

and tha. t it is best ada.pte d for ---------~;¥---~~-~--8:.!':~~-~~g---------------------------------~hat in my best judgment the value of the land is as follows:
La.nd
$ _____g7.QQ••_

j
j
j
. j

coo
-----------------·--·-

Improvements
Total

j

..,~·~soo
.....

·--------------··---

j

111~--------------······

l

~·armor. Supel:Iii:tena~nl.

j

NOTE.--The appraisement should be made to correspond with the legal
divisions for-which bids will be received. The appraisement should
I
be made by the superintendent, but in cases where it is not possible . j
£or him to personal~y appraise the land3 he should appoint an appraiser 1
and fill out the following blank:
I
.
f
th
(7.
A.
Talbert
.
d
b
j
b
1

I here y cert1 y
a.t ------------------------------------------------------- was appo1nte
y
me to appraise the land above described; that he is well acquainted
with the value of lands in the vicinity of the tract above described,
and fully competent to make such appraisement, and that I ~~rily ·
believe the above apprais~ment is the true value of the land and
improvements thereon.
4th
.
Dated-------------------------------·--· day

191

j
1

I
j
j
j
j

-- --- ------·---------- --·----- --------··I
Superintendent.
1
.

.

j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j

j

. ~-.

APPENDIX "G"

l-

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF M02't"T.ANA

:MISSOUU DIVISION
~~~~--~~-~~-~---~-~~------~---

THE CONFEDERATED SALISH AND

)

KOOTENAI TRIBES, et al,

Civil No. 2:J43
)

Pla inti:f:fa,
)

v.

)
JAMES M. NAMEN, et al, and

CITY OF POLSON, a Mon:tana
municipal corporation,
Intervener,

)

ORDER ANit
MEMOR..l\NDUM OPINION

)

Defendants.

)

.
.
-~~~--~-~--~-~~-~~-~--~---~-~-

The plaintiffs, The Confederated Salish and

Koote~al

Tribes of the Flathead Reservation (Tribes) and Harold 11.

Mitchell, Jr., chairman of the

T~ibal

Council 7

instit~ted

this

act.ion for declaratory and injunctive relief against tha defendants, Jaoas M. Namen, Barbara J. Namen, A. J. Namen, nnd
K!!thryn Namen, the owners of land located in Polson, Montana

on the south half of Flathead Lake, which is a part of the
Flathead Indian Reservation.

Plaintiffs seek a judgment

declaring that "the defendants are in trespass upon plaintiffs'
land to the.extent that they

maint~in

and have erected buildings

~~d

structures beyond the high water mark

*·*

snd

encroach on the bed and banks of said

Lake"~

* of Flathead Lake
1

They ask tha

court to enjoin all further trespass snd that·"defendants be
directed to immedistely remove all buildings and structures,

including landfills, that extand beyond" the high water mark

!•
'l~he complaint alleged a high water mark "elevation ot 289:;.:~
''-''l'' ..
'L'he pnrties w.ere unable to agree upon the elevation .. ·'l
h,·;.l~ing on ~~a.!."Ch 22, 1974 plainti"f.fs aareed that for titc pur.•ose
·.
.. :. ; ~-- :1 ~·t :!.on ~.y re:ference to a sto ted eleva·tion "shcu i d be

•'".C8d alterad to :mel'ely stote at the high-wal:er r.!ar;:. at
•·v c ;~ it :ia y ben •

.. :;1.

EXHIBIT "F"
I

:.. ::: ... .!

:

..

'nnd

that the lands ~low the high water nark ''~restored to

their original condition''.

Defendants filed a t!Otion to dismiss for failure to
state a claim.

Plaintiffs filed a motion for

sununar~

jtsdgi:teut.

The City of Polson was permitted to intervene and filed an
2

·Flathead Lakers, Inc. was granted leave to file a
3

answer.

brief as amicus curiae.

At a hearing on March 22, 1974 the parties agrned
upon

mo~~

pendi~g

of the facts essential to a determination of t•te

motions and were granted time for further discovery

and supplemental briefs.

The court suggested that the motion

.

of the defendants to dismiss
judgment.

b~

considered a motion
for summary
.

.

The defendants and J.ntervener

4

have now agreed thut

their motions to dismiss may be considered as motions ·for swstmary
judgment pursuant to the provisions of Rules 12(b) and 56 of
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
All parties

h~ve

conducted extensive discovery nnd
.

.

·have filed .comprehensive and well considered briefs.. .

..

The cou.r:t

is satisfied that there· is no genuine issue as to any· ma terin 1·
fact with respect to the primary issue .of whether the defendants
as-owners

~f

property riparian to the south half of Flathead

Lake have the riparian rights of access and wharfage.

2. The motion to intervene recited, inter alia, that the City
of Polson owns land fronting the south half o£ Flathead Laket
on which it has developed a recreational area, with public
docl':s used for swimming and boating; that the docl~ is located
.on land between high and low water marks of the Lake; that the
City has levied taxes against the dock, boat house and wharf
facilities .of the defendants.
3. Au affidavit in support of the petition to file brief recited
that The Flathead Lakers, Inc., is a non-profit corporation having
in excess of.2 1 000 members, with a v.ery substantial part of the
m-3mbers owning real property fronting on the shores of the south
half of Flathead Lake~
4. The answer of ·the City .of Polson included a motion to dismiss
.f.or failure to state a clailn.
,

., .

-~-

\

.

Statement of Facts

~'.

·'

The following facts are not disputed by any of the
parties:
- (1)

The

plain~iff

Tribes are a confederation of

American Indian Tribes oa-·ganized pursuant to the Ind;ian Reorganization Act of June 18, 1U34, 48 Stat. 984, 25

u.s.c.

§

461 et ·

seq., with a governing body recognized by the Secretary of the
The plaint i f f Mitchell is an enrolled member of

Interior.

Tribes and is
(2)

chai~man

th~!

of the Tribal Council.

The Flathr-ad Reservation was crea.ted pursuant

to the Treaty of

Hellg~te,

July 16, 1855 1 12 Stat. 975, reserving

for the plaintiff Tribes the land embraced by the following
boundaries:
"Conunencing at the .r-;ource of the main branch of 'tfte
Joclto River; then~e along the divide separating the
wnters flowing into ·the Bitter Root River irom those
flowing into the Joc~ko to a point on Clarlte 's Forl:;
between the c~nnash Pnd Horse prairies; thence northerly
to, an~ along the d~vide bounding on the west the
Flnthend H~ver, to ;,· p01nt due \'/est from the point .
linT:( \v3y in latJ.tu<.~;~ between the northern and southern ·
extremJ.tl.es of the ;~'lathead Lake; thence on a due -east
cou.cse to the dfvrcr"·-·whence the Crow, the Prune~· the
So-ni-el-em and the Jocl{o Rivers take their rise, thence

southerly along said divide to the place of beginning."
(Emphasis added).·
(3)

In 1908 ti1e United

States~

pursuant to the Act

of April 23, 1904, 33 Stnt. 302, as amended,. allotted to Antoine

Marias

(India~

Allotment N.o. 1378) the following lands within

the Reservation:
The Lot one, the east half of the Lot two, and the
southeast quarter of the southenst quarter of section
three-in Township twenty-two north of Range twenty west
of the Montana .Meridian, r,tontana, containing seventyfive and :forty-two-hundredths acres."
11

These lands are riparian to the south half of Flathead Lal~e,
which is a navigable body of water.

The south half of Flathead

Lake ·was included in the lands reserved to the Tribes by the
Treaty of Hellgate •
( 4)
ri •

•J.

•

The defendants, Jaraes

~.r.

Numen 1 Barbara J. i"amen,

Nnmen, and Kathryn Namen are the owne.rs in -common throu~h

s~cc0ssiva

conveyances of portions of the Marias

allotmen~

d~scribed

as the east half of Lot 2, Section 3,

;.;o:·th, Range 20 Wesr. M~ntana Principal
(5)
l~no\·;n

To~nship

22

Meridia~

The. clefenda nt James lrt. Namen operates a busin~!·is

ns Jim's Marina 1 Polson,

~.lantana

on these ripar-ian land·.: 1

and "as proprietor of Jim's Marina has erected and rnaintaineri

certain buildings and structures which extend beyond the higl'\'/nter 1aark o:f the lal<e and encroach on the bed and bank.s of
Fln the ad Lake".

Among the structures which extend beyond thr·

high water mark are:

(a) docks, wharves and piers; (b) n

breakwater built in 1973; and (c) n storage shed.
(6)

the

lal~e

The breakwater extends for some distance into

belo\V high· water marl<.

"The wldth of the.· breakwate.1·,

from water line to water line is approximately 16 feet, and tite
sides of the breakwnter .descend at an angle so that the width

of the brenlnr/Clter a long the bed o:f the lalte is in excess of
16 feet."

(7)

The marina and assorted structures that

cncro~ch

on the bed and bani's of the lake below high water mark nre ul ilized ·

for business o.r couunerce in connection with Flathead Lnke.
(8~

During the pel."iod from "around the turn of thC'

century into at least the 1920's, Flathead Lalte ·was use<.l at various

times

·~nd

on various occasions for cmmnerce;

***

boats and

.related water vehicles traveled the lake from one end to the
'

other."
(~)

nouth

Wild IIorse.-and Cromwell Islands lie within the

hnlf-o.~.Flathead

Lake.

All lands on Wild Horse ·rsland we1·e

conveyed under the allotm~_nt act of 1904 (33 Stat. 302)" as smended.
For the purpose of considering the pending Jnotions the

court also concludes as a matter of law:
(1)

The land within the

orig~nal

boundaries of the

reservation, including the land owned by the defendants and t!•e
south half of Flathead Lake, is still·,part of the Flathend
$o

-~

·~

....
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(2)

The allotment of Antoine

only· to the high \:inter

marl~

~arias

conveyed title

of Flathead Lake, and the high water·
6

mark is the boundary of the defendants' property.
(3)

Since the·time of the Treaty of Hellgate, the

United States has held and still holds the bed and banks of

.

Flathead Lalce below high water in trust fo.r ·the plaintiff Tribes.

7

Contentions of Parties
-

Defendants and intervenel.. claim a right of access to

Flathead Lake, together with the concomitant right to construct
and rna intain "doclt, wharf and pier facilities" on the· bed n !l'l
banl;:s of the south half of Flathead Lake below high water w:1rlt.
They contend that the estate .ceserved to the Tribes in· the ~.~·>uth

half of Flathead Lake by the Treaty of Hellgate is .not absohtte.

Itather, they contend 7 (1)• the riparian rights ol wharfage

m~·y

be

implied ·from provisions of the Hellgate Treaty a'nd the Tren f:y of

the Upper Missouri; (2)vthe estate reserved ·to the Tribes

lti•H

been limited by allotment and settlement statutes which maHifested

·s ..

It is clear fro1a 1Iattz v. 1\rnctt,

u.s.

·,

93 S.Ct ~ 2245

(1D73) and 13 U.S.C. 11~•. 1 thnl!"-:rrrlands embr;:u~ed within ttH!
ori{~innl boundaries of the Flathead :rtcservation are still ·pnr·t ·of

that Reservation, even though pnrts of the reservation were npencd
to settlement by non-Indians under various land nets.. The ''.L·eservntion· is located in four counties of the state, Missoula, J~ke,
Snnt1ers and Flathead, and consists of approxima.tely 1,250,{H•U acres
of which 615,413 ac.ccs is trust land •. The total resident m•:a.tbership
of the tribe is 19 percent of the total population living wit:hin the
C?::ta.~ior boundaries of the· reservation."
Security State Ba nlc v.

Eierrc, 511 P.2d 325, 326 (Mont. 1973).
..

-.

G. 1\s was st~ted in Montana Power Co. v. Rochester, 127 F.:'•l lSa,.
1:>2 (9 Cir., 1942), a case J.nvolv~ng a bounaary dJ.spute on :c·aathend
La !cc: nrl'he genera 1 rule, of course, is that patents of the Hni ted
States to lands bordering navigable waters, in the absence
ci t... cumst~nces, convey only to high water mark".

.-.r

special

7..
As the court said :i.n Rochester, supra at 191, "Whether .. ,~ O'.tnership
.'v;1 ::; originally in the Ind J.a ns or l.n the United States, it :i •·c rtn in
th'lt by the treaty the United States undertook to hold titl
•Cl the
J~c:.;ta.. vcd area, including the bed of t'he southerly half of t• · 1 Cll:e in
·L 1·u:-,; t fo1· the con:Ccderated 1'1.. ibcs." The defendants a<lmi t ~ ·
tlu"
:.,q cnose of their own motion that the United States holds 1:1
~ c.• 1.i·.P
, .._.:· :~nd banks of FlC>thead Lnl~e belo·.v the high water r.1a.r:l:: i·
\: .. t .. :A.·
, : · r~·:.~i1JC3 • .Questioning tll.e ration~le of Rochester,. def<.:n·
::" .~.~~;e to nnl~e this aclr:tission fo:::· the purpose ol plnintif~
-. •. :.
·.i·~-.~~-; t:ourt holds 1 as it diu ia U!~i ted States v. Pollr.t~nii.,
·:,J,> 1 ~)~1.) (D. ~ront .. 1973) 1 tha-c T~ocnes1:ec ~s con·troll~ng ..

11 CPn(:o·e,ssional

inte~ "to grant riparian ribhts ·;;hich acco::l.;;~any

lnl~c-shore property''; ~nd. (3)Ythe owners of lands~pa,.cian. to
Fln thc~d Lnl~e acquil.. cd under the n llotr.1ent n nd settlement

stntutos are entitled to the ripn.cion riGhts of nccess and
wha .cfar;c under fed era 1 cow..mon law doctrine

.t

~laip+;ffs,contend that as the beneficial owners of

the lJcll and banl~s of the lalce below high water mark, they have
th@-r{ght to control the use of that land.

They argue that no

rights below the high wnter mark were ever extended to the· owners
of ripnrian lands by either treaty or statute.

~ontencl tl~ede.z;:al
a.~.·e

uot applicable 1

Finally, they

common law principles of riparian ri;:;:
<:!£),
but rather that tribal law is controlling

nnu the Tribes have never granted riparian. r,ights to owners o"'f-

lnkenhore property.
, Hcllgate T~eaty and Treaty of Upper Uissouri
~Jefendants

contend that the ripa.rian right of lvharfage

mny be implied from certain provisions in the IIcllgate 'frenty

nnd the Treaty of the Upper Missouri.

The

cou~t

cannC?t

n~rce.

Article III of th.e IIcllgate Treaty provides in part:
"Thnt ·if necessary .for the public convenience roadr;
mny be· J.·un through the said reservation; ·and, 011 the
other hand, the rir~ht of w~1y with :Cree ncccss from
th~ :::;arne to the ne:.w rest public highway is secured to ·
the111; as also the .eight in couunon with citi~cns ofute
iJni ted States to travel upon all public highways."

(Emphasis added) •.
It is true, as d~feudants po~pt out, that un~er 43

9 931 navigable rivers are "deemed
23

u.s.c.

u.s.c.

public highways" and under

§ 10 the navigable rivers and waters within the Louisiana

Purchase are "public highways".

However, when Article. III refers

to securing ·free access to the public highway "to them", it is
not clear whether·the word "them" refers. to the public-in generul

or to members of the Tribe.

After providing for roads.for tho public

convenience, the., a~ticle continues w··~th the phrase "on the- other
ha nct•i.

The langua-ge follo\'iing ..Ji1ay reason~bly be construed os

referring to members of the Tribe.

-6-

Docbtful expressions

~~st

...

.,0
_

,

resolved in favor orhc· Indians.

Corpenter v.· ~w, 280 u s

..

..

--

363, 367 (1930); ticClana han v. Arizona State Tax Commission, 411

u.s.

164,_ (1074).

~he

provision for right of free acces~ to public

higlrways must. therefore be :found to be for the benefit of members

of the Tribes.

Even if "them'' were interpreted to mean the general
public, it l'lOuld be improper to construe the term "public highway"

in the Treaty as including the south half of Flathead Lake.

As

stated in Carpenter v.' Shaw, supra
"'The l~nguage used in treaties with the Indians should
never be construed to their prejudic~. If words be made
use of, which are susceptible of a more extended meaning
than their plain jMport, as connected with the tenor of
the treaty, they should be considered as us~d o~ly in the
latter sense.' Worcester v. The State of Georgia, 6 Pet.
515, 58~ • • • ATul they must he construed not according
to their technical meaning but 'in the sense in which
they would naturally be understood by the·Indians.' Jones
v. Meehan, 175 u.s. 1., 11." Id.
The court agrees with the plaintiffs that to construe public
'

.

hiahway to include the southern half of Flathead Lalt.e "requires

a finding that the unlettered Indians in 1855 understood 'road'
...

to menn 'wnter' and that one of the 'roads' that might be run ·
through ~heir Reservation was already there and was 180 sqriare

..

·li\ilcs large".

such an interpretation is clearly. forbidden by
••
Shavi and numerous· subsequent decisions •
.

..

The Treaty oj: the Upper Missouri, 11 Stat.· 657 ~ wns

entered into on October 17, 1855 (three months subsequent to the

IIellgate Treaty) between the United States and _a number o:f tribes,
.

including the Flathead, Upper Pend d 1 0reilles and Kootenai.

8.

Article VIII of the Treaty provides:

"For the purpose of establishing travelling thorough. fares through thei.r country, and the better to enable the
President ~? execute the provisions of this treaty, the
.. h

s.

While the Flatheads and Nez Perce tribes were p~rtics to this

treaty, it ,·ras concerned primarily wi~h the establishment of the
Blackfeet Reservaij.ion 7 "the definitioit of its boundarie~, the
nrevcntion of disputes among the tribes, and the establ1shneut of
~"'::?ace".
ColliflO"Ner v. Garland 7 342 :F,2d 369, 371 (9 Cir. 1965).
s~a n lso H.La Cl':.'!:eet and Gras ventre Tribes, 127 Ct. Cl. 8071 f,QJ I
110 F.Supp. ~oL 1 162 (1~~4), cart. den~ea, 348 u.s. 835 (1914).
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~.Coresaid n~~i~ ~~d tribes ~~ ~ereby con~nt and agree,
~hat the Un1. vC\ .)ta ... es mny 1 w~ ... 111n tlt.c cou' _ ,"ries re- .... ~c t l..
, ..
.
d
d
1
.
,
.,:)
~ve
-J
occupl.e an c a llllCC\ by theli'\, construct roads of eve;..,.
description • • • and that the nnviGation of all lak;~ and
st.t·c~ias sha 11 ·be forever
:r.re:ri'· 1:0 c ~ 1: ~zens of the un, ~ea
States." (EmphasJ.s added).

1"

Defendants contend that this p.covision, especially the

last clause, supports their claim to the ripa.rian right of
wharf~ge.

This provision, however, is nothing more than a recog-

nition of the public's right of navigation.

The public 1 s right

of navigation and th~ riparian owners' wharfage rights are
'

separate and.distinct rights.

The latter do not automatically

derive or result ·from the former.

The right of wharfage is .,

private right which is not everywhere recognized, whereas the
right of navigation is a public right which all jurisdictions
respect and which is superior to the right of wharfage.
Yt1tcs v.

Milwaul~ee,

See

77 lJ .S. 497 (1871); l Wiel 7 Water Rights. in

the Western States, Section 904 1 p. 942 (3rd.ed. l911); 1 Clark,
Waters and Water Rights, Section 37.2{c) pp. 209-210 (1967).
court ngrees with plaintiffs that the Treaty·of ·the Upper
"does not· speak to riparian rights below high

wnte~ m~rk

The

Missou~i

of nny

navigable lake or stream", and although it "might be applicable
to

a boating

case inv~lving Flathead Lake, here

* * *

it is

irrelevant".·
Effect ·of. Allotment Acts and Other
Congressional Enactments
:

:Qefendants next argue that, under the Genera 1 Allotment

Act of 1887 and the 1904 Allotment Act and i

~s num~rous

amendments,

it is evident "that Congress intended those owners.fronting on the
lake to own and possess

~11

water rights in and to Flathead Lake

which a normal riparian owner would possess", and thnt these

riparian rights include the right to e!ect boating a11d wharf

facilities.

In determining.the effect of the Congressional Acts

'

it is recognized -tthat while the power to abrogate

t~eaty ri~hts

exists, "the intention to abrogate a treaty is not to be light l:·
ir.tputed to the Congress".
~38~

.J

160 (1934)

1

Pigeon River Co. v. Cox

Co.)

29!. U.S.

quoted in Menominee Tribe v. United States, 391

u.s.

404, 413

(196~

althl~h

·on the other hand,

statutes

terminating or lirai ting treaty rights "should be constrtH!d

· t en t ion of Congress
1n

narrov:ly", the courts "cannot

J.. :a:nore
_
~· h e

when it is perfectly plain".

United States v. Seaton~ ~·18 F.2d

154, 155 (D. C. Cir. 1957).
With the enactment of the General Allotment At· t; of
~887 (24 Stat. 388) the Federal Government commenced a ~~·..!nera·l

policy of allotting tribal lands within the various rest:·•·vations
'

to individual Indians.

Generally, this system provided Cor the

grant of a specified ·number of acres, with the grant hel•l in
trust fo.r a period of ·25 years, after which the allottet- was
issued a patent in fee.

The Act authorized the SecretaJ7 of the

Interior to prescribe rules and regulations deemed nece~.·:ary
to secure a joint a~d equal distribution of waters .:for· i •·rigat:lon,

whether or not the lands were riparian.

Power, 305

u.s.

See United

Stat·~s

v.

527, 533 (1939).

The allotment system was specifically npplied to the

Flathead Reservation by the Act of April. 23, 1904, 33: St ·•

which provided for

t~e

t;.

302,

survey and allotment of the lands ·:ithin

the Reservation and the sale and disposa 1 of surplus lan· :. :
rell}a.ining after allotment.

Following allotment, a ·commi: :ion

was appointed by the President to inspect, appraise

and~

·•ue

una llotted lands and to classify the lands as agricu1tur·. · • timber,
Jnineral or grazing lands.

The unallotted lands were theta open

to settlement and entry by Presidential proclamation and

• i.sposed

of "under the homestead, mineral, and town-site l?ws o:f ;

~~

United States" which spealt o:f "rights to the use of \1/ate•

Cor

mining, agricultural, manufacturing and other purposes".

::o U.s .c.

§

5L. •
The .Allotment Act of 1904 was subsequently amt•n·i':.•d on

a number of occasions to further

impl~ment

the policy oj :t llotment
~
9
::tnd settler.1ent on the Flathead Reservation~
The Act o:r .rune 21,

9.a 'l'hc Act wns amended in 1905 1 33 Stat. 1048, 1081 to . :·oo:.ride for
a £' r 3 n t to the S.tate o i Montana for the use of the U n i v c r ·: l ty o :~
~·[O~ltnna for biological st~tion pu:-poses..
Th:tt station i:; located
on the banks. of the south t:a lf of Flathead Lnl<.e.

1_906, 3"l Stat. 325, 354 providad

!Or

1:ne

sur-vey J-u& a au

of town-sites nt rious settlements within

lJ.!..(.i

l.

'-.l.i..Ig;

t~ReservatiOi•.

nnd ndded Section 19 to the 1904 .1\ct to provide that nothit•::
in the Act should be coHstrued to deprive "any of said lndj .•15 ,
or sn id persons or carpo:'"ations to whom the use of land is '· t•nnted

by the Act" of water appropriated and used for irrigation a '·d

domestic purposes.
By the Act of May 29 1 1908, 35 Stat. 444, Congre!:·:

provided that allotted lands "which can be sold under exisl ; •1g
.

.

law

** *

may be sold on the petition of the allottee", an<: ·'That

upon the approv·al of

a~1y

sale hereunder. by the Secretary oJ the

Inte.t•ior he shall cause a patent in fee to issue in the na•···· of

the purchaser for the lands so sold***·"·
In the Villn Sites Act of 1910, 36 Stat.
Section 23 was added to the 1904 Act,

providi~1g

296-297~

·for the

SU! ·~y

and subdivision into two to five acre lots of "all of the ,.·:-

allotted lands fronting on Flathead Lal'e
within the

~imits

**

* that

are eJil; .. ·:tced

theJ.·eof

of the Flathead Reservation" and for snl·

"to the highest bidder at public sale".

An advertising ci.• ,·ular

·is:;;ucd by the Department of the Interior in connection wit:· the

sale of the.Villa Sites stated that "The lake is utilized
bathin~,

£ .. r

sailing, boating, and ynchting, and several s·team!···:-JtS

ply between the various towns upon its borders.

The shore· are

well atlapted for bqat landings and the erection of wharves."

circulnr also recited ·that ''Trains :from Kalispell,

_o~

'!"his

the (.:·ea_t

Northern Ra il\·1ay 1 connected Somers for the morn~ng t.i:-ips ci! ~lie
steamers over the lake to Polson, and :from Somers· to. Big .At ··• by

way of Dnyton, Elmo, and many other wharf landings on the "t;;astern
10
shore."

10. The Report of the Committee on Indian Affairs on Sena · ·: Dill
3933, the Villa Sites Act,. submitted ?Y SeDator _Dixon of M··!ttana,
reads in pertinent part:
'

•

"The Flathead Indian Reservation has been surveyc·t
n nd allotments made to all of the Indians holding tr i :.1
relations with the Flathead Indians. The bill in q":.:-? 'in:\
proposes to survey nnd subdivide into small.lots foe
summer-residence sites the entire una llotted lands fr· ·~! t ing:
on Flathead Lake, the proceeds fran the sale of these iots

-10-

The Act o~904 was amended in 1911 (~Stat. 1066)

and 1912 (37 Stat. 527) to provide that patents for all tracts
of land on Flathead Lake should be subject to easements for •;torage
for irrigation or development of water power.

A further amr-•\d-

ment in 1919 (40 Stat. 1203) provided that the Secretary of

the Interior designate surplus lands bordering on streams w•t:hin
the l!,lathead Reservation as

"valu~ble

for stock-watering pu' poses",
1

and dispose of the lands under the teems of the 1904 Act. l
~

None of the Acts, or amendments thereto, in expr•

terms grant riparian· rights to the owners of the lake fro••: · ·~e
12
property.
Nor do they contain any express reservation ''; ~.:x-

ception with respec_t to these rights.

The

crucia~

questir·•· theu

is whether these acts, when viewed in the context of

lon~

tablishcd common law principles governing riparian rightsr

•ndi-

cate that Congress intended the gcants of riparian lands r•·r suant·
to the allotment acts to convey the rights of access and

~·

·

~fage.

Applicability of Federal Common Law Rules with
Respect -t;o Riparian \'/harf_~.~.~_!t_ights on Navigable Wate ·
The nature and extent of riparian rights, if
the becl

10.

~nd

a•·~.

ln

banks of navigable waters is generall.y a matt··· of·

..

(continued)

to be used in furthering the reclamation of the a 11<•, ted
Indians ' lands which is now being carried on. The ·1 •· ''cls
fr9nting on this lalte are of little agricultural va ''"'•
and it is believed that a large amount of money can Itt~· ·
1·ca lized from the sale of the lal;:e frontage; much mn.l·e
than can be realized under the present status of th~se
lands, opening them to settlement. *
Your committee
is of the unanimous belief that the proposed legislation
is most meritorious and for the benefit of the Flathead
Indians." SenoRep. No. 17, 6lst Cong. · 2d Session.

**

11. 'fhe allotment system and policy of settlelilent of unnllotted
lnnds was terminated by Congress in the Wheeler-Howard (Indian
Reorganization) Act of June 18, 1934, 48 Stat~ 984, under which
the Tribes v:ere organized. ·
12.

The exp:ess provisions in all of,the Acts relating to water
rights nre conce&ed with the use of water fo.t: agriculture, mining,
!.:~IPJfactul.. ing or power purposes.
•
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~tate

law.

United

This is a consequence of the rules that (1) the

~tates

holds

~tle

to the bed and banks

~lHlvigable
,

waters in trust for future states; and (2) upori admission of
Zl

~-;t:lte ~o the

Union, the United States relinquishes to the

state the ownership of the bed and banks of its navigable waters.
Sec Shively v. Bowlby, 152

u.s.

1, 48-49 (189t!).

of Flnthend Lake presents an exception.
b~nks

The south half

Title to the l.Jed and

of the· south half of Flathead Lake below high wate1.· marl<:

is held by the United States in trust ·for the Tribes.

Thus, the

basis for state determination of riparian rights is non-existant.

State law, therefore, is not applicable.
The federa 1 common law with respect to the ripr1.rinn
rit;hts of access and wharfage is clear.

},allowing a

lon~

line

of earlier cases, the Supreme Court in United States v. Hive ...•
nou~~e

Iu1provem~nt

Co. , 269 U.S. 411, 418 ( 1926) sta ·t~d: ·

It is well settled that in the absence of a cont.L·oJ.ling
local law othe.rwise limiting the rights of a riparian
owner upon a navigable river 1 Shj.vely v. Dowlhy, 15~~ U .. ~>.
1, 40, he (the riparian owner)1tas·, in addJ.tioil' to the
rights common to the public, a property· rir;ht, incid··~nt ·
11

to his ownership of the ba nl~ ,o:r-n<'X!Cssfl;"()jn-tnc-· -f1·c·~
Of hJ.~ la1tc)" to the nnv:maJ:;:rc-·iKlJ... t •.'If t!:&f?' S,tJ."C~llit,--&1-ttti ·when

uot f,)rb~dden Iiy· publ1c lnw may constJ.--uct In ntffii"gii;- ·\'iha:i:Vcs
or p1.c.cs Io1· tfiis pu1."posc .. •r---cc:ttntTo~oinfflctl) , (emplia-~Ui
added).
·--- · There nre few decided cases involving the riparian .rights o.f

·ncc,~ss

and wha.rfage as they relate to fede):'ally. bel<! beds of nnvigable

waters.

Those cases which have considered the

question~·howeve.r,

consistently recognize these £iparian rights.
In Potomac Steamboat Co.
109 U.S. 672, 683

(18~4)

Milwaulcee, supra (77

u.s.

v~

Upper Potomac Steamboat Co.,

the Supreme court, quoting from Yates v.

at 986), stated that among the rights

to which a riparian owner on the navigable Potomac River is entitled

are:
Access to the navigable_part of the river from
the front of his lot, the right to make a lnnding, wharf
or pier for his own use or for the use of the public,
111

subjec·t to such general

rules and .regulntions ns

the:

Legislature may see proper to iJ.iposc for the protcetion
of the right~ of the public, whrttever those may he. ''' 1..>

See also Martin v. Standard Oil of New Jersey, 198 F.~d 5~3,
Cir. .t9o2) ; United S1:o tos v.. Groen, 72 1·'. Stt,:)!.1• 7J.:, 7~•'
(D .. D.C. 19J!7); rind United St~tcs v. Deft, 1~12 F.2d 7Gl, 7o7 (D.C.

13.
5~0

.:o .C.

c:.! !.". 1944) •

_,?_

:

This same

o£ i\ ln~;l~a.

~le·

was applied in the

As wns stated in

conc1~cte P.coC:.

Co.,

Ketchil~n

forrr~

Territory

Spruce Mills v. Alaska

113 F .Supp. 700 1 701-702 (D. Alaska 1953) :

**

"It is well estnblished that a right of access

*

is·a

property 1:ight and may be exe.rcised by constructing a wharf,
interv~ning

pier or dock over the

waters.• "

tide lands to the navigable

14
Plaintif~do

not question the existence or propriety

of these federal' conunon law rules, but a1·gue that they are n<;t
applic~bla

(1) the Tribes, like states, have control

because:

over the beds and banl<s of navigable wat,~rs, and the "Tribes have

no·t

authori~ed

struct'ttres • •

the erection or maintenCJnce of defendants'

."•,

(2) "'fhe United States, acting in its super-

visory capncity as trustbe, has consistently recognized-the Tribes'

*

**

right to asse.rt ·full jurisdiction and control over

whnJ~f;"~gc

·

.1·ir;hts along tlie lnke;" (3) the lands invoived are Indian trt1st·
latHl~:

which the

~'reaty

of lie_llga te reserved

f~r

tJ1e ·"exclusive

usc aurt benefit" of the Tribes; and (".1) in allotting:·n_nd authoriz).ng the conveyance of tribal.lands, Congress did not expres::ly
~, ..:·a.nt

riparian rights and· such a grant cannot
'(1}

b~

implied.

J\pplicCJbility of '.tribal Law

Plaintiffs contend that tribal· law and not federal
l~i"

governs the use of the bed and banks of the south half of

.Ji'lathend Lake.

This contention is based in part upon a suggested

n nn logy to the rule of Shively. v. powlby, supra.

According to

Shively, prior to admission of a state into the Union·,· the "beds
and banks of navigable waters are held by the

trust for the future state.

States in
Upon admission, the new state·reccives
Unite~

11. See nlso ;·iorthen Lumber 1.1ills v • .Alaska Juneau Gold ~.linin~
Co. 1 229 Fed. ~oo, ~/10 (9 C~r. 1916); '-.. Dalton v. Hazclez, .1.u:~ 1•'cd.
;;;·1, 573 (9 Ci!". 1~10); Decl-;:er v. Pacif:J.c Coast S.~. Co., 164 J:"'cd.
~7:t, 976 (9 Ci=. 1908); and Coluiilb!.a Cn nn~ng C!o.. v. Hnmp-:on, lGl
~Q~.

GO, 64 (1908).

.,,...

"{uli leg:Jl

ownership~ the beds and banks of it~avigable ·,;raters.

As a result, state law governs tlte questions of ownership, use
and control of the bed, including wharfage rights.

Plaintiffs

nrgue that_ the T.t•il>es stand in the same position as a state ~iith

respect to the ownership and control over the bed and banks of

the south half of Flathead Lake.

The analogy, however, is faulty·.

While a stnte has

legal title to the bed and banks of its nivigablc waters, the
'fl.. ibes do not.
o~

half

Rather, title to the bed and banl<:s of the south

Flathead Lake is held by the United States in trust for

the Tribes.

Congress ~as-the power to grant title or·~ights in

the bed and banlts of the Lake as well. as any other int~rests in

Indinn trust lands.

states.

Congress has no such power vis-a-vis the

Moreover, barring Congressional action, the

T~ibes·can
.

.

never secure legal ownership as.a state does.

If analogies are

. to b'3 drnwn, therefore, the T.ribes' position is more n..-•nrly that

of a territo.':y than of a state. Applying the principles of
15
Shively,
Potomac Steamboat Co., and Ketchilcan Spruce Mills,.
the cou1·t concludes that federal law is applicable •. A!; discussed
~J~' the federal c<;>urts have consistently recognized
r.~pnrian rigl~ts

of

acc.:cs.~

l

i,n

and wharfage with respect to. • ••dernlly

held beds and bonks of navigable waters.
··;· .1974

Plaintiffs, in their reply brief of February

int·thc.r buttress their argument that tribal law is con r • :•lling l>y
quoting extensively from: l.lcClnnahan v. Arizona State 'l':.• · CoJnmission,
~~lJlE!:·

There the Court discussed .at length the Indian ··:•>vereignty

doctrine, reaffirming prior holdings that the Federal (:·•vernntent
:·h~.s

l~rgely:

permitted the Indians "to govern

.thew.selve~-:.

state int.c.t-ference", and that the Indian reservations

free from

~H.'l~(! r.ten

nt

. to cst~blisli the "exclusive sovereignty" of the Indianc.: ··Hrtc.lcr
gcnc1 al
9

federal supervision".

Plaintiffs recognize thu

~

:.\cClan~hnn

Dowlby, recognizes the rir;ht of the Ur• · :·cd s ta t!~~i
or rJ.ghts in the lnnd below the high w:• · ·'r r:a .:.-~:
oi navigable waters prior to statehood.

Jfj,.
Shively v.
tn ~··:rant tJ.·tle

...

was concerned with ~ applicability of state 1~ to a reservation and its Indian inhabitants, a question not here presented,
hut nrgue that the principles there enunciated are fully applicable.
The court cannot agree.

In the complex, and sometimes

uncertain, area of Indian law, care must be exercised in attempting
to apply language used in one factual situation in a totally
different context.

~tcClanahan

was concerned with the right of a

state· to impose a tax upon income earned by an Indian on a 1·cservation.

Here we are concerned with the rights of both individual

.

Indians and their non-Indian grantees ~nder grants by the Fedefal
Government pursuant to. Congressional action;

There can be

110

doubt that the authority of the Federal Government.is.superior to
16
that of the Tribe.
Congress. '\vas exercising that authority in·

enacting the Allotment Acts.

We are concerned then with the

intent of Congress with respect. to riparian rights in providing
for the allotment and sale of lands fronting
(2)

o~

a navigable lake.

Federal T:.t!cognition of Tribal Jurisdiction

In support of their contention that no riparian rights
.

.

of the nature· claimed by defendants were conveyed by the

Fec1~~·al

Gove.rnment, plaintiffs direct the court to two letters - one dated

August 16, 1955 from the Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs to
Senator

Mansf~eld,

and the other dated February 18, 1959

Assistant Commissioner to the chairman of

~he

fro~ a~

17.
Tribal Council •.

lG. Plaintiffs "agree the United States has a power paramount to
that of the Tribes over tribal lands and waters.Dnd the United States~
by clcar·Act of Congress, can exercise that power to·the derogation
of the tribal power". They contend, however, thnt "here the United
States has I~Ot so acted, and, therefore, the power to regulate the
use of tribal land and water resides unimpaired in the Tribes".
(Plaintiffs' Supplemental Memorandum filed May 15, 1974). ·
17o The :first letter recites that under Rochester the title to the bed
and banks of the south half of Flathead Lake below high water mark "is
in the United States in trust for the Confederated Tribes," and that
"It is therefore within the power of Confederated Tribes to lease these
draY/down lancis * ~ *'·'. The second letter similarly states that title
of the lanes is in the United States in trust for the Indians and that
!:either leases or permits may be used in granting the use of tribnl
la ~:ds for doc!< sites or piers, across the :flo•;.(age easement and into
th;.~ permanent lnke pool".

.. 1Joth l~·tte.rs concer~h_c right of the Tribes to ~ant leases or

per1aits for ·the use of lnnds below high water mar~ on the south
hnlf of Flathead Lalce.

They indicate that the Tribes have
~

co1~1plete·

authority to rcr,ulate the use of those lands.

While it

is true thai interpretations of a law by the agency responsible

for its enforcement are to be given deference, Udall v. Tallman,
380

u.s.

.
written almost

were
and

~' 18 (1965), the letters

c~nveyances

are· not persuasive.

Both letters

a half century after the initial allotments

of the land.

18

Neither letter considers the federal

common law principles with respect to access and wharfage.

.

Nor

does either letter deal expressly with the effect of prior allotments and conveyances ·of riparian lands pursua;nt to the Allotment
.Acts.

More persuasive in determining Congressional intent i.r;t.

"
the legislative
history of the Villa Sites Act (see note 10), ns

--

4

well ns the bulletin issued by the Secretary of the Interior in
.

.

connection with the sale of the Villa Sites, stating thnt Flnthead

-

'

LaJ;e "is utilized for bathing,

sailin~, boating, and yachtin(~·,
·---~~~==~~~~~~~
and several steam boats ply between the various towns upon its

~

1Jorde1.. s.

..The shores arc well

...

'

erection of wharves ...

adnpted

:for boat land;n,.,.s n-'1 Lhe

19

IHorcover, it ·nppears from affidavits of Namen and one of his
predecessors in interest thnt at least since 1948 ":the shor<• and
bn nl::s thereof" have been used for_ ,.docks, wharf Ctnd pie.t· purposes·".
/"n affidavit filed by Intervener, City of Polson, recites thnt n
lumber mill was constructed in 1!)09 on allotted land locate<f about
100 yards from the West boundary line of the l.lorias allotment.,, and
thnt "lands between the high water mark of and the bed of Flnthead
Lnke were. . utilized :for log storage, saw mill tramways,· and lumber
shippj.ng docl,s".
·
Jn •.

17

.. 19. It is true, as plaintiffs state, that the circulars referred
specifically to •the VillD Sites, and we are here con.cerned \"lith
riparian rights of a portion of an allotment made prior to the
Villa Sites Act. The patents issued pursuant to the Villa Sites
Act, however, contain the same provisions as those under the 1901
.1\ct. Neither made any express reference to riparinn rights, and
neither contained any reservation or exception with respect to
those rights. As set forth in the ·two letters (note 17), patents
issued under both acts were subject to flowage easements for storage
of w~ter for irrigation or development of water power, pursuant
to the Acts of !larch 3, 1911 and August 24, 1912.
.

~

·.,

-19-

Plaintif~also

argue that the

State~

Montana has

recognized the Tribes' right to control the bed of

Flath~ad

Lake,

since on two occasions when the State built bridges crossing

Flathead Lake and River it appliad for

to cross

rights-of-~ay

the Lal:.:e and River beds and paid damages therefor.

Pia j ntiffs

·point out also that, although Congress gave the Secretary of the

Interior the power to grant rights-of-way across Indian landJ it
also provided that such grants may not be made· across lnnds of
tribes organized under the Indian Reorganization Act "without

the consent of pl:'oper tribal officials".
and 325.

We are not concerned,

howev~r,

25

u.s.c.

§§ 324

with rights of the State
..

o:f Montana or with bridges or rights-o:f-way, but rather with rights
acquired by Indians and· their grantees through allotments prior
to the Indian Reorganization Act o:f 1934 1 which terminated. the
al~otment

policy •.

(3)

Effect of Status of Indian Trust Land ·

Plaintiffs' next contend that the federal qomtnon law
principles are inapplicable because the lnnds involved Pre Indian
trust lands.which have been reserved for the "exclusive ttse.and
benefit~'

of the Tribes.

The mere fact that the lands

held

ar·~

in trust does not compel the conclusion that federa 1 couurton law
is not applicable.
'l'er.t>itory of

·Alasl~

The beds of navigable waters within the former
were, according to the rationale of

:~hively,
.

supra, held by the United States in trust for the State •• r
.(Dr•lton v. Uazelez, supra at 572)
\!/i thin

the District of Columbia are

A

•

lil~ewise i•vested ·

in

I ··~~

Unl ted

'
United
States v. !iroen,

Yet 1 as discussed supra, the courts in be• l h instai1ces

have recognized-the. private rights of wharfage and
proprietors.

Alnsl~a,

and the beds of_ navig:drle wnters

Stntcs for the benefit of the people".

sunra at 719.

-

.

ncces~=

in riparian

The-fact that the lands were held in trust for Indians,

'
.
therefore, is noJ; in itself compelling,
particularly
in vtcw of
power of Congress to grant titles which include thes" rights.
:Federal Goveri'1..1-nent in any event holds title, and it ~~ federal
"I ., •••

..1.. -· ·'

thut applies.

It is

true~as

plaintiffs point out,

t~}t

Ari., ;c1o
- -... -.1. J.

of the Hellgate Treaty sets aport the Flathead Reservntio:t for
''the

e:·~clusive

use anc.l

h~nefit,.

of the Tribes.

As prcv iottsly

not eel 1 however, l.he c:<clttsivi ty of the Reservation ha!: been

nhnrply limited by the allotment of its lands to indivJdual ·Incllans,
------~~--------~~--------------------------------------------~--~==~
the provisions that a !lotted lands could be sold to n()lJ-Indian~, 2 nrJ

~~~--------------------------------------~--------------~------~_;~~
20
the massive settlement of surplus unallotted lands by non-Indinns.

Whilo the Flathead Reservation continues to exist, and the land
with~n ~ts

i~ ~till

original exter_ior boundaries

Indif''t country 1

it would defy reality to hold that the entire neserva t. t.on
e~cists

pres~ntly

for "the exclusive use and ,benefit" of the Trif.l~ . . s.
(4)

Failure to Expressly Grant. Ripnrinn Rit:-ltts

With respect to their final contention - th:, t: because

riparinn rights were not expressly granted

by.Congres~

they cannot

he implied - plaintiffs raise two fundamental principJ.PS of Intlian

lnw:

(1)

Only Conr,-ress hns the power

to.a~rogate

u.s.

. rir,hta (Sec Lon<:_. Wolf v. Hitchcock, 187

Indinn propl\orty

553, .56.5-·_'·66 (190:t));

and (2) statutes in de~ogation of Indlan property rigr~ts~ must be

narrowly construed.

See Menominee Tribe of Indians v •.United

The court of cot1rse recognizes these standards.

__There .
•
can be no question, however, that by means of the Genpr·al 1\_llotrnent
....

,,>.

~cts

and. the amendments theret?, the Congress expresscrl an inten-t

to e;:crcise its dominant power over Indian lands by dlviding aud

-bonveying those lands, including lands
in fee to Indians.

and

riqri-ln<lians.

riparian to Flathead Lnl~e,

Mpreover, as discu~>.sed previ-

ously, the.United States Government, decades before the allotment

..~if nets

were passed, had taken the position thut the

of ncce§s and wharfage ware property rights, i.e. incidents of

h~~------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----------------

20.

As indicatecf- in note 5 1 less than half of the Flathead

neservation is now trust land, and members of the Tribes
l~ss than 20 per cent of the population
boun~aries of the Reservation. .

livirrg within th-a

coL.tpris~
e~t~r·ior

· · ow11ersiiip of those

~ding land riparian

to

nav~ble wa terG. 21

In each case in which titlo to the bed and banks o:f nnvigablt:J
rivc.r:7s

is held

by

.the Federal Goverru"':"lent, the courts have held

that riparian owners have the rights of access and wharfage.
Potomac Steamboat Co., supra; Ketchikan Spruce .Mills, supra.

Did Congress intend that the fee

to allottccs

patent~

and purchasers of lakeshore property would include the riparian
In that determination it is of
22
course necessary to consider all of the trenties, statutes oud

rights of access and wharfage?

cose:; cited by the respective parties, as well as the undisputed
facts.

As the court said in ·stevens v. C.I.R., 452 F.2d 741,

7·1'1 .(9 Cir. 1971) 1 "Federal policy toward particular Indian tribes

is often manifested through a combination of general laws,
acts, treaties, and.executive orders.
pnri mnte·ria in ascertaining

speci~ic

All must be considered in

~ongressional

intent.

Kirkwood v.

·.1\rcnas, 9th Cir. 1957, 243 F. 2d 863, 867."

None of the parties hnve cited, nor has.the court Iound,
nny cn:;e 1vhich has considered the precise question

.he.t·~

pres(•ntcd 1

:1..0.. whether the owners· of ripn.rian· property on navignble wa t;ers,
acq~tirr~d
hnv~

:from the United .states as tr:ustee for an Indian tribe,:

the riparian rights of access and wharfage.

.

Defen~ants

rely·

.

in pnrt upon cases in which the courts have applied conunon lnw rules
in other contexts in determining the rights of allottees and other :
•

.

grnnte-cs of Indian land·s.

In Rochester,

.

~-~~

the court applied

the "general rule" which "has its roots in the principles of the ·
cOJ!tNOn

lavr" in holding that "patents of the United. States to innds

bordering on navigable waters, in the absence of special circumstances,
convey only to high water markn.

127 F.2d at 192.

In Oklahoma v. Texas, 258 U.S. 574 (1922),

the.Court~

dealing with lands once part of an Indian reservation, applied

21~

Dutton v. Str'hng, 66 U.S. 29 1 31 (1861); ·Yates v.
77 uJr: 4!JL, 5o~1 (1ti7I).

Uil·r.·:!u~~ce,

22. :\lthough the court has rejected defendants' contention thrat
rionrian rights were imp.lied in the Eellgate Treaty and Treaty of
tl1; lJ'):ter ;.rissouri, there is nothing in either treaty which \;ould
p:r~~~Itt~le ConGress fro.w granting these rights to an Indian allottee
a ~1d £:is nss igns.
-19-

.. co:~ton law doctrine ~ holding that patents to J~ds riparian to

non-nnvignble streams convey

titl~

In Fontenelle v. Omaha Tribe of

to the middle of the strea;a.

Nebrasl~,

430 F.2d 143 (8 Cir.

1970), the_ owner of a former Indian allotment sued to quiet title.-to land formed when the Missouri River receded from its meander

line.

The court affirmed the district court's application of

"the general rule that land added by accretion to tracts which
were riparian at the time of the official suryey and plat is the

property of the riparian owner".
The
cases cited by

Id. at 147.

agrees with plaintiffs that these and other

cou~t

defendan~s

are not precisely in point since _they

denl with boundaries and accretion, questions usually determined
by federal law even where riparian ·rights are determined by stnte.

law.

517,

Bonelli Cattle
5~3

(1973).

23

C~mpany

v.

Ari~ona,

~·

U.S.

94 S.Ct.

The cases are significant, however 7 in that

they stand for the propositions that:

(1) federal common ltnv is

applied to determine the extent. of federal gran·ts. of_ Indian land;
I

(2) express Congressional

~nnguage

is not considered a prerequisite

to the application of federal coJrunon law principles to· federal.
grants of trj_bal lands; and (3) the fnct that Indian land is in-

volvcd does not necessitate the application of different principles

in determining the extent of s federal grant •
.Conclusion

Thus, an analysis of the relevant case le\1 finnly establish~a

two principles:

23. Bonelli merely reiterates the general rule tha:t the extent of
a federal grant on a navigab~e stream is a federal question demanding
the nr>plication of federal law, while the nature of the rights of
rip~rietn owners iJ;l the bed and banl::s of navigable strenms is a stn te
determination. That _is because title to the bed and banks of navigable
wnters is vested in the states upon.. statehood. Prior to the act··d.ssion
of n state, title to the bed and banl~s of navigable strear:ts was hclc.!
in trust by the Federal Government an~ federal law was deterninativc
(.)£ the rights of .N.p.arian owners.
See~ , Potomac Steamboat Co, 1 supra.
.

...
.·

-20-

..
(1)

~-

In a I~ other situations in which

~

~.~.1.e

Fed era 1

Go-:.'errunent holds title to the beds and banks of navigable wnter!;,

n fee pntent issued by the United States to riparian lands w&ulrl
iuclude the rights of access and wharfage without an e;(press
provision in the patent.

This was established as early as 1061

in Dutton v. Strong, suprn, and consistently followed in many
subsequent ca.ses.
(2)

l~lhere

the United States holds title in trust fo!·

Indian Tribes, fede.ral common law is applicnble to a determinnt.t.on
l)f the extent of a federal grant despite the

Congressional language

~o

lacl~

of any express

that effect.

Given these pri.nciples, this court cannot escape

tb.£..

F"'

conclusion that Con ess r•1ust have intended that the fee
the.
issued pursuant to/Act of April 23 .. 1904; would include the customary
riparian

ri~hts

of access and wharfage.

The fact ·that Congre.ss

did not e)cpre.ssly delineate these rights does not negate their
e;cistence...
.,_.p

It was not necessary I or Congress to specify every
......

---.

incident of ownership which acco

Indian

ntent

to

lands on an

R~servation.

This conclusion .. is confirmed by the Senate Report on
the Villa Sites Act -in 1910 and the circular issued by the Depar·tment
~~

o:f the Interior.

Certainly,

,~,ithout

the rightG of access an

wharf:.q;c, lands riparian to the south half of Flathead Lnl~e would

-.

not have been considered as valuable as suggested in the reoort
and

-

----

cir~J,lar.

It is significant also that for mqre than h~i~

n

century the defendants and other riparian owners, \Vi th the full

·..

. 25

knowledge of the Federal Government and the Tribes

~~1

and wi thoul.

.. · Tlv:! court agrees \'lith plaintiffs· that it is the intent of

r·nu;~rcss

r:1 thcr thnn the Dep:trtment of the Interior which is control] 'i.n~, hut
it h~t!3 long 1Jeen rccogn;ized that the SqcJ."etary of the Inter.i..1>r i~; the
c;~ecu ti ve arrat of tlte Government to execute the declared Cong.c~::~:· ~ nnn l
~ .
. t• t•nl3 .tn(t.lans.
- ~
~)DJ.1CY ,.,1 n

Jt is of CO'..!r~-:) clear that there is no statute of· .lir::it;1! : •. ·•
. . :··;he doctrine of l'lches is not ap;_1licablc. '!he lon{; rcr.'··· ·.. ·
·l
l\ ~·!,~ :-ionria.Ll rig-hto of tit0 rl0.fendunts and others does S'.: · ·
h'J·.:.:·..··:.c, ;.;h=:it the Departi:tent oi ·t~it~ Interior assumed n ~ot.~;::-~~~ •·•il i
i!:·t.::!:~t. t.i1~ t the pat~nts includ-2 .ciparian ri~hts.

?.:··.

·-

6~J CCtJ.Ol~ from either ~Xpended large

-------

SUr.':S

Of

non~ for

•1ocks

nnd ',·;h~rves abutting their lands on the south half of Flnthead

L~l:c,

~

~------------------~----------------~~~

£,Jany persons l>ui 1 t and r::a i~ta i!'l h~es and busines~

-------

Wharves and oie:r:s , .. ~ . . . Q c·""-nt""ncted, boats <tnd

.ships plied their way

throu~h.thg

area, and commerce was carried

-.t:.

Now, after more than fifty years of such activlty on

the Lake, plaintiffs claim th:at the riparian owners who have
constructed piers and wharves beyond the high water marl-: a.re
trespassers, should b~ enjoined from further trespass, nr1d be
requested to move iiilmediately all buildings and structurr~s beyond
26
the hic;h water marl~. · To grant this. relief in the ligl! t of the

factual and legnl considerations set forth above, would l'e a.
grievous injustice to tha defendants and others in a sir•?i.lar
position.~

The court, therefore, concludes that the defeJ•dauta
a::; OY/ners of lands riparian to the south half o:f Flathen'l JJake
~rc

cnti tlccl as n mutter of lnw to nccess to the

lak.~.

con-·

..comi.ttnnt with that .right of· access is the right to whar r out
--,

to 11av1.gable water.
a
the~cfore denied.

-

Pla intif:fs' motion for summary

judr~H'cnt

.
is

Defendants'
motion for sturuna.t..Y judgm~'' t is
...

granted insofar as the existence of the riparian rights r,f access
27
and wharfage are concerned.

...

The.t:e remains for determination the question

C'

r

'flhether

any of the structures owned and maintained by the defendants constitute an abuse of their riparian rights.

Plaintiffs contend that

Apparently defendants first received offic~.l noticrt of a cla:i!l
of trespass in Uay, 1973. There may have been ·pr.ior inf~,rma 1 not lee.
'fhc letters written uy the Commissioner of Indian Affair::, upon
which !'.)lainti:ffs rely, v;ere elated in 1955 and 1959, but n:.j noted
supra, neither letter expressly ·considered the question "~ ripnrian
ri~ht::;.
In any event, there is nothing in the record to ·~uggcst any
action by the Government or the Tribes prior ·to Uay, 197:; .
2G.

.....

""\

Iu vieYt of tll'is conclusion, . it is unnecessa.ry for th· '.J"l!·~0sc !J.f
this order to co·nsider the contention of the respective I·~·!.~ ics Y; i ti!
re~pcct to a temporary injunction or the sufficiency of J' 1 :lintif.;~~t
ans~er to some of defendants interrogatories.
27.

~

~

''at le~st some of the structures, including a bui~~ing and a

land-fill extending into the Lake, are not of the type permitted
nnd exceed the limits normally held proper for riparictn ownersn.
This question cannot be resolved on tile basis of the undisputed
f~cts.

As to this issue a further hearing will be required.
Defendants will prepare, serve and file a draft of

pnrtlal surnmar.y judgment in conformance with this order.

Done and dated this 14th day of August, 1974.

~~~·1

Unl.~t~ Judge
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APPENDIX H

PER ACRE WATER DUTY
REQUIREMENT i l
.

USE
IRRIGATION SYSTEM
(Actual Number of
EFFICIENCY .
acre feet per acre
(~umber of Xnches
of Water needed
(\ of water actually
required to be
for one acre of
available to meet
. applied to land to
, Alfalfa in No Name crop needs after
. get 30"-36" of
e· Creek Basin)
application to land) water to the crop)
Mod.Temp·Yr. Hot Temp Yr.
CROP WATER

Allotment 5526
••

..

Allot~nt

0

NUMBER
OF"

~

Former
Allotment 5525.
(Walton)

REQUIREMENT

Mod.Ternp.Yr.

Hot Temp Yr.

30"
36"

75%

3.33

4.00

50.7

168.8

202.8

Moderate Temp. 30"
Bot Temp.
36"

75\

3.33

4.00

·,43.6

145.18

174.4

Moderate Temp. 30"
llot Temp.
3f?"

Same

Same

Same

45.0

149.85

180.0

Same

Same

Same

14.0

46;62

56.0

119.88

144.00

101.23

121.60

107.89
839.45

~

Mode~ Temp.
Temp •
Ho~

••

B892

TOTAL WATER DUTY

Former
Allotment S237l
(Walton)

_same

Former
Allotment H894
.{Walton)

Same

Same

Same

Same

36.0

Allotment 5901

Same

Same

Same

Same

30.4-

Allotment 5903

sanie

Same

Same

Same

3-?.4

TOTAL ti'ATER DUTY
REQUIREMENT (Crop
Water Use) (Taking
into account 4".
of winter water in
. ground)
Mod.Temp.Yr. Hot Temp Yr.
2.88
(30-4=26"·)

3.55
(36-4=32")

~
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~
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Thte report should be tral18mttteCI. tn duplicate.

PETITION FOR THE SALE OF INHERITED INDIAN LAND.
Allottee ______ _A~-~~~;!~-~~---~~~!i-~-~-t-

No. --·~-~--~!.6 Agency ______Qo!Y~.!~~t~-~-----~----~~----~----

-------~-P-~-~~.m~-~--gg_.__ l~.?-~-~~-~ 19
·1
!!!__j;_~kan '

The Commissioner of Indian AfCaira:
100 00
A1
d ·S
Application is hereby made for the sale of -----------------~--acres of the allotment of ---------------~~-~---~;:_____

.

W2 \12 W2 . EE4 and E2 liW4, Sec. 21, Twp. 33 ll·., R.

~E.,

descnbed as----------------·-------....·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

___!f.~-~-~-!---~~~-~E!~~-~E-.!.--~~E-~~~~!~&..!QQ_!_QQ___~;t;~_l!,_____________________________________________ _
·----------------~!~~==~~=----~~~-~~-~!~----~--~ died on the ---------~-~~y ~f ·--------~~-l.t...~-~~-?.1...~--------

10 , intestate, leaving surviving as only heirs, your petitioners, whose names, ages, relationships, degree of Indian blood, and
a statement as to the number of acres and value of t"he land that will be retained by each in trust, provided the land described
in this petition is sold, are as follows:
.
!
·~= ~ •
.;.~
BolatloaabJp.

Name.

Louis Smitaken.
Paul Sni taken,

1901

Son

1894

SSon

No. acres to be retalaed In traat.

J)egreeof IDdlaD blood.

Area In acres.

Vwue.

ao.oo
eo.oo:;

tj2,

--------------·-- '--------·-------

tj-:z__-- .

------------------------------

· Will approved January 11, 1921,9198-20 SHE..
-~
--------------------------------------· :*-------------- -----------------------------· ----------------------- -----------------

·------------------------------------· --------------· -----------------------------· ·----------------------;·

.

.:

.

..

.. . :

...

...

:. ·..

'. ;

... ... : .... ,.. :
~

~.

.. -···

.-.

'.

Our reasons for rt=questing that the land above described be sold are ae follows: ·--·--------------------------·----------------

____________________ !~~~---==~-~E:...~~--!E:!~~-~--~~~---~~E:~l--~~--E:t!:~!P:~~~-~-----------------------·--------------Uill sell on deferred

p~ents

or oesh •

.·------·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------------------------------------·------- ... -----------~------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-----------------.
.
--------------------------------·-----------------·---·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·---·

--··-------------.. ---· ---------..... ---------------------------------·----- ------------------------t------~--J-------,--!"--;~---------------------- -

i

I

-!

-------------------· --------------·-··----------------------------------------------------------------------s::.:3ii58---·
I

I
i

:.
!

~·I

2
We, each and severally, agree that the proceeds arising from the sale of this land may be disposed of in accordance with
the rP.gnlations prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior.
Q~ _. /)
.'* . 11. •
\.J Lf...AA.{
~v~..-.. Y\..._

f

--··------------------------------·-------------------------------------

. Su~crlbed :md swom to before me this __';l.._:f:-~Z~if
day of

-~--~--!·-----------·• 19 i.y·. . . .
Ch
.

.

. ______/L7J___~/vht::___ _
·'l1'

t _

n

•

S~perintendenl.

•

•

7
·no a,y .cliiJllC
t.n-c:u" ,.:• · : .•,_. J:.,. • .•

of JYC' 31Ji11gton; 1·: ,.-;din:i

"~

{..·,"";'.....
·: ..~.~<•.___ _ _-_-_----------------------------------------------------------------·

REPORT. OF SUPERiNTENDENT.
I. Are the state~enta made . by. th~ peti tione'rs correct? :_ _______ !_?_~~--------~--------~----------~---------·-~----------------

__ _

2. Have any of the petitioners funds on deposit as individual Indian money? If so, give names and amount. ----------

.~:o •

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·----------------------------·-----------·

·

·

·

·

···· ··· ··· ···· ·

· ·

,.·,-x,..,.-~

..

........

~...,,.::~

.... ,......

·~'···-

lf"":'1d

3. What is the character of the l~d covered by the application? -------=-~: .::=:~-~Q •• ~:~;~~--::?.:-.~:::.=:::..2......-=::.:_______

lios in highland.

·caunt~y

ncur ·orm:·-k Le.ko.

i~ po:J2i~le

·· !t

·iiv

·---·-·ciu·-trva.-t"e·-·r:u·acrorr;--,1nicn··ne:s··nc·e-:r··'lu--~a:or··-cuJ.--tr1=--t·tiorf--er;·a-··y,-orniips

10 to 15 acres frow_ ·_-;hlcr.. bruBh

rrunt be re:::!ovcd e:t

~::ni1. ~r..~l\1rt;:!'~vth

----g·raa~·-axp6-nera··-af"·-raoar·:··-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·------

0
·
· · bte --------------·---·: .. _~ · 0 ·
5 • c:>
ti b
cO
· acres~
· lturat ----------------Irri....
ga.~ ·---------------·
m . er.·----------------. . :.· .. acres, 1mga
.
. , .. acres,
.
·.
. . :.·..acres, . agncu
:
·

.

'

grazi~g· ____'! ~-·-·-·-~ acr~

.

. ... _ . . _ · : .·

.

.- . .

. .. ." ·~ .

:· .. .

:

... T

t · ~e.,

.
7

4. What·.$9 the nlue of tbB ~d, and lf it is offereci,fQr.sa.le. will \t, in yof.l;_opinioq.; attract bidderS? -=-:_·---'1--;--thatt:rt.ct c~c.~.o.~rs, Lu:; llu\, vt:l';I .41.1\.:ely 1iO u;; ..,rac1i auyo:ao except eJ. er
purt;; ·who l'l..a.s lec.~cc the It.jid ·or· tror:teone ·locl'~lly ··:tritt~rcs·~ecl~ · Vr'~ue
Y.~9~~~~~-~;-~~i-~~-~;h~;~~i~hi~-~i~~~i-i~-~h:.i~~~;~·i;.-~~i;i;~-i-~d-if;~:-h;~h~~~~-~~~;~;;;~-~~-~;~~i~~~:
. . .
.
..

.

.

.

.

y~Jue...been.
in making the appra~eQ:aen~?
---·--~~-~--------------------------------. taken. into ®ns.iueration
.. .
.
. ..
. .
. ..
.

mineral
.
·.:.

;

···-----~.-~1-~~--:-~-:-7~--:-·:--:~---~-~-::·--~-:~--~---:-··-~---------------·-:--!---~------------:"..-~:----.---~---------------------------------~-----, •

:

•

:;

1 :. : .

~

;

•

•

~•

e

' •• ··,.';

I ·.:

0

---------- ·-----·------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------- .
6. Is there any valuable timber on the land? If so, state kind anu give estimated number of feet and value, and whether

··

..... _________ : · .··-··· ·:··

·· ·. ·· ·----··-:--~·--No · tfcibe..... ··av-

··lend. ·. · ·

·

such value bas been Included 1n appraisement. -----------------·------~-----~:'..----------~-----------------------------------------------.· ... , ··.· ., .
•

:•

•

I

•

r

":,

--------------------------------------------:-~-:..--~~-.;. ....:.;.....;•••••• :.:......t~-----;.;._,.. • .:..:..~-~----.;~.:..---------------------------------------------·-

7. Has the )and any value for power-site or reservoir purpo~~; a.nu if so, has such element of value been included in

th~

appr~isemen t? -~ -~?..~~- -----· ----------------,--------------------------------------·-------------------------- ---------~-------------- -----· ---·.
8-3066
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I
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I

I
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.. ----------------------..---------------------------------·-·------------------------·-----------------!..---------------------~---.
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land offered for sal~?.. _If~'

. ..

....

-....~bat are .t~e. ~rc~mstan_~·? :~-----!?0-.--_:_____:~---· ----------------------------

.
--=-----------.------·.----------------------------------------------------------:~------'

·---------------------------------------~---:--------------------------------------------------------·-------------------------------------

9. Give reasons v.·hy !tis desired~ sell this J~nd.. ~port fa~ly wh~ther the petitioners are in any. way incapacitated,

or whether they need ~he money for any particular purpose. .--~-ho--J:lo-i-l!S--\1-i.a.h--to--:P:r..g.:V-i-ti:.g.

tho:esel vas

a home. They a~e t•.7o young men, . who do trucking. Ona ccu·riea the ·
iiia-iTtietW a en vlir~-"&au!1tU:tti'tc-r;--;-tnzir;-;-u-iTd--;:t·tr-ll""t7mr·-o:r.t~lfl;--tr'!R!l.Icro 1
van.
I balie'Ve 1 t to tneir intcron"ts to a all the lar.tl for tba :pu.r:possf}

Jiien"fi'oner,--&n-cr-tnst--tney--\v·nr~nv7n:rt-t:ne-mon'1ry
. . . .
..
.
. .. .
.
.. .. ... .
.
.
. .
.

·----------------.------------------------------

Jr.u-ml-::nrs-ry;-.----.
~

-------------

··----·-----------------~-------------------------------....---.-----------

· 10. Is the land covered by this application leased; if so, to whom, when does the lease expire, and what is the annual
consideration per acre?

---!r..A¥·d----.:.~~A...&.c.-l-.o-c.~
...)o.f'-+---s..-.--:..:~--2.:~-..-~---~--l-.C.!l.!;.----9¥;.4+~~,__
.1J(...4.&.J.
.a..... -.:.~ - v "- ._ .... .,..
'~"" • . .._....
... .c. :....a.. '-'..i-..1. -.. t
.... ""' • ., ,..., I
~ •.&..&. \.t.a-L. -

·ron tal be ins ~15~.00 wilich io in the ::.1~ t'..ai3. o:r im_p:::-ovtJt;ents on the land

-----------------------------------·---------------------------------------------

11. Has any land of like character been sold in the near vicinity to the land covered by this application; if eo, when, and

what was the price per acz:e? ---t-f.-j~o~.- _____ __:,'!~-

-----------·----

·------------------------------·--------------------·----

town sites,

12. Are there any local conditions, such as surve~ or co~~iio~·~fpr~~ed ra.UrO~-neam~ ·~·pro~ed
severe droughts, etc., which affect land values generally on your reservation or particularly as to the tract of land covezed by

14. Name of n~ ~' a~d ~ce therefrom·-----t}-;;Jt.---ey&--'7:lm1:rtrr1'!c:r-OrO'V"!:tlli---bl.'-::11Ch ~ ·

..

15.

Date of dete~tion of he4's by the Sec~ta.ry of the Interior, and file number of case.

r.'i·i-J:-appr-O'VG'tt-_-

(~~:we!) 0. C. Upchurch
Superintende7&t..
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and the Superintendent of the _____ .;_·___ ;. ______ ~-----~----~------~·--·------=--~--~-------- Agency is direc~ to ·offer the
the regulations governing the sale of allotted and inherited Indian land.
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